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Who is this training manual
for?

This manual accompanies an online course
held by the Olof Palme International Center
and SOLIDAR. The name of the course is
“Training of trainers: Building alliances on
Just Transition”.

The training and the manual have been
developed for experienced activists around
the world who want to take the lead in
organising alliances around Just Transition in
their country or region.

The manual is used as a course material in the
original training of trainers. Once participants
have completed the training, they can use the
tools and information in this manual again as
they go on to build their local alliances,
develop joint agendas and plan their
advocacy. They might also choose to hold the
entire training again with local participants if
they wish.

You can also use the manual as a source of
information and inspiration for action without
taking the training.

How to use the manual

In the first part of each module, you’ll find
instructions for the training programme for
building alliances on Just Transition. The
second part provides background facts and
content for trainers and participants to draw
on according to their needs and interests.
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The training course is divided into three
Modules, each Module is a workshop. The
Modules are divided into Sessions. Each
Session within that workshop has a particular
focus. Within a Session there may be one or
more Activities.

Pre-reading: Participants should read,
watch or listen to this before the training
session.

» This icon indicates that the trainer should
say something like the text in the speech
bubble.

Tips forTrainers: Advice to you as a
facilitator, when you are doing the activity in a
workshop.

Tools forTrainers: Materials for the
facilitator or participants to use in workshop
activities.

Fast Facts: Different trainers and
participants will know different things about
the topics in the training course. The manual
provides the Fast Facts sections to make sure
everyone has access to the basic knowledge
you may need. The Fast Facts are there to
provide content that a facilitator or

participant may want in order to participate
more fully in the training, or to prepare inputs.
It would be good for facilitators to be familiar
with this content.

Reflection: Every Session ends with this
feature, for participants to check what they
have learnt and think about applying it in their
context.

Resources: On the training course
webpage you will find links to additional
resources for each Module. Resources may be
reports, videos and so on. We tried to find
resources in many different languages.

Assignment: Every Module ends with an
assignment so that the trainers can assess
the impact the course has had on
participants.

Case studies: There are six case studies
developed for this training course. They are
used in Session 1.2 and Session 2.3. In Session
1.2 are case studies of transition
developments in Colombia, Spain and South
Africa, for participants to analyse. In Session
2.3 are case studies of climate justice
movements at local, national and
multinational levels. There are lots of case
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studies taken from other materials,
throughout the manual or available in the
resources online.

Interviews: Five interviews were conducted
for this training course. They are used in
Sessions 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2 and 3.3. You will find
links to the YouTube videos in the manual.
Throughout the manual or available in the
resources online, there are also lots of links to
other videos.
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Module 1

Understanding
just transitions

11

Prereading: Read the comic book part of
Everyday Stories of Climate Change[1] to discover
how families in Bangladesh, South Africa, Bolivia,
Puerto Rico, and Barbuda experience the impacts
of climate change, and their strategies to adapt and
recover.



Session 1.1
The climate crisis
demands transitions
This session gives people the information
that they need in order to understand
climate change and transitions to a low-
carbon economy.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Describe some impacts of the climate

crisis in their country.
• Explain what is physically causing

climate change.
• Explain key climate change terms.
• Give examples of some things that can

be done about that (mitigation)
• Give examples of how the climate

transition can affect workers and
gender equality.



Activity 1.1.1:
Sharing climate change
experiences
The facilitator can say something like the
following to set the scene for the first session
of the training course:

»
Climate is the usual patterns of weather over at
least 30 years, not the weather on one day or in
one year. There have been droughts, floods,
storms and harsh weather before, but now
unusual weather keeps happening. People in
different parts of the world are experiencing
more extreme weathermore frequently, such as
droughts and floods, heat waves and hurricanes.
Rainfall patterns are uncertain, and sea levels are
rising.

These climate changes are a threat to our water,
food, health, jobs, livelihoods – and the survival
of humanity and other species on the planet. Our
economies, infrastructure, people and natural
systems have to become “climate resilient”,
meaning able to adapt and cope with climate
changes.
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Climate change is caused by our present system
of production, distribution and consumption, a
systemwhich is both unjust and unsustainable.
We have to change ourway of producing energy,
the waywe work, produce goods and provide
services. Our economies have to become low-
carbon to try to halt further and even worse
climate change.«
Start the workshop with a go-around of all
participants. Each participant gets a turn to:

• Introduce your name, organisation and your
role in it.

• Describe an experience you have had of the
climate changing and its impacts on your
workplace or community

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

The activitywill help everyone to get to know

each other. Theywill learn about climate change

impacts from each other’s experiences. It will give

you an idea of howmuch people know about the

climate crisis andwhat their interests are. While

people talk, make notes of knowledge gaps.
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Activity 1.1.2:
Input on causes, impacts and
mitigation of climate change
TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Based on your notes fromActivity 1.1.2, and your

previous understanding of the participants’

knowledge, use the Fast Facts content to explain

or show concepts you think the participants may

need.

»
Companies and governments at national and
subnational levels are taking action to reduce the
greenhouse gases that cause climate change.
Not fast enough, and not at the scale needed, but
the transition to a low-carbon economy is
happening. It is happening at different paces in
different parts of the world, and in different
economic sectors.
This creates what we call transition risks for
different economies, and for workers and people
whose livelihoods depend upon sectors and
processes that emit a lot of greenhouse gases.
The transition also creates transition
opportunities for new products, services and
processes, and for the jobs and livelihoods that
could come along with those.«



Activity 1.1.3:
Explore the social and labour
aspects ofmitigation actions
Ask each participant to:

1: Look at the infographic “Fast Facts: What
can be done to reduce emissions or build up
sinks”. (5 min)

2: Pick one mitigation action that is relevant
to your context. For that mitigation action,
think about one of these questions:

• What could be the negative and positive
impacts on workers and the working class?

• Would this initiative affect women and men
differently?

Think about jobs, working conditions, skills,
social issues, home life and communities.

3: Turn to the person next to you and each
gets a 5-minute turn to talk about your
thinking. (10 min)

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
If the workshop is online:

Ask participants to type their ideas in the Chat,

starting by naming the mitigation action they

picked. When donewith their own comments, they

can read each other’s. Save the Chat, because there

will be interesting ideas in there. Call upon up to 5

participants to saywhich idea from someone else

made them think differently.
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Session 1.1
Reflection
At the end of every Session are some
questions you can think about for yourself.
Theymay alert you to check your
understanding by reading a relevant Fast
Facts section. Theymay prompt you for
follow-up youmight like to do after the
session. Theymay help get you going for
implementingwhat you have gained from
the Session.

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 1.1 1.2 1.3 Training manual: Organising for a just transition

• Can you explain the climate change
terms: • greenhouse gases • global
warming • carbon budget • net-zero
emissions • transition risks • mitigation
• adaptation • climate resilience

• Can you explain what is physically
causing climate change, and some
things that can be done about that?

• Howwould you convince someone
about the urgency of acting at scale to
cut emissions, using the concept of a
global carbon budget?

• What did you learn about ways
communities can becomemore
climate-resilient?

https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources-for-the-training-of-trainers-on-just-transition/


FAST FACTS

Impacts of
climate change at
1.5°C and 2°C
globalwarming
Global warming is the average global temperature
increase above the average pre-industrial
temperature, measured in degrees Celsius (°C). The
warming temperature creates physical changes to
climates, like rainfall patterns, which in turn have
impacts on humans and other species.

Scientists have modelled what happens at various
temperatures. Every part of a °C matters. Here is a
comparison between the impacts at 1.5°C and 2°C
warming, from the IPCC’s Special Report on Global
Warming of 1.5°C. (The IPCC is the United Nations’
scientific Inter-governmental Panel on Climate
Change.)

We speak of adaptation to the impacts of the climate
changes occurring. It’s about what we do to cope, for
example move uphill as sea levels rise. “Climate
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CLIMATE RISKS: 1.5°C VS 2°C GLOBAL WARMING
OCEANS
Lower risks to
marine biodiversity,
ecosystems and
their ecological
function and
services at 1.5°C
compared to 2°C

ARCTIC SEA ICE
Ice-free summers
in the Arctic at
least once in every
100 vs. 10 years

SEA-LEVEL RISE
46 million vs.
49 million people
impacted by sea-
level rise of
48cm / 56 cm by
2100

EXTREME WEATHER
100% vs. 170%
increase in flood risk

FOOD
Every half degree
warming will
consistently lead
to lower yields and
lower nutritional
content in tropical
regions

PEOPLE
9% vs. 28% of the
world’s population
will be exposed to
extreme heat
waves at least
once every 20
years.

WATER
AVAILABILITY
350 million vs. 410
million
urban residents
exposed to severe
drought by 2100

CORAL BLEACHING
70% vs. virtually all
of world’s coral
reefs are lost by
2100

COSTS
Lower economic
growth at 2°C than
at 1.5°C for many
countries,
particularly low-
income countries.

SPECIES
6% vs. 18%
of insects,
8% vs. 16%
of plants and
4% vs. 8%
of vertebrates will be
affected



resilience” refers to strengthening the capacity of
people, economies and the environment to prepare
for, withstand and respond to the impacts of climate
change. It’s about being able to roll with the punches
and bounce back, like ensure everyone has a decent
income.

We are already at 1.2°C warmer than pre-industrial
temperatures.[2] At a certain point, we will not be able
to adapt. Already countries on low-lying islands are
awash with rising seas – their people can do nothing
but move. Other regions will eventually become too
hot and humid to live in.[3] As the temperature rises,
we will reach tipping points that can’t be reversed,
for example we can’t regain all the ice lost at the south
and north poles and we can’t switch ocean currents
back.

Unequal impacts
People already burdened by poverty and oppression
are suffering the harshest consequences of the climate
crisis, while having the least resources to cope. Their
struggle to earn a living, feed their families and create
stable homes is made more difficult by the climate
crisis. If you do manual labour outdoors, you are
going to suffer in the heat. If you depend more
directly on natural systems, for example for
subsistence agriculture, you will be affected by

changes to those systems. If your mental or physical
health is already stressed by a poor diet, bad living
conditions or overwork, you can’t cope as well with
more stresses and shifting diseases. If you have few
resources, you cannot easily move or put measures in
place to deal with climate impacts. Competition for
scarce resources such as water can cause conflicts.
When extreme weather events or other disasters
happen, you can’t bounce back.
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Arctic sea ice
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GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS

CO2 from oil,

coal, cement,

land use, cows,

deforestation, ..
.

up by 1.2C
against pre-
industrial levels

unpred
ictabili

ty,

extrem
es –

tipping
points?

AVERAGE
GLOBAL
WARMING

CLIMATE
CHANGE

FAST FACTS

“Carbon” causes
climate change
With industrialisation from the mid-1700s on,
human activity has released increasing amounts of
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. These are the
gases that trap heat, leading to global warming,
which is causing climate changes. The gases
accumulate in the air over time, and get more and
more concentrated in the atmosphere, trapping more
and more heat.

Different kinds of greenhouse
gases
Themost common greenhouse gas released by
human activity is carbon dioxide (CO2), which is
emitted when we make cement, burn wood and use
fossil fuels such as gas, coal or oil. Another major
greenhouse gas is methane from livestock burps,
rubbish landfills and rotting things.

Different greenhouse gases have different global
warming and hence climate change impacts. To be
able to compare the emissions of these gases, they are
converted to a common basis called carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2-eq). Shorthand we often talk of
“carbon emissions”.
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34.8 5.5 11.7 92

18.0 20.9

GLOBAL CARBON BUDGET 2009-2018
Emissions and sinks in billion-tons CO2 per year, average 2009-2018

Emissions from human activity Sinks that absorb human carbon emissions

CO2 IN THE ATMOSPHERE
GREWBY

TOTAL EMISSIONS TOTAL SINKS

Fossil fuels and
industry

Land use
change

Land sink Ocean sink

The balance betweenwhat we
emit andwhat the planet can
absorb
The oceans, soil and vegetation act as “carbon sinks”,
absorbing or storing more carbon than they emit. So,
changing the way we use land contributes to
emissions, both by destroying the sinks so that they
can no longer absorb carbon and by releasing the
carbon they stored.

We have to reduce carbon emissions from human
activities, and maintain carbon sinks, to prevent
climate changes beyond what humans can cope with.
This is calledmitigation.
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The richest 10% of the world’s population (about
630 million people) were responsible for 52% of the
cumulative carbon emissions. They used up nearly a
third (31%) of the global carbon budget in those 25
years alone. The poorest 50% (about 3.1 billion
people) were responsible for just 7% of cumulative
emissions, and used just 4% of the available carbon
budget.

We need to address inequality and the idea of what a
good life is.

FAST FACTS

Carbon
inequality
Not all countries and not all people have equally
caused the emissions driving the climate crisis.

Countries that have industrialised using fossil fuels
for longer have contributed more climate emissions
than countries that are less industrialised or have
been industrialised for less time – the “Global South”.
The training course deals with this in Session 2.1.

An Oxfam study looked into carbon emissions per
income group over the period 1990 to 2015. Those 25
years saw a rapid escalation of the climate crisis, as
global annual carbon emissions grew by around 60%,
and the total emissions added to the atmosphere
since the mid-1800s approximately doubled. The
report says “close attention is also needed on the out-
sized impact of the world's richest people – wherever
they live – to encourage a more equitable use of the
remaining global carbon budget.”

This is what the study found:
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Share of cumulative emissions from 1990 to 2015 and use of the global
carbon budget for 1.5C linked to consumption by different global
income groups

Richest 1 % Richest 10% Middle 40% Poorest 50%

Share of global
population

Share of global
carbon budgets

for 1.5C

Used
1990-
2015

Remaining
carbon budget
will be depleted
by 2030 without
urgent action

Gt CO2

Share of cumulative emissions 1990-2015



FAST FACTS

Urgent action is
needed
The latest reports from the United Nations’ expert
body on climate, the IPCC, tell us:

• To have at least a 67% chance of stabilising average
global warming at 1.5°C compared to pre-
industrial temperatures, from 2018 on we must not
release more than 420 billion tonnes of carbon
dioxide (ever). This is called our global carbon
budget. What we do with other greenhouse gases
can change these carbon dioxide numbers.[7]

• In 2019, we emitted at least 37 billion tonnes CO2.[8]

If we continued at that level of emissions, we will
use up the global carbon budget for a 67% chance
of 1.5°C by 2030. If we emit less each year, we have
a longer time to phase out emissions.

• For a 50% or better chance to stay below 1.5°C, i e
if the world takes a higher risk when it comes to
the 1.5 target, the world needs to cut emissions by
45% below 2019 levels by 2030, and continue
reducing from there.[9] We have seven years left to
do this.

• We are not on track to meet these global climate
targets. As at June 2022, Climate Action Tracker
finds that there is an emissions reduction gap of
17–20 billion tonnes CO2-eq between what the
IPCC says is necessary in 2030 and targets
countries have committed to under the United
Nation’s climate change Paris Agreement.[10] In
other words, countries’ national climate targets are
too weak.
Further, there is an implementation gap between
countries’ targets and the policies they actually have
in place. The policies in place at the moment put
emissions at 57 billion tonnes CO2-eq in 2030,
leading to global warming of at least 2.4°C.[12]

• We must be at net zero emissions by about 2050 –
that is emissions released minus absorbed by sinks.
However, this deadline assumes that we can
achieve negative emissions after that year –
sucking large amounts of greenhouse gases from
the atmosphere. Experts doubt that it is possible at
that scale. If we don’t take the risk of relying on
negative emissions, the actual deadline for net zero
emissions would be much sooner.
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FAST FACTS

What can be done to reduce
emissions or build up sinks
Mitigation of climate change
A Human intervention to reduce emissions ar enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases

WHERE WE ARE NOW
• 23-42% of global greenhouse gas

emissions are associated with food
systems

• 15% of global green-house gas
emissions are from transport

• 67-72% of global emissions can
be attributed to urban areas

• 81% of global carbon dioxide emissions
are from fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas)

MITIGATION EXAMPLES

SYSTEMS TRANSFORMATION

Industry Energy Transport Buildings Agriculture Ecosystems
Nature-based solutions

Circular material flows

Innovation &
electrification

Renewable energy

Phase-out
fossil fuels

Demand management /
energy efficiency

Greener public
transport,
cycling, walking

Electrification

Energy efficient
homes and appliances

Green buildings

Reduce methane from
livestock

Enhance carbon in
agricultural soils &
agroforestry

Ecosystems such as
forests, wetlands,
grasslands and blue-
carbon protected,
managed and restored

Society
• Strengthening climate policies
• Scale up climate finance
• Improve governance and institutions
• Equity and just transition

Urban Areas
• Parks and trees
• Low-footprint lifestyles
• Best practice design and planning
• Sustainable mobility

Food System
• Reduce food loss and waste
• Eat less meat and more plants
• Improve farming practices
• Energy efficient infrastructure

High carbon
materials

High carbon
transport

Deforestation
and degraded
land and ocean
sinks

Fossil fuel
extraction

Unsustainable
production
and diets



RESOURCES

On the course site you will find relevant studies,
videos and sites for further exploration of the topics
in this session. You’ll also find all references.
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Session 1.2
What transitions are
underway?
This session provides participants with
information onwhat changes are needed
in relation towater, food systems and
energy in order for those systems to be
climate friendly. It also sets them thinking
about justice aspects in those transitions.
It gives people a framework for analysing
the character of climate-related
transitions in relation to the political
economy of a country. Theywill also get to
practise applying the framework to a case
study of a country.

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 1.1 1.2 1.3 Training manual: Organising for a just transition

After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Describewhat needs to be done to

deliverwater, food and energy security,
or even sovereignty, in a way that also
provides climate solutions.

• Analyse transitions in their own country
or other contexts, and assess how
transformative they are.

• Apply good ideas from transitions in
other countries to their own.



Activity 1.2.1:
Input on transitions to reduce
emissions and build climate
resilience
»
Every economic sector, every workplace, every
community and every household is being
affected by changes in climates and is having to
change. On the mitigation side, if we are going to
stabilise at no more than 1.5C global warming, it
is going to take everyone doing everything to
reduce emissions.We can just about do it.

To build a just transition, we have to understand
what needs to transition and what is already
happening. I am going to tell you about some of
those developments, which you may support or
not.

It is not possible to cover everything in one
presentation. There are important transition
aspects that I won’t cover, related to human
health, human settlements and the built
environment, transport, oceans and coastal
zones, and every industry. For example, cement
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and steel are important for infrastructure that
serves people, but it is difficult to reduce
emissions from their manufacture. Heavy-duty
trucking, shipping, and aviation are also hard to
solve.

My presentation focuses on water, food and land,
and energy, because these are key aspects for
justice. Everyone deserves secure access to
enough and clean water, enough and nutritious
food, enough and free or affordable energy, and
decent shelter. The climate crisis and changes in
technologies and economies are changing the
conditions around these.

A time of change in human history holds the
opportunity to reshape our societies and
economies to deliver greater social justice and a
better life for all.«
TIPS FOR TRAINERS

The facilitator or another presentermakes an

input on transition developments in water, the

food system, and energy. The Fast Facts and the

Resources section can help you to develop an

input.



Activity 1.2.2:
Analysing a transition case
study
»
Olof Palme International Center and SOLIDAR
developed a study called “A Just Transition for
the Global South”. On pages 46/47 is a
framework for analysing transition processes
that are happening. It was developed by Labour
Resource Service. Like this:

Source: Labour Resource Service

You are going to use this framework to analyse a
case study.«
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CLAIMFOR JOBS:Retraining
programmes, pension schemes,
compensation of affected workers etc.
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This manual has three case studies of
transition processes happening, in Colombia,
Spain and South Africa. Participants work in
three groups, one group per case study.

1. In the group, participants divide the
subheadings in the case study among
themselves.

2. Each person reads the section under their
heading by themself.

3. Then each person explains what they read
to everyone else.

4. The group then discusses together whether
they think this case study reflects an
approach of Status Quo / Managerial Reform /
Structural Reform / Transformative Approach.
It is interpretation and analysis by the group,
there is not one right answer.

5. Discuss: What could be done to drive a
more transformative approach in this
country?

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

If someone from Olof Palme International Center

or SOLIDAR is in theworkshop, they can explain

the Status Quo / Managerial Reform / Structural

Reform / Transformative Approach framework. If

not, read up on it in the study first.

If theworkshop is in person, participants can

choosewhich country theywould like to analyse

and go to that group. The groups don’t have to be

equal in numbers, but if they are very unequal, the

facilitator can balance them.

If the workshop is online:
Post the link to the booklet “A Just Transition for

the Global South” in the Chat: https://

www.solidar.org/en/publications/a-just-transition-

for-the-global-south (Download the full study.)

Set up three breakout rooms and name them

“Colombia”, “Spain” and “South Africa”. Let Zoom

randomly assign people to one of the rooms. Tell

participants that if they are unhappywith the

country they are assigned to, they can come back

to the main meeting and be reassigned.

The case studies in this manual are in English. The

manual is also available in Spanish and French. If

participants don’t want to read the case studies

in either one of these languages, look through the

Resources for the different Sessions, you mayfind

something there in a language of their choice.
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Activity 1.2.3:
Sharing analysis of the case
studies
When everyone comes back from the groups,
the facilitator will draw out insights by asking:

1. Who saw features of a Status Quo approach
in the country you analysed? Please explain
why you thought so.

2. Who saw features of a Managerial Reform
approach in the country you analysed? Please
explain.

3. Who saw features of a Structural Reform
approach in the country you analysed? Please
explain.

4. Who saw features of a Transformative
Approach in the country you analysed? Please
explain.

Discuss together: What ideas for a more
transformative approach did you come up
with?
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TIPS FOR TRAINERS

You are not asking for reportbacks group by

group, or country by country. Per approach, you

are calling for reflections from anyone about any

country that displays that approach. One country

can have aspects of several approaches, and

people who studied the same countrymay differ

in their interpretation. Keep letting people add

comments per approach until there are no more,

then move on to the next approach.



Session 1.2
Reflection
• In the following Fast Facts about water,

food and energy, look at the issues
under the headings “What are the
justice issues?” How do those issues
intersect with thework of your
organisation?What justice issues
would you add?

• Beyondwater, food and energy,would it
be useful to you to understand trends to
dowith human health, human
settlements, the built environment,
transport, oceans and coasts, and
various industries? Howwill you find
out about those?

• What did you learn from the country
case study your group discussed that
might be relevant in your country?

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 1.1 1.2 1.3

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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FAST FACTS
There are Climate Action Pathways developed under
the United Nations climate change convention.
They set out sectoral visions for achieving a 1.5° C
and resilient world in 2050. There is a Pathway for
each of Water, Oceans and Coastal Zones, Land Use,
Human Settlements, Energy, Transport, and Industry.
The Pathways give a snapshot of the current situation
and provide a list of initiatives that are already
happening. Then they describe climate actions with
high impact that must be taken by 2021, 2025, 2030
and 2040. The Pathways are useful for being prepared
for, and supporting or challenging, coming climate
actions. You can think about how these actions might
change your workplace and industry, household and
community.

Transition trends
to dowithwater
Climate change is often experienced as water stress,
including changing rainfall patterns, weather events,
floods, drought, and sea level rise.

No living thing can survive without water. Water
belongs to all of us and needs to be managed and
used in a way that is fair to all of us, including other
species.

What is water security?
“Water security [is] the availability and accessibility of
sufficient clean water to allow a population to sustainably
ensure its livelihoods, health, socio-economic development and
political stability. (…) [C]limate change is increasingly shown
to be an important contributor to water insecurity worldwide,
with some regions more at risk than others.”[1]

As at 2018, there were more than 2 billion people
living in countries experiencing high water stress.
This is worsening as demand for water grows, and as
the effects of the climate crisis intensify. If we don’t
take action, studies predict that up to 52% of the
world’s human population will be living in water-
stressed regions by 2050. In 2019, 12% of the world’s
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human population drank water from unimproved
and unsafe sources. More than 30% of the population
lived without sanitation services.[2]

Water-related climate impacts
On water quality and human health
• Less water for drinking, washing, cleaning,

cooking.
• Extreme weather events that directly impact

human health, economies and ecosystems. These
might cause loss of life, livelihoods and assets,
displace communities, and damage infrastructure.

• More intense rainfall and floods can lead to
disruptions in water supplies and bad water
quality, for example:

• sewage pipes get blocked with washed-off debris,
or sewerage infrastructure gets damaged. This can
lead to overflowing sewers, or raw sewage getting
into rivers.

• hazardous substances like petrol, oils, chemicals,
herbicides and fertilisers are carried through
surface water, groundwater and soil systems.

• More and longer droughts mean less water is
available to dilute wastewater discharges.
Downstream water quality will be worsened,
meaning health risks to humans.

• In the heat, as more water evaporates from dams,
wetlands and soil/plant systems, the saltiness of the
water will increase.

• Higher air and water temperatures create more
favourable conditions for water-borne diseases.

On agriculture and food
• Changing rainfall patterns affect what crops are

suitable in a region.
• Subsistence and smallholder farmers who depend

upon rainfall could be hard hit.
• Increased erosion and sedimentation, causing loss

of fertile topsoil and reductions in the quality of
agricultural produce.

• Loss of of crops and livestock due to extreme
storms, wind, floods or drought.

• Polluted, saltier or sedimented water affects crops,
livestock and fish.

On the natural world
• River ecosystems need a certain amount and

quality of water to sustain themselves. This is
called the ‘ecological reserve’, which humans must
first give the river before we start using the water
ourselves. We need the services that ecosystems
supply to us.

• Erosion, sedimentation, pollution and saltiness
affect aquatic ecosystems.
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• More fish and other water creatures dying due to
reduced oxygen in the water, or higher
temperatures.

• Changes to natural water attractions.
• All of this could affect tourism, in areas where

nature-based tourism is the main attraction.

Water and climate emissions[3]

The use, storage, distribution and treatment of water
and wastewater contribute about 10% of global
climate emissions. Greenhouse gases form in
landfills, open sewers, dams and lagoons.

Additionally, about 4% of global electricity
production is used to transport and treat water and
wastewater. Energy consumption in the water sector
is expected to double by 2040 as a result of increasing
desalination of seawater. If the electricity comes from
renewable energy sources, its use by the water sector
won’t be a major carbon emissions problem.

Apart from all its water benefits, protecting and
expanding wetlands, peatlands and mangrove soils
also improves carbon sinks and is essential for
climate action. Peatlands store at least twice as much
carbon as all forests. Mangrove soils can bind up to
three or four times more carbon than terrestrial soils.
Wetlands are currently under a lot of pressure and are

being lost at a rate three times higher than forests.
One study suggests that wetlands, if protected, can
take care of 14% of greenhouse gas mitigation by
2030. Wetlands also purifiy water, reduce the risks of
floods and droughts, and are home to many species.

Some solutions[4]

Protect natural flood buffers. Coastal mangroves
and wetlands are effective and inexpensive natural
barriers to flooding and erosion.

Safeguard water source areas.These are areas where
rainwater is naturally collected and flows into rivers,
lakes, wetlands, springs and wells. Natural water
systems are termed ‘ecological infrastructure’ because
they work like infrastructure for us but are created by
nature.

Keep natural water supply systems working
properly so they are able to provide humans and
other species with water. This includes returning
clean water to wetlands, rivers and the sea from our
constructed water infrastructure after we have used it.

Harvest rainwater in regions with uneven rainfall, to
ensure water supplies for dry periods. Tanks can
capture rain coming off rooftops. Dams store water,
can provide renewable energy, and prevent floods.
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But they also displace communities; waste water
through evaporation; create a flood risk if not well
maintained; release greenhouse gases through
deforestation, cement use etcetera; destroy carbon
sinks in wetlands and oceans; deprive ecosystems of
nutrients, and destroy habitats.[5]

Harness groundwater. Exploring, protecting and
sustainably using groundwater may be part of
adapting to climate change. But people putting in
boreholes without a check on the impact on the
groundwater may be a bad idea.[6]

Reuse wastewater.Wastewater can be used for
irrigation, in industries and for different purposes in
towns and cities. Safely managed wastewater is an
affordable source of water, energy, nutrients and
other recoverable materials.

Sustainable water management in urban and rural
areas will help society adapt to climate change by
building resilience, protecting health and saving lives.
It can also reduce carbon emissions from water and
sanitation transportation and treatment.

Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) related
climate adaptations.

Be water-wise in homes. In communities without
taps in homes, often it is girls and women that are

expected to fetch water. This robs them of time to
study, earn a living, be creative, have fun, and rest.

Be water-wise in industries.The CDPWater Watch
Index lists the following 30 industries as “critical”
(having extreme negative impact on freshwater
resources).
• Textiles and fabric goods
• Biotech and pharma
• Fossil fuels (coal mining, fossil gas and oil

extraction and refining)
• Manufacturing (including electronic components

and electric vehicles)
• Chemicals (including plastics, personal care &

household products)
• Metal smelting, refining and forming
• Metallic mineral mining (including bauxite, iron

ore, precious metals & minerals)
• Financial services (use of financial services results

in the financing of the other “ water critical”
industrial activities): Asset managers, banks,
insurance, real estate investment trusts

Be water-wise in agriculture.Worldwide, and
especially in developing countries, agriculture is the
largest water user, accounting for 50–90% of all water
use. “Agriculture” includes cultivation of crops,
livestock farming, and fisheries. Related to
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agriculture, the Water Watch Index ranks the water
impact of the following activities as “critical”:
• Farming of crops such as cocoa, cotton, fruit,

grains and corns, oilseeds, palm oil, rice, rubber,
soybeans, sugarcane, vegetables.

• Livestock farming: aquaculture, cattle, poultry and
pigs. TheWater Footprint Network has calculated
that one kilogram of beef requires about 15 000
litres of water � 98% of this is from producing
animal feed.

• Food processing (like soybean processing)
• Chemicals (such as fertilisers)

Cooperate across national borders to balance the
water needs of communities, industry, agriculture
and ecosystems.[7]

THEWATER CLIMATEACTION PATHWAY

This Pathway, developed under the UN climate
convention UNFCCC, is found here. It has actions to:
• Protect and restore water resources and ecosystems
• Protect people
• Produce agriculture and food
• Produce energy
• Reuse wastewater

What are the water justice
issues?
• Water is an essential public good and should not

be a privatised commodity.

• Everyone should have enough water for drinking,
cooking, washing and cleaning. The water quality
must be good enough for each purpose.

• Subsistence and smallholder farmers should
have access to water for their crops and livestock.

• Water insecurity affects marginalised groups
worse. Their participation in water governance can
help improve the solutions and their water security.

• There are costs to putting water infrastructure in
place, maintaining it, treating the water, and
getting water to its end use and back to nature.
Those costs must be spread fairly across society.
Big companies can afford to pay higher prices for
water, as can richer people. Polluters must pay to
clean up the water they pollute. Cost must never be
a barrier to anyone getting enough water for
normal life.

• People and local economies destroyed by extreme
weather eventsmay need help to cope and to re-
establish themselves. Think about Hurricane
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Katrina in New Orleans, the 2022 floods in
Pakistan …

• The United Nations World Water Development
Report of 2009 projected that if the climate crisis
continues as is, by 2030 water scarcity in some arid
and semi-arid places will displace 24–700 million
people.[8]

• Competition for scarce water may lead to conflict,
between countries, between residents and water-
intensive or water-polluting businesses, and
between people. An example could be the
hydropower dam built in Ethiopia reducing the
Nile’s water flow into Egypt.[9]

Wemust organise and plan to meet such challenges
with human solidarity, not competition, conflict or
xenophobia.
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FAST FACTS

Transition trends
to dowith food

The food system includes producing, processing,
distributing, marketing and selling, obtaining,
preparing and eating, and disposing of food. Food
systems are being impacted by climate changes,
which affects the types of food available where,
amounts and quality of food. Depending upon how
producers and retailers and consumers respond, food
prices will likely go up.
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What’s wrong with our food system?
Every night 1 in 7 people go to bed hungry—that’s almost 1 billion
people worldwide. People are hungry not because there isn’t enough
food produced but because our food system is broken. In fact, 80% of
the world’s hungry are directly involved in food production. We can
address this hunger if we support small-scale food producers, tackle
climate change and reduce food waste.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND FOOD
PRICES
The average price of staple foods
could more than double by 2030—
with more than half of that increase
due to changes in average
temperatures and rainfall patterns.

WASTE
In both industrialized and developing countries,
unacceptable quantities of food are wasted but for
entirely different reasons.

Harvest waste
Currently, developing countries waste nearly one
third of food supply. With better access to
adequate storage, refrigeration and transportation
this could be reduced.

Developing world: 33%

Consumer waste
In industrialised countries, consumers and retailers
throw away about one third of all food that is
produced.

Industrialised world: 33%

HUNGER
1 in 7 on the planet go hungry

60% of the hungry are women

By providing women with equal access to farming
resources such as tools, seeds, and transport,
100-150 million could have enough to eat

Change can happen
By investing in small-scale farmers, Brazil reduced
the number of people living in poverty by 20
million between 2003 and 2009. We can tackle
extreme hunger by helping small-scale producers
grow more food more sustainably.

High temperatures
In July 2010, temperatures exceeded 40°C in Russia,
destroying millions of acres of wheat. Wheat production
plunged 30% and the price internationally increased by 85%.

Drought
In 2010, a drought in Ukraine caused wheat production to
plummet 20% compared to the year before.

Monsoon
Heavy rainfall and multiple typhoons hit Southeast Asia in
2011, severely affecting 6% of the region’s total rice area and
driving prices up by 30% in some areas.

Food price rises



What is food security?
People are food secure when they can always get and
afford enough nutritious and safe foods. People
should be able to make informed food choices and to
get the foods they like. Food access is closely linked
to food supply, so food security is dependent on a
sustainable food system.[11]

More than 820 million people are hungry, and
2 billion people experience moderate or severe food
shortages. Another 2 billion suffer from over-
nutrition, a state of obesity from unbalanced diets,
with related health impacts such as diabetes and heart
disease.[12]

The IPCC says in mid-century an extra 8 to
80 million people will be at risk of hunger directly
caused by the climate crisis, concentrated in sub-
Saharan Africa, South Asia and Central America.[13]

Some organisations call and work for food
sovereignty. La Via Campesina, a global movement
of farmers, defines food sovereignty as “the right of
peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food
produced through ecologically sound and sustainable
methods, and their right to define their own food and
agriculture systems.” It recognises food as a right and
a public good, not as a commodity. Land, seeds,

water, credit and other resources are to be shared
equitably.

Food-related climate impacts
and some solutions
In 2019 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) produced a Special Report on climate
change and land, focussing very much on food
systems.[14] This video is an untechnical summary of
the main issues (time: 9 min).

These 2016 infographics from the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations are
available in several languages:

English, Mandarin, Spanish, French, Arabic, Russian
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THE LAND USE CLIMATEACTION PATHWAY

This Pathway from the global climate convention
UNFCCC can be found here. It has actions to:
• Protect land-based ecosystems
• Restore degraded land for ecosystems and

agriculture
• Adopt climate-smart approaches in small-scale

farming and large-scale commodity production
• Address other land uses such as the extractive

industries and urban areas
• Transform agri-processing, transportation of

agricultural products, wastage and packaging
• Empower consumers to make choices and adopt

behaviours that are healthier and more sustainable
for them and for the planet, not just in terms of
food but also other products from the land, such as
wood.

What are the land and food
justice issues?
• Hunger and malnutrition (including obesity of

the poor).Themain cause is poverty combined
with a food system designed to maximise profits
rather than to feed people enough nutritious food.
Stunted development of hungry or malnourished
children sets them back for life.

• Higher food prices shrinks the quantity and
variety of food poor people are able to put on their
table. People turn to ultra-processed foods as a
cheap, convenient and “tasty” alternative to healthy
foods as those become more expensive.

• Low-income countries and poor people are at
higher risk, as they have limited social safety nets
and suffer more from rising food prices and an
unstable food supply.

• Rural communities, especially smallholder
farmers, pastoralists and fishers, are extremely
vulnerable in the face of climate impacts because
their livelihoods mainly depend on their
production.

• The people who produce our food should be able
to earn a decent living through growing, catching,
producing, processing, transporting, retailing, and
serving food. Big food businesses squeeze out
smaller food producers.

• Land tenure rights.

• Competition for land.Meeting future food needs
requires greater land shares unless we change what
we eat and how we grow food. Large-scale land
projects that aim to mitigate climate change will
increase land competition – reforestation, planting
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trees and crops grown for biofuels all need land.
People at greater risk from land competition are
smallholder farmers, indigenous peoples and low-
income groups. Amnesty International’s 2021/2022
state of human rights report warns of commercial
farming encroaching on agricultural land that is
not theirs, leaving people without land to grow
their own food.[15]

• Plants and animals need land too.Human
activity is pushing one million species of plants
and animals towards extinction. The global food
system is the primary driver of biodiversity loss.
This article gives a quick overview of the top five
drivers of biodiversity loss. At the United Nations
Convention on Biological Diversity Conference in
2022, countries agreed to “effective conservation
and management of at least 30% of the world’s
lands, inland waters, coastal areas and oceans” by
2030. Currently 17% and 10% of the world’s
terrestrial and marine areas respectively are under
protection.
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FAST FACTS

Transition trends
to dowith energy
Energy and climate emissions
The greatest part of greenhouse gas emissions caused
by humans comes from energy: the combustion of
coal, peat, oil shale, oil, fossil gas, biofuels and waste;
and the gases that escape during the extraction or
processing of energy sources (called “fugitive
emissions”), for example methane when fossil gas is
extracted. We are not going to solve the climate crisis
without transitioning away from all this.

What is energy security?
Energy refers to electricity (also called power), liquid
fuels used in transport or heating, and solid fuels like
wood that people burn to cook or keep warm.

A country, economy or household is said to enjoy
energy security when there is uninterrupted
availability of energy sources to meet demand at an
affordable price. Planners need to take into account
future demand for energy, economic developments,

environmental needs and geopolitics when planning
and investing for long-term energy security.

Households should have access to affordable, clean,
modern energy services that is not harmful to their
health.

Electricity-related climate
impacts
The impacts of climate changes on electricity supply
could be:[16]

• Global warming is likely to both increase
electricity demand for cooling in the summer,
especially peak demand during heat waves, and
decrease demand for heating in the winter.

• Water temperature could be higher so it can’t cool
power plants as much.

• The amount of water available to produce
electricity or extract fuel will change. Competition
for water between energy production and other
uses could increase.

• More frequent intense storms could damage power
plants, electricity distribution infrastructure,
storage facilities, and coal delivery infrastructure
and equipment.

• Nuclear power stations on the sea could be affected
by sea storm surges.
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Some solutions[17]

Build or retrofit energy infrastructure to be
climate-resilient.

Minimise water use in the energy value chain.

Phase out fossil fuels as soon as possible.Halt
investment in new fossil fuel exploration and
development, phase out fossil fuel subsidies, set
phase-out dates for coal power and internal
combustion engines, and restrict fossil fuel
infrastructure – and immediately reduce methane
leaks. The Energy Climate Action Pathway (more
below) says OECD countries should phase out coal
by 2030 and immediately redirect the international
financing towards the energy transition. Non-OECD
countries should phase out coal by 2040, recognising
that many developing countries will require support
for this process.

Massively expand renewable energy.These
technologies are cheaper and faster to build, and can
cater for decentralised local supply in rural areas that
it is very difficult for the electricity grid to get to.
Since 2013, renewables have made up the greater
share of new power plants built. But renewables
expansion needs to accelerate six times faster than it
has been.

Create clean electricity transmission grids that can
take in and distribute renewable energy from
anywhere it is generated to anywhere it is needed.

Electrify other uses of energy like transport,
heating and cooling, because we can clean up
electricity.

Shift to carbon-neutral liquid and gas fuels for uses
that can’t easily be electrified. For example, green
hydrogen for long-haul, heavy duty transport or
industrial heating, and sustainable aviation biofuels.
Note “green” hydrogen and “sustainable” aviation
fuels – there are risks that taking these new
technologies to scale will compete with people and
the environment for water and land. Green hydrogen
is said to have the potential to create 6 million jobs by
2030.

Reduce energy demand. At least three times more
than already achieved over the last ten years.
Businesses, industries and households have to
become highly energy efficient. This includes how we
construct buildings, use energy in production, and
behaviour changes particularly among the middle
class and rich. In 2021 after Covid-19 lockdowns
were lifted, global energy demand increased by 5.4%.
This surge was in part met by increased use of coal,
resulting in the largest annual increase in global
CO2 emissions from the energy sector ever.[18]
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AROADMAP FORTHE GLOBAL ENERGYSECTOR

The International Energy Agency (IEA) was first set
up by OECD countries. It publishes an annualWorld
Energy Outlook based on in-depth technical
research, which is taken seriously by energy
industries and governments. In 2021, the IEA
published a report, Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap for
the Global Energy Sector, which “sets out a narrow
but achievable pathway for the global energy sector to
reach net zero emissions by 2050”. Because much
changed in the world of energy, it put out an updated
Roadmap in 2022. One may not agree with all its
assumptions nor with the IEA’s worldview. For
example, it allows for contested carbon-capture-and-
storage (CCS) technologies as a way to get to net
zero. But it is useful to see what it says about what has
to happen by when. It may not be fast enough or deep
enough.

It is important to note that even the IEA says that
from 2021 already:
• No new unabated coal power plants should be

approved for development anywhere in the world.
By "unabated” they mean that any new coal plants
that are approved must be fitted with technologies
that reduce carbon emissions, such as CCS.

• No exploration for new oil resources is required in
order to meet energy demand.

Key milestoles on the pathway to net zero
emissions by 2050

Electricity Industry Transport Buildings Other
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No new unabated* coal plants
approved for development

No new oil and gas fields
approved for development

In “advanced” economies: phase out of
unabated* coal
1 020 GW annual solar and wind additions

Most appliances and cooling systems sold
are best in terms of energy use.

90% of existing capacity in heavy industry
reaches end of investment life

Almost 90% of electricity is from
renewables

435 Mt low-carbon hydrogen

All new buildings are ready for zero carbon
Most new clean technologies in heavy
industry demonstrated at scale

50% of heavy truck sales are electric
All industrial electric motor sales are
best in class

Electricity accounts for 40% of
industrial energy consumption
Globally: phase out of unabated*
coal and oil power plants

Over 90% of heavy industrial
production is low emissions

Nearly 50% of electricity from
low-emissions sources

8% of emissions from
cement production

captured and stored

50% of aviation fuels are
low-emissions

7.6 Gt CO2 captured

37 Gt
CO2 emissions

23 Gt

5 Gt

No new coal mines or
mine extensions

60% of global car sales
are electric

Universal energy access

Globally: electricity has net-zero emissions
50% of existing buildings retrofitted to be

zero carbon ready

No new ICE car sales
(petrol or diesel internal

combustion engines)

Over 85% of buildings
are zero carbon ready

No new ICE heavy truck sales

50% of heating demand met
by heating pumps

In “advanced” economies:
electricity has net-zero emissions

3 Gt CO2 captured

Source: International Energy Agency



• No new oil or gas fields are necessary beyond fields
already approved for exploitation.

THE ENERGYCLIMATEACTION PATHWAY

Energy actions recommended by the UNFCC are
available here.

What are the energy justice
issues?
• The phase out of fossil fuels must go along with

economic diversification in countries whose
economies are largely about producing fossil fuels.

• Workers and communities reliant upon fossil
fuel value chains must be supported through the
transition, with active labour market policies and
social protection.

• Access to affordable modern energy services to
all. 940 million (13% of the world) do not have
access to electricity. 40% of the world do not have
access to clean fuels for cooking.[19] Access includes
being able to afford electricity and decent public
transport. The poor could get free access.

• Health effects of energy poverty.Many poorer
households still burn solid fuels like wood, crop
residues, dung, charcoal, and coal. The smoke can

cause pneumonia, stroke, heart disease, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, and lung cancer. In
1980 almost 66% of the world’s population used
solid fuels for their cooking. 30 years later this is
down to 41%.

• Besides causing greenhouse gas emissions that
drive the climate crisis, fossil fuels also create
local pollution around mines and processing
plants which pollutes water and air, and destroys
local communities’ health.

• Ownership of electricity supply and mass
transport is an issue. Because these are services
everyone needs, they should be publicly owned
and run by the state. In some places these have
been privatised or marketised – a development
which has intensified during the climate transition.
Others argue for “social ownership” such as by
community co-operatives. There are interesting
papers from the Trade Unions for Energy
Democracy on these questions in the Resources
section for this Session.
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RESOURCES

On the course site you will find studies, videos and
sites dealing with the topics in this session, and all
references.
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COUNTRY TRANSITION CASE STUDY

Colombia
In view of the important role of coal extraction and
exports in the Colombian economy, the focus of
this case study is on the energy and extractive
sectors. But agriculture, land use and deforestation
are also important from a climate transition
perspective. Agriculture is an important source of
income for Colombia, and 17% of the labour force
is engaged there.

According to the World Economic Forum,
Colombia is the Latin American country that has
made the most progress towards the energy
transition. It also has significant potential to
generate renewable energy in the regions that are
currently dominated by coal mining. However, the
country to date has not finalised a national just
transition strategy, and phase-out of coal mining
and use is not yet under consideration.

Political economy
Coal is an important export
commodity
Colombia has the largest coal reserves in Latin
America and is the 5th largest thermal coal exporter
in the world. It exports 90% of its coal. These exports
are critical at a macroeconomic level.

Colombia’s coal export strategy is highly exposed to
increased climate regulation and energy transition
measures in Europe, their biggest market for exports.
This means that 30 000 workers in the coal value
chain are potentially at risk of losing their jobs.
Additionally, there’s the threat of stranded assets.

Meanwhile, electricity generation in Colombia relies
largely on hydropower – a power system vulnerable
to climate impacts.

In response to these double threats; transition risks to
jobs and energy insecurity due to the climate crisis;
there has been a push to diversify the electricity mix
by increasing the domestic use of coal (and gas). The
idea is that this will address the impacts of reduced
exports and the vulnerability of the electricity system
to increased droughts.
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Whilst phasing in domestic coal use is one way of
addressing future reduced exports and climate
impacts, it shows a disconnect between Colombia’s
energy policy and its climate commitments.

Coal’s contribution to local
economies
Coal mines contribute to the local economies of
coal extracting regions – particularly the Northeast
regions of Cesar and La Guajira – via royalties,
employment, and local expenditure. However, the
extent to which these regions benefit is
questionable given their pervasive high levels of
poverty, exclusion, and the negative social and
environmental impacts suffered by people living
there.

Lagging development in rural
areas
Overall, rural development in poor regions has
been stifled for decades due to Colombia’s conflict,
security problems, and drug trafficking. Despite
the peace agreement signed between the
Colombian government and FARC (Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia) in 2016, paramilitary

groups remain a major destabilising force in the
country.

Limited focus on justice
Moreover, the current energy transition policy has
been criticized for its focus on economic growth
rather than justice. The policy is seen as ‘green
extractivism’, essentially perpetuating the wrongs of
the mining industry, namely opening horizons for
large companies to install solar and wind farms in
certain regions, extracting natural resources from
these regions without benefit for the communities
and with little income flowing to the State.

Stakeholders and
their interests
Government
Since the 1990s, the national government has based
its economic policy on the extraction of natural
resources, embracing this as a main driver for
development. This facilitated the entry and operation
of foreign companies into the large-scale extractives
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sector. During this period, key mining actors
stregthened their links with the national political
elite, creating a strong alliance between the
national government, local elites and the mining
sector.

The election of the former guerilla and socialist
Gustavo Petro as Colombia’s new president
(potentially) marks a historic shift. He has
promised a focus on peace, social justice, and the
environment and aims to reduce Colombia’s
reliance on oil and coal exports through
transitioning to solar and wind energy, while
promoting agriculture, food production and
tourism to boost the economy. He has also pledged
to stop all new oil exploration and construction of
new large-scale open-pit mines.

Business
Trade associations are lobbying for the expansion
of coal and gas power in view of future treats of
electricity rationing and power outages due to
more extreme and frequent droughts that will
impact on the country’s generation of hydro-
power. They also argue that this is justifiable given
the low emissions of the present electricity mix.

MININGCOMPANIES

Low cost of labour and the lack of environmental
legislation made Colombia an attractive investment
destination for large multinationals who established
their export coal mines in the country. In the past
there was a relationship between the armed conflict
and the coal mining sector during the paramilitary
violence in Colombia, in that both national and
foreign businessmen were able to massively buy
parcels for the development of mining-energy
projects. This history of capital accumulation in the
energy and mining industry is a decisive factor in the
increase of inequality in the country.

Given this context, the mining companies should
take responsibility for their employees that have
worked for their companies, and also some
responsibility for the recovery of the society affected
by the violence of the war. However, there are
concerns on how this will play out in light of the
actions of Prodeco, a subsidiary of Swiss
multinational Glencore. Without any prior
consultation with trade unions, local communities
and other stakeholders, the company indicated that it
intends to cease it coal mining operations in
Colombia.
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Local communities
In Colombia, most coal extraction occurs in open-
pit, capital-intensive, high-impact operations in the
Northeast regions of Cesar and La Guajira.
Decades of top-down decisions by preceding
governments generally excluded the voices of the
very communities who were being mined or
extracted from. Resulting internal displacement
and unequal land distribution were and remain
two triggers of Colombia’s frequently violent
conflicts and still smoldering civil war. There are
also real concerns that communities will not
benefit from the investment in renewable energy
both ongoing and projected.

A video of Olga Quintero, ASCAMCAT peasant
farmers association, about human rights problems
(time: 9 min 52 sec)

Trade unions
Colombia’s trade unions were some of the strongest
until the 1990s. However, violence, anti-union laws
and policies, and massive labour market changes,
such as widespread privatisation and a huge rise in
the number of people working in informal,

insecure jobs, have undermined union organisation.
As a result, union membership has halved in less than
20 years leaving only 850 000 trade union members.
That means that less than 4% of the workforce is
unionised.

A video of Ruby Castaño, trade unionist from
FENSUAGRO

A 5-minute video about an international solidarity
campaign with Colombia’s oil workers’ union

Civil society and activist
organisations
In the past actors seeking to limit extractive activities
or to influence its governance – such as miners’
unions, indigenous communities and non-
governmental organisations – relied mainly on
opposition strategies such as strikes, blockades and
marches. Additionally, indigenous communities have
also relied on a judicial mechanism established in the
1991 Constitution to protect citizens from any
violation of their fundamental rights to demand prior
consultations on mining decisions that could affect
them. In recent years, municipal authorities in areas
with extractive potential have also engaged in a new
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2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2021 2022
122 101 123 93 91 107 136 199

at 30 November

form of institutional opposition when they
disagree with national government plans for
extractive activities within their municipalities.

Justice issues
The climate transition will have a profound socio-
economic impact on the mining region in the
north of Colombia.The closure of the coal
industry without a just transition that considers
all the actors in the production chain would leave
thousands of families without a livelihood. Failure
to do so would also ignore the responsibility of
companies to provide compensation for the
environmental damage they caused and the
displacement of entire communities for several
decades.

Approximately 60% of Colombia’s population
suffers from food insecurity and malnutrition,
which will be exacerbated by the impact of climate
change on the agricultural sector. Linked to this is
the country’s emissions from land use and
deforestation which constitutes more than 36% of
the country’s total emissions and is driven by
extensive livestock farming, illegal mining,

continuing armed conflict, and the use of wood as
fuel in rural areas.

A video of the impact of Hurricane Iota in Colombia
(time: 2 min 22 sec)

Lastly, and important given their central role in the
past, civil society is under threat.

The annual number of human rights
activists, community activists and trade
unionists killed in Colombia
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Transition processes
Government led
While Colombia’s National Development Plan
(2018–2022) aims to increase coal production and
identifies the energy sector, including coal mining,
as a principal driver of rural development, it also
includes a Decent Work pillar. This pillar aims to
increase the coverage of social protection schemes
and promote greater social dialogue that can
support just transition measures and the creation
of decent, green jobs.

Colombia’s Ministry of Environment and
Sustainable Development and the UN
Development Program in 2020 analysed just
transition issues in Colombia’s energy,
transportation and agriculture sectors. This study
informed the development of the just transition
strategies in the country’s Long-Term Low
Emissions Development Strategy.

Colombia’s 2020 climate goals – its Nationally
Determined Contribution (NDC) under the Paris
Agreement – highlights the importance of a just
transition, with a 2023 target for the Ministry of

Labour to formulate a national strategy for a just
transition of the workforce.

Trade union engagement
In November 2019, the Government and the ILO
signed a Pledge for Green Jobs and Just Transition
which seeks to prepare the country’s workforce and
private sector for the challenges of “green growth”,
with a focus on transforming informal jobs to formal
jobs, increased productivity and capacity-building.
The pledge also aims to strengthen tripartite dialogue
(among the government, employers and workers) and
stakeholder engagement to shape public policies for
the transition to a green economy.

Civil society intiatives
Although met with skepticism by the communities
and underpinned by a belief that the dialogue has
been captured by Prodeco, the organization
Improbable Dialogues has been carrying the process
"Improbable Dialogue Group on the Future of the
Cesar Mining Corridor," in which mining companies,
universities and representatives of trade unions and
peasants participate. To date it has yielded some
initial agreements such as recognising that the
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challenges that the Cesar region is facing are
"structural, varied and complex" and that the
transition implies co-responsibility between local
and regional actors.

Challenges and
successes
Successes

• Establishment of the foundation for an
inclusive transition.
Labour groups, communities and civil society
organisations can use elements of the National
Development Plan and the Pledge for Green
Jobs and Just Transition that support social
protection and inclusive social dialogue
processes.

• Inclusion of just transition across national
policies...
Such as the National Development Plan, the
Long-Term Strategy, and Colombia’s climate
goals (Nationally Determined Contributions),
which can help coordinate action related to a
just transition in different sectors.

Challenges
• Continued fossil fuel production.

In 2013, the fossil fuel industry contributed one-
third of national revenues. The sector benefits from
multiple subsidies, such as tax deductions and
exemptions, and the National Development
Plan (2018–2022) aims to increase coal production
substantially.

• Funding the peace process.
The need to fund the peace process, coupled with
the opportunity to expand extractive exploration
in previous conflict areas, may further promote the
development of large-scale coal mining and other
fossil fuel-intensive activities.

• Guaranteeing fair stakeholder consultation
processes.
Concerns over human rights violations and lack of
consultation regarding certain large-scale
hydropower projects highlight the importance of
stakeholder engagement across all policy areas,
especially those with potential for significant
regional impacts.
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RESOURCES

The notes for this case study can be found on the
course website.
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COUNTRY TRANSITION CASE STUDY

SouthAfrica
Political economy
The influence of theminerals-
energy industries
Historically, South Africa’s economy has been
dominated by a “minerals-energy complex”,
facilitated by the apartheid state. The intertwined
minerals and energy industries featured cheap
energy based on cheap coal, combined with cheap
labour under apartheid, that allowed for capital
intensive, highly profitable mining, treatment of
raw materials and mineral export. The minerals-
energy industry is maintained by an embedded
industrial elite: a powerful network of people and
organisations within government, state-owned
companies, the private sector and the financial
sector.

The country’s exports are still largely commodities.
Coal is the third largest export by value, and

provides over 80% of the country’s electrical power.
Coal-powered electricity, direct coal use and liquid
fossil fuels are then key inputs for mining,
concentrating, smelting and refining commodities,
including gold, platinum, iron and steel.[1] The
minerals-energy sector also provides many jobs, in a
context where unemployment is over 35%.[2]

SouthAfrica’s economy at a
crossroads
The power of the minerals-energy industry gradually
began to decline from the mid-2000s. The service
sector has grown, with financial and business services
now the largest contributor to GDP at around 25%.
The economy is characterised by consumption-driven
growth, with increased retail. However, this does not
reflect growth in local manufacturing, but high levels
of household debt alongside imported goods.
Economic growth has occurred without similar levels
of socio-economic development or employment
opportunities. Meanwhile, resource limits of coal,
metals and minerals, rising energy prices, and
international climate commitments, together mean it
is no longer viable for the economy to be reliant on
natural resource extraction and cheap fossil fuels.[3]
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Stakeholders and
their interests
Government
Since the transition to democracy in 1994, the
African National Congress (ANC) has won every
national election. It forms a political tripartite
alliance with South Africa’s largest trade union
federation, the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) and the South African
Communist Party (SACP).[4]

The ANC has always been characterised by a
spread of ideologies, bringing together
communists, social democrats, Christian
democrats, liberals, conservatives and
traditionalists among others. Alongside these
historical differences, divisions emerged with post-
apartheid “state capture”. State capture refers to
corruption: businesses being improperly awarded
government tenders at national, provincial or local
levels, through kickbacks to politicians and
government officials emerging in many cases from
poverty. This practice came to the fore during the
Zuma presidency; eroding government capacity

and trust between the democratically elected state,
business and civil society organisations (and within
different organs of government).[5] [6]

Ideological differences within the party, alignment
with the interests of workers in high-emitting sectors
(who are also voters), and involvement in the
minerals-energy sector as business shareholders
interact with government strategies. Government
departments have been clustered in order to align
programmes;[7] but in reality, responsibilities are
fragmented between different departments. Climate
change has not been mainstreamed into several
departments, and therefore does not shape policies
for key sectors. Important departments such as the
National Treasury (that manages government
finances), the Department of Mineral Resources and
Energy, and the Department of Trade and Industry
are not always on the same strategic page in terms of
a climate transition. Further, many local
governments, especially in rural areas, lack funding
to address key responsibilities, including
environmental protection and action to cut climate
emissions and adapt to climate impacts. A Climate
Change Bill which strengthens laws and rules in this
field is expected to be approved by Parliament in
2023, and aims to increase coordination and
mainstreaming of a climate perspective.[8]
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Business
Unsurprisingly in an environment oriented
towards the minerals-energy complex, business
actors were largely hostile to a low-carbon
transition. Fossil fuel and other heavy-emitting
businesses dominated early inputs to government
policy, seeking to both delay climate action and
minimise emissions targets and the carbon tax rate.
This includes Business Unity SA (BUSA) (the
heavy emitter members), Chamber of Mines,
Energy Intensive Users Group, SA Petroleum
Industry Association, Road Freight Association,
Airlines Association SA, Chemical and Allied
Industries’ Association, SA Association of
Cementitious Materials Producers.

While there are low-carbon alternatives for each
sector, this would require substantial new
investment, and lobbying against transition was
cheap by comparison. With the power of the
minerals-energy sectors declining and growing
public awareness of the need for a climate
transition, this has started to change. Early positive
inputs came from business and financial services
groups like National Business Initiative (NBI) and
Investments SA[9] – likely influenced by
globalisation dynamics, with international finance

trending towards more sustainable investment
strategies.[10] A partnership between NBI, BUSA and
Boston Consulting Group has published a series of
decarbonisation pathways reports for different
sectors, available here. Companies in agriculture and
the insurance industry are most aware of the physical
impacts of climate change on their businesses.

Trade unions

The four main trade union federations are COSATU
(1.5 million members in 2022[11]), SAFTU (SA
Federation of Trade Unions, about 650 000
members[12]), FEDUSA (Federation of Unions of
South Africa, about 500 000 members[13]) and
NACTU (National Council of Trade Unions, 400 000
members in 2015[14]). SAFTU was formed after the
2015 COSATU Congress expelled NUMSA
(Metalworkers), whereafter FAWU (Food and Allied)
left, and many SATAWU (Transport and Allied)
members also went over. The four federations hold
somewhat divergent political views.
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Labour’s role in the climate transition is complex,
owing to the mining-energy complex’ historical
dominance, its key role as an employer, and the
strength of unions associated with mining,
minerals and energy. The National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM), an important COSATU
union, understands the transition imperative, but
is defensive about its pace – understandably, given
its primary role of protecting mine workers and
members in fossil fuel energy.[15] NUM has faced
competition from new unions that are not ANC-
aligned, including the Association of Mineworkers
and Construction Union (AMCU). The
metalworkers’ union NUMSA supports renewable
energy, but not the privatisation of national
electricity supply that is taking place through so-
called Independent Power Producers; private
companies delivering renewable energy.[16] [17]

FEDUSA adopted its Climate Change Policy at its
Congress in 2021, which includes positions on the
interaction of climate and gender justice.[18]

Civil society
Civil society’s involvement in the climate transition
is characterised by overlapping networks of
organisations. One united mass just transition
movement has yet to emerge.

• Life After Coal is a coal phase-out campaign,
focused on reducing emissions from infrastructure
and discouraging new coal mines and power
stations.[19]

• Energy Governance South Africa (EGSA) is a
network focused on advocacy for inclusive,
accountable decision-making.[20]

• TheMillion Climate Jobs Campaign at one point
mobilised most relevant trade unions and many
community-based organisations. The campaign is
hosted by the Alternative Information and
Development Centre (AIDC), an NGO which
promotes transition via wealth redistribution.[21]

• The African Climate Alliance emerged from the
first major youth-led climate protest in South
Africa in 2019, and aims to build youth-led climate
alliances across Africa.[22]

• The South African Climate Action Network
(SACAN) and the Climate Justice Coalition (CJC)
both coordinate large networks of member
organisations working on climate issues. SACAN is
largely composed of NGOs and focuses on shaping
policy and enhancing members’ capacities; while
CJC also includes trade union organisations, with a
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focus on grassroots movement building in
addition to climate advocacy.[23][24]

• The Southern African Faith Communities’
Environment Institute is a multi-faith
organisation which co-ordinates climate and
environmental justice initiatives and campaigns
across the membership of nine faiths.

Member organisations of the South African Climate Action Network (SACAN).

Protest by the Climate Justice Coalition, photo: 350africa.org

A 350Africa “Artivism” (art and activism) workshop to introduce principles of cultural organising. Photo:
Maryatta Wegerif Photography

• A Climate Justice Charter Movement
spearheaded by the Cooperative and Policy
Alternative Centre and South African Food
Sovereignty Campaign developed a Charter in
2020.[25]

AWorking Class Summit convened by the South
African Federation of Trade Unions (SAFTU) in 2018
was attended by over 1 000 delegates representing
147 working-class organisations. The resulting
declaration identified the need for a just transition
that addresses the interests of both workers in the
energy sector and working-class people impacted by
climate change.
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Justice issues
With the minerals-energy industries employing
many South Africans, job losses are a major
concern during the transition. However, in a
context characterised by triple challenges of
unemployment, poverty and inequality, the
emerging justice movement and discussion focuses
broadly on goals tied to three key resources: land,
water and energy; and three interrelated justice
principles: distributive, restorative and
procedural justice.[26][27] Each principle is
associated with both social and environmental
justice concerns.

An example that calls for both restorative and
procedural justice is water and air pollution from
fossil fuel industries. While local pollution is not a
driver of climate change, it is an issue for local
communities whose health and livelihoods are
affected.

The triple challenges of poverty, inequality and
unemployment make South Africa’s poor especially
vulnerable to the climate crisis. Without energy,
water and land security, communities cannot easily

flourish nor adapt to climate change. If access to
these resources were secured, it would stimulate
social and economic development, help to create local
enterprises and jobs, and increase sustainable
patterns of production and consumption –
strengthening resilience and the capacity to adapt.[28]

South Africa’s energy transition illustrates the need
for distributive and restorative justice. The state-
owned monopoly Eskom – the primary generator
and sole transmitter of electricity – historically
evolved to serve the minerals-energy complex, while
sourcing coal from the same group. This pattern
perseveres. Eskom’s 31 largest customers,
predominantly in the minerals-energy sectors,
consume 44% of electricity, while mining firms that
grew out of apartheid supply over 80% of its coal.
Eskom’s sales for residential consumption account for
20% of sales, with only 5% of that being directed to
poorer households. While 85% of households are
connected to the grid, compared to 30% during
apartheid, many poor households are reliant on the
Free Basic Energy provided by the state and they
cannot afford to buy more once they run out. This
contributes to energy poverty, with negative
consequences for health, welfare and education.[29]
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Transition processes
Trade union engagement
Just transition dialogues in South Africa originate
with the labour movement. COSATU raised the
just transition within its own ranks at its 10th
National Congress in 2009, in relation to
protecting vulnerable communities from climate
change impacts. Then, in its 2011 Policy
Framework on Climate Change – which was
adopted by its Central Executive Committee – it
called for justice in transitioning to a low carbon
economy, focusing on affected workers and
communities, the wider working class, and small
businesses. Since 2010, its research unit NALEDI
has off-and-on run a climate change programme
with trade unionists from affiliates across
federations, but since the COSATU/SAFTU split
this has not gone up the ranks to reach leadership.
In 2022, COSATU adopted its Just Transition
Blueprint for Workers.[30]

Trade unions have also made climate-related
inputs in NEDLAC, including on the carbon tax
and the Climate Change Bill. NEDLAC is a body
where the “social partners” (government, business,

trade unions, civil society) negotiate agreements
pertaining to the economy.

Government led
Within national government, the 2011 National
Climate Change Response White Paper introduced
the just transition concept as a primary concern for
an effective climate response.[31] South Africa adopted
its National Development Plan (NDP) in 2012, to
guide policy and planning. It was a framework rather
than a plan, that stated that by 2030, the country
should transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient,
environmentally sustainable and socially just society.
The National Planning Commission further built on
this framework through social partner dialogues in
its Vision and Pathways Project between 2017 and
2019. It extended the framework to 2050, developing
a shared vision through a series of dialogues with
government, civil society, business, trade unions,
local communities, and academic experts, with a final
report tabled at its concluding conference. Through
this process, the closely linked issues of water-, land-
and energy security were identified as critical for
social justice in the South African context. Key areas
of agreement and disagreement were also identified,
to guide subsequent negotiations.[32]
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The idea of a Presidential Climate Commission
(PCC) arose via trade unions in NEDLAC
deliberations on the 2018 Presidential Jobs
Summit. A Jobs Summit Framework Agreement[33]

agreed in NEDLAC in 2018 included a call for the
establishment of a “Presidential Climate Change
Coordinating Commission to coordinate and
oversee the Just Transition”. The commission would
be statutory, in other words, decided, controlled or
required by law.

In December 2020, President
Ramaphosa formally established the
Presidential Climate Commission.
It comprised 10 government
ministers and 23 representatives
from key stakeholder groups,
including business, trade unions, civil society,
academia, youth organisations and traditional
leadership. Its mandate is to provide independent
advice, and monitor progress, in South Africa’s
climate mitigation, adaption and just transition
efforts. This includes building social consensus on
complex decisions, policies and strategies required
for a just transition.[34] One of its products is the
Just Transition Framework, which was adopted
by Cabinet in August 2022.[35] Theoretically, this

means that the social partners should fall in behind
the framework, including government departments.

President Cyril Ramaphosa receiving the Just Transition Framework from members of the Presidential
Climate Commission.

Civil society intiatives
See under Civil Society.

Challenges and
successes
Challenges

• Lack of coordination.
As mentioned earlier, the splitting into factions,
ideological differences and fragmented
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responsibilities across departments and at
different levels of government have created
significant challenges in coordinating responses
to the climate crisis. There are similar dynamics
among organised labour.

• Path-dependency and inertia.
These are inherent problems for a political
economy rooted in the minerals-energy
industries. Complex finance networks make it
especially challenging to shift these old
relationships.
Path-dependency means it is difficult to facilitate
a just energy transition because of the minerals-
and-energy sector’s contribution to the economy
and employment – the political economy can
only be altered effectively by acting on multiple
areas simultaneously.

• Inertia is a related problem: while the just
transition became a core part of South Africa’s
development strategy more than a decade ago,
the Department of Trade and Industry’s
industrialisation policy still largely depends on
using South Africa’s mineral wealth. Similarly,
government science councils are the country’s
largest innovation funder, yet despite central

commitments to decarbonisation and sustainable
development, a large proportion of energy research
funding goes to fossil fuels, petroleum and nuclear
power. Meanwhile, the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC), the main financing
mechanism for industrial investment, which links
state-owned enterprises and big private
enterprises, has historically directed most
financing to large-scale processing of minerals.

Successes
• More funding for renewable energy.

The flipside is that changing dynamics within these
government science institutions are a key indicator
of wider structural transformations. It is therefore
positive to note that from around 2012, funding
dynamics slowly started to shift. For example, by
2014, 40% of the Industrial Development
Corporation’s funding went to renewable energy
projects. The Corporation also played a major role
in supporting the growth of the Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer Procurement
Programme (although the iniative remains
contested by those opposing privatisation under
the pretext of greening the energy sector).[36]
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• International finance for the energy
transition.
Another significant financing success was
securing $8.5 billion (about 7.9 billion Euros) at
the United Nations climate conference COP26
in Glasgow, through a partnership with the
European Union, France, Germany, the United
Kingdom and the United States. The funding
will support a transition of the energy sectors,
including to ensure energy security and
access.[37]

• Other policies to decarbonise the economy.
In 2022, the Department of Trade and Industry
released a New Energy Vehicle Roadmap
developed with the automotive industry, which
is a concrete move to low-carbon industrial
policy.

Outcomes and
current state
The Presidential Climate Commission identified
three key priorities during its first year in 2021:
1. Strengthening South Africa’s 2030 climate target.
2. Building a social compact to support the transition.

3. Implementing the new Just Transition Framework
(See Transition processes, government led)

During the development of the Just Transition
Framework, the Commission consulted grassroots
organisations in eight communities around the
country on their concerns and what a just transition
should deliver. Below are the main points each
community raised.
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South Africa's Presidential Climate
Commission recommends stronger
climate targets: the strongest target
closer to 1.5°C compatible

Alternative futures. Which path will South Africa’s climate emissions take? The graph shows the expected
emissions under the national climate goals (Nationally Determined Contributions, NDCs) from 2021, the
draft update to these climate goals, and the Presidential Climate Commission’s recommended range based

on modelling work to strengthen climate commitments for 2030. Source: Climate Action Tracker.1[38]
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Gqeberha community
engagement
Nothing for us, without us
• Community ownership of power

supply systems
• Grey water recycling
• Additional engagement with

CCBOs, NOPs & communities
• Education & awareness
• Skills development
• Improve WASH & waste

management systems
• Increased visibility, engagement

& response from governance
bodies

• Create opportunities for youth
• Leverage indigenous knowledge

systems
• Honesty & transparency in

financial tracking & reporting

Northern Cape community
engagement
Build understanding & cooperation
• Invest time & resources into

building understanding of Just
Transition process among
stakeholders

• Expand the area of engagement
to include dispersed community

• Examine implications for job
losses under the Just Transition

• Improve cooperation among
renewable energy sector &
communities

• Use available technology to
reduce impacts of mines

• Capture voices of women & youth
in the Just Transition Framework

• Critically examine inclusivity
• Increase engagement of

governance with communities

Xholobeni community
engagement
A community divided
• Invest time in understanding

community dynamics, conflicting
plans for future development

• Engage meaningfully with
traditional leadership

• Bring district & local governance
to the table

• Demonstrate tangible steps &
benefits of Just Transition to
build trust

Secunda community engagement
Asking for honesty from business &
government
• Community ownership of

decentralised power supply
systems

• Quantify the potential impact of
the Just Transition process &
communicate transparently

• Utilise existing skillset from
communities

• Revitalise manufacturing sector
• Identify Just Transition

ambassadors following
community engagements

• Revitalise public transport
systems

• Remove corrupt officials from
power

• Create job opportunities for
youth

• Address existing inequalities &
leave no one behind

Durban South Basin community
engagement
A community surrounded
• Community ownership of

decentralised power supply
systems

• Use available technology to
reduce impacts refineries & other
industry

• Integrate reparation mechanisms
into policy

• Government to engage
meaningfully with community

• Redevelop existing infrastructure
& balance environmental goals

• Make use of skills base available
within community

• Industry to be held accountable
to fenceline communities

• Industry to engage with
communities regarding refinery
closure, rehabilitation &
compensation

Carolina community engagement
Rehabilitating a ghost town
• Well-functioning municipality

with good leadership
• Clear vision for the Just

Transition
• But lack of alignment between

levels of government
• Social & economic challenges

related to mining & trucking
• Little or no accountability for

mines
• Involve communities in

rehabilitation efforts
• Back-to-basics agriculture to

safeguard food security
• Build collaboration & consensus

between mining, farming &
tourism sectors to develop way
forward

• Opportunities & skills
development for youth

Emalahleni community
engagement
Mpumalanga leading the way in
thinking about the Just Transition
• Community ownership of power

supply systems
• Education & awareness
• Skills development
• Create opportunities for youth
• Engage with communities to

understand development needs &
wants

• Women play a key role in
adaptation & the Just Transition

• Mines & industries need to
engage meaningfully with
communities

• Demonstrate economic viability
of alternative solutions & ensure
job creation will meet demand

Lephalale community
engagement
What does life look like after coal?
• Understand the economy-wide

impacts of the Just Transition
• Use demonstration cases to

examine feasibility of alternatives
• Use available technology to

reduce impacts of mines & power
stations

• Safeguard existing value chains
• Prioritise skills development for

youth
• Urgently address basic service

delivery issues
• Use district model to implement

the Just Transition dialogue
• Make space for indigenous

knowledge and related life
systems

• Invest in agriculture & safeguard
arable land

Messages from community engagements



In its final form, the Just Transition Framework
creates a single policy framework that sets out the
visions, principles, policies and governance
arrangements that will guide the just transition,
based on agreement from all social partners.[39]

Moving forward, the focus will shift to
implementation: the practical steps to produce the
just transition:
• Creating green industries and job opportunities

within them, in addition to training and skills
development

• Research and innovation to support the
transition

• Mobilising finances for the transition, with an
initial focus on tracking existing financial flows.

RESOURCES

There is interesting information about South Africa
in the booklet “A Just Transition for the Global South:
Learning from alliances and movements in the
Philippines and South Africa” by the Olof Palme
International Center and SOLIDAR. Find the full
report in EN and summaries in EN and ES here

The notes for this case study can be found on the
course website.
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COUNTRY TRANSITION CASE STUDY

Spain
Political economy
Aglobal iniator of Just Transition
discussions – out of necessity
Since Spain became a democracy in 1975, its
economy has grown to the fourth largest in the
Eurozone, and its diverse industries include
manufacturing, financial services, pharmaceuticals
and a large tourism sector.[1] The population is 47.3
million people,[2] with 4% employed in agriculture,
20% in the industrial sector and 76% in the tertiary
sector (mainly tourism and banking).[3]

Two key features are important for its transition to
a low-carbon economy. Firstly, it has a high
unemployment rate of 13.5%.[4] Secondly, the coal
industry has been declining since the late 1990s
and employs 1 700 people today compared to
45 000 in 1990. While this is a relatively small
proportion of its whole population, there are two
critical issues here. Firstly, mining is concentrated

in a few towns and regions, causing extreme local
distress, with depopulation in mining towns of up to
40%. And secondly, this decline started around 30
years ago, and was driven by various factors including
government policy and international economic
competition. Many of the remaining coal mines only
continued due to tax-funded subsidies � 22 billion
euros from 1992 to 2014. But subsidies are
increasingly being withdrawn based on European
climate policy.[5] Therefore, Spain started experiencing
the social and economic pressures that occur during a
climate transition well before many other countries.
This may have contributed to it being a global
initiator of just transition discussions and policies.
The major concerns for Spain’s just energy transition
are job creation, and economic and environmental
regeneration in regions where mines have closed.
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Location of areas associated with coal that are included in Spain’s Just Transition Agreements.

Stakeholders and
their interests
Government
Spain is a constitutional monarchy, with the
monarch’s role being mostly ceremonial. Formal
politics are exercised through a parliamentary
democracy. Power is highly decentralised, with 17
autonomous communities and two autonomous
cities that have substantial influence over internal
political and financial decisions.[6]

Spain is a notable example of a formal, managed just
transition process, because the government has
developed an entire administrative structure to
oversee and implement the transition: theMinistry
for Ecological Transition. It works alongside the
Ministry for Labour, Migrations and Social Security,
and the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade, to
coordinate activity across all levels of government,
from general state administration to autonomous
communities to local government; and to initiate
inclusive, participatory involvement from all areas of
society, including businesses, trade unions,
educational institutions, and civil society
organisations.[7]

These structures were primarily established between
2018 and 2020 and are a result of sustained efforts of
many groups and meetings nationally and
internationally, with trade unions at the forefront.[8]

Business
Spain’s just transition, at present, focuses almost
exclusively on the energy sector, and is a top-down
process. Because Spain is a member of the European
Union (EU), it is obligated to comply with EU climate
policy, and also thereby receives significant funding
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to support decarbonisation efforts. The primary
business interests are mines and energy producers
(which will be affected by mandated closures), and
financial institutions such as Santander, BBVA,
CaixaBank and Repsol Foundation. These financial
actors influence transition funding sources and
incentives through cutting funding for non-
renewable energy sources; through direct
investment in renewable energy projects; and
through encouraging private investors to shift their
funding. Government policy and funding, in
concord with the EU, orchestrates this change in
business activity; businesses outside the energy
sector have little interest in decarbonisation or just
transition.[9] One of the most innovate schemes is
Just Transition tenders, which provide grid access
for private renewable energy projects based on
combined socio-economic and environmental
benefits. This makes use of market-based
competition, but shifts the focus away from solely
maximising profits, towards synergy between profit
and public good.[10]

Trade unions

Two federations in Spain capture the majority of
trade union membership: the post-communist
Confederation of Workers’ Commissions (CCOO)
and the social democratic General Workers’
Federation (UGT). Both federations have around
900 000 members.[11]

Historically, these two federations were politically
antagonistic. CCOO formed in the 1950s, played an
important role opposing the fascist dictatorship, and
had a close relationship with the Communist Party;
while the UGT was formed in the 1880s but largely
dispersed during the dictatorship, and was allied to
the Socialist Party (PSOE). Since the 1990s, their
political differences have become minor, and they
generally function in unison; forming the bedrock for
labour relations that are stable, institutionalised and
democratic.

Strength of other trade unions is region-specific. For
example, in Galicia, the Galician Trade Union
Confederation (CIG), which emerged from several
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smaller regional groupings, is equal in strength to
CCOO and UGT, while in Basque Country, the
two nationalist trade unions, BasqueWorkers’
Solidarity (ELA-STV) and Nationalist Workers'
Committees (LAB), respectively social Catholic
and separatist, are stronger in combination than
CCOO and UGT.[12]

In general, like with Spain’s administrative power,
trade unions are characterised by localisation. For
example, CCOO’s organisational structure is
segmented territorially, at local, provincial,
regional and national levels, and by sector, from
local unions in a company to the federal branch.[13]
Both CCOO and UGT support social dialogue as a
method of political organisation, and have been
active in just transition processes through these
dialogues within Spain, and at international trade
union conferences.[14]

Civil society
There is also a strong civil society movement in
Spain. Formed in 2015, Alianza por el Clima has
more than 400 member organisations. They represent
trade unions (CCOO, UGT, USO), development and
social justice organisations (ATTAC, Oxfam
Intermón, Caritas, ONGAWA, Manos Unidas,
REDES-ONGD), energy organisations (Fundación
Renovables, Platform for a New Energy Model), the
environmental and justice movement (ECODES,
Ecologistas en Acción, SEO/BirdLife, Greenpeace,
WWF, Friends of the Earth, Spanish Association for
Environmental Education and others), farmers and
rural areas (UPA, COAG, Spanish Society for
Organic Agriculture, Spanish Network for Rural
Development), consumers’ organisations (CECU,
ASGECO, OCU), and Fridays For Future (FFF)/
Youth for the Climate. The Alliance promotes the
transition towards a renewable, efficient, sustainable
and fair energy model that guarantees universal
access to energy. It raises awareness on the need for
political climate action among citizens and the
different political groups.
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You can find the Alliance’s Manifesto here and its
proposals for immediate climate action here (in
Asturian, Spanish, Catalan and Galician).

Flash mob by Alianza por el Clima, who set up a “beach” in the central Plaza de Callao in Madrid,
raising awareness about extreme temperature increases associated with climate change.

Transition processes
Trade union engagement
At the time of the United Nations climate
conference COP3 in 1997, the Spanish government
had not committed to social and economic justice
alongside the energy transition. However, it was
already clear that reducing emissions would
significantly impact the entire Spanish economy,

leading to many job losses and economic hardship if
nothing was done to mitigate these impacts. The
Spanish Trade Union Confederation of Workers’
Commissions (CCOO) – led by Joaquín Nieto, also
the representative of the European Trade Union
Confederation – promoted a just transition approach.
This involved opposing the position of US trade
unions, who opposed the Protocol.[15]

This was important for a global agenda on justice in
implementing decisions under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. It also
demonstrates the value of international working-class
leadership for the just transition. Countries with
stronger labour power and trade unions can influence
international agreements, to ensure that policies
favourable to the working class are implemented in
their own countries and abroad.

In 2005, COP3’s Kyoto Protocol, the international
treaty requiring industrialised countries and
economies in transition to reduce carbon emissions,
came into force in Spain. Again, trade unions took
initiative. Based partially on the advocacy
experiences from 1997, an institutionalised model of
dialogue was developed, for agreements to be reached
through dialogue between the social partners. It
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aimed to create a participatory process for
decision-making between diverse social groups.
The approach was agreed upon by ministries of
environment, labour and industry; trade union
groups; and industry, business and employers’
groups.[16] The idea is that dialogue and
confederation mechanisms can work in situations
where groups have unique and diverse interests,
but everyone’s interests are best served through
collective action and agreement. This approach is
thought to allow for the direct, participatory
application of democratic power.

Government led
The developments initiated by the trade unions
culminated in two landmark events in 2018: the
creation of theMinistry of Ecological Transition,
headed by Teresa Ribera, and then the
establishment of the Just Transition Institute,
headed by Laura Martín Murillo. This was
important for formalising the just transition within
Spain, and because Ribera and Murillo are leaders
who bring expertise, internationally recognised
credentials and mobilise considerable popular
support. Ribera was one of the architects of the

Paris Agreement at COP21 in 2015. Murillo was co-
founder and director of the International Labour
Foundation for Sustainable development, and helped
organise the first and second global Trade Union
Assembly on Labour and Environment. At the United
Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in
Rio de Janeiro in 2012 (Rio+20), which occurred
parallel to the second Trade Union Assembly, the
United Nations adopted the just transition concept
that trade unions had advocated for.[17]

Momentum has since increased, and the Spanish
government presentedThe Strategic Framework for
Energy and Climate in February 2019. This is a
formalised regulatory framework for decarbonising
Spain’s economy along with mechanisms to promote
decent work and social cohesion. Job creation,
financing and social development schemes have two
justice considerations: firstly, vulnerable populations,
such as youth and the unemployed; and secondly,
regions whose economies were based on fossil fuel
industries.[18] In other words, the Framework
acknowledges the need to uplift specific social
groups, regardless of where they live, alongside the
need for development plans for certain regions.
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Two innovative governance tools have been
developed for these purposes, the Institute for Just
Transitions and the Just Transition Agreement.

THE INSTITUTE FOR JUSTTRANSITIONS

The Institute for Just Transitions organises social
dialogue with local stakeholders, including trade
unions, business organisations and local
governments. It has two functions:

• It drives the energy transition through
restructuring (e.g. closing coal mines and
installing renewable energy infrastructure),
while ensuring environmental commitments are
met.

• It coordinates initiatives for alternative sources
of employment and economic activity to replace
those lost during the transition, ensuring the
process is socially just.

THE JUSTTRANSITIONAGREEMENT

The Just Transition Agreement contains tools,
mechanisms and policies that were developed to
provide material strategies for just transition aims.
It includes strategies for economic diversification

and skill specialisation, investment, and land
restoration schemes that are ecologically and socially
beneficial. With political power being highly
decentralised in Spain, it is required that the
Agreement’s outputs are very specific to local contexts
and that participatory processes are followed: issues
are discussed, and justice commitments are agreed
upon, in line with a vision for the future developed by
the local community.

Mine of Tormaleo in Ibias, Asturias, where mine restoration is occurring. Native vegetation will be
recovered, along with a lake, and trails are being built; together, creating a region that is ecologically healthy

and will support tourism.

Specifically of note is that combined public and
private initiatives are creating far more opportunities
for companies and workers than are being lost
through closures.[19] This demonstrates the value and
social energy that can be mobilised through guided,
participatory processes that bring together
governments, businesses, trade unions and the wider
public, and show that just transition initiatives can be
a vehicle to enhance the interests and power of the
working class. This is supported by the fact that trade
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unions involved have said that debating principles,
risks and opportunities with comrades from other
unions has made them sharper and more unified,
and gives them active leadership in steering the
future of the country.[20] These wider benefits also
extend into governance and education. The
participatory nature of the just transition has
increased governance transparency and
accountability because of constantly creating up-
to-date documents about the process.[21]

Meanwhile, curricula for secondary education,
vocational training and higher education are being
updated, providing theoretical education about
ecological transition alongside developing practical
skills for green industries.[22]
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Challenges and
successes
Challenges

While Spain’s just transition process has been
inspirational in many ways, it is not without
limitations.
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DIVERSIFYING BEYOND ENERGY THE DIGITAL TRANSITION GLOBALISATION

The focus has been almost
entirely on the energy sector.
This makes sense, because it is
the most pressing industry from
a climate perspective and
because it is crucial for the
functioning of the entire
economy.[23] However, for the
same reason, it remains to be
seen whether similar urgency and
commitments to social and
economic justice will manifest in
other sectors, where threats of
economic disruption are not
present.

There is another transition occurring alongside
– and interacting with – the ecological
transition: the digital transition. This involves
the digitisation (including automation) of
functions that were previously performed
manually and affects every industry. So far, it
has been felt most acutely in the
manufacturing sector: between 2000 and 2014,
41% of manufacturing jobs were lost, and
employment in the sector dropped from 17.8%
to 10.4%.[24] While Spain’s ecological transition
education includes content on digitalisation,
current social and economic initiatives do not
address it.

Intersecting with the previous two issues, are questions of economic growth and global
power dynamics. Declining employment in manufacturing results not only from automation
and digitalisation, but also globalisation: manufacturing operations migrate to less developed
regions where labour is cheaper.[25] This shows that while extractive dynamics between the
Global North and South benefit capitalists in wealthier, more developed nations, benefits do
not accrue to these countries’ working classes in the same way.
This dynamic should be considered carefully because of the physical resource limits of
materials required for renewable energy; the continued demand for economic growth, linked
to physical production and consumption; and how these interact. This includes the mining,
processing and use of metals and minerals for renewable energy systems – which create
economic benefits for specific people in certain areas, and environmental damage that
specific communities must bear.[26] In other words, the industries created during transition
processes should be interrogated, and their economic success should be measured in
material benefits to all people; they should not serve wealth accumulation for Global North
capitalists or be measured with concepts like GDP that ignore wealth distribution.

National cross-industry solidarity
will be vital – civil society
organisations and workers from
other sectors will need to
support affected workers and
ensure there is sufficient
pressure to achieve just
outcomes.

Solidarity around this issue is similar to that
above, but swift action is important here. If
automation replaces the need for human
labour, then trade union bargaining power will
diminish. It is crucial for trade unions to
actively influence policy before this happens,
and for solidarity with sectors where labour
power has already diminished.

Two pressing responses to the dynamics of globalisation are needed:
• Internationalist working class solidarity, sharing lessons and initiating dialogues.
• Rethinking and reorienting development models � away from focusing on economic growth

in isolated countries; towards inclusive models that balance social needs and
environmental impacts, with greater focus on cooperation over competition between
economies.

Three issues are critical for the future:

Solidarity emerges as a crucial theme for overcoming the challenges ahead:



Successes
To date, climate commitments for 2030 achieved
through Spain’s just transition include:

• A 23% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
relative to 1990;

• A 74% share of renewable energy generation;
• A 42% share in end-use of renewable energy.
• Alongside, employment should increase by

1.7%, adding up to 348 000 jobs per year.
• 250 million euros have been secured for workers

in mining regions, covering early retirements,
retraining for green industries, and employment
in environmental restoration.

• A further 2.13 billion euros have been provided
to compensate for the social and economic
impacts of closing 26 uncompetitive coal mines,
affecting around 1 700 mine workers.[27]

In 2021, the Spanish Government launched a
citizen Assembly for Climate. It contains 100
people, selected to represent the diversity of
Spanish society, alongside independent experts
who provide support and advise. The group met
for six four-hour sessions, and produced 172 just
transition recommendations, which will be

presented to Spanish parliament.[28] Watch this video
to learn more.

The story of Spain’s just transition provides hope. It
has demonstrated the efficacy and resilience of
broad-based popular power, achieved through
dialogue and collaboration across different sectors of
society, with trade unions and the working class
occupying key roles in leadership. In particular,
Spain’s just transition period has intersected with
both the 2008/9 Great Recession and the COVID-19
pandemic, both of which threatened to derail
progress. However, in both periods, solidarity and
resolute pressure maintained momentum at both
national and international levels, contributing to the
just transition’s inclusion in the landmark Paris
Agreement at COP21, and preventing delays or
budgetary changes following the pandemic.[29] This
provides a key lesson for transitions in other
countries. While governments and businesses have
greater financial and direct legislative power, trade
unions and civil society have greater numbers and a
more direct stake in the outcome. Through continued
dialogue, solidarity and leadership, the working class
can not only prevent losses during transitions, but
use just transition movements as an opportunity to
shape more just and democratic political economies.
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CASE STUDY – SPAIN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpnPiWHT5Gs&ab_channel=AsambleaCiudadanaparaelClima
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpnPiWHT5Gs&ab_channel=AsambleaCiudadanaparaelClima


RESOURCES

The notes for this case study can be found on the
course website.
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CASE STUDY – SPAIN

https://www.solidar.org/en/publications/a-just-transition-for-the-global-south
https://www.solidar.org/en/publications/a-just-transition-for-the-global-south
https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources-for-the-training-of-trainers-on-just-transition/


Session 1.3
Developing an agenda
for justice in the
transitions
This session focuses onmen’s and
women’s position in the economy and
society, and how thewaywe address the
climate crisis might affect gender
equality. The session also explores issues
of livelihoods, jobs and decent work in the
transition.

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 1.1 1.2 1.3 Training manual: Organising for a just transition

After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Identify social justice issues and

workers’ concerns that should be
considered in the climate transition.

• Research “gender just” transition
projects around theworld and reflect
onwhat you feel inspired to try out in
your context.

• Develop shared principles to underpin a
Just Transition.

• Reflect onwhich Just Transition
principles that are especially relevant to
you.



Activity 1.3.1:
Surface justice issues
Each participant gets a turn to talk:

• Speak about a justice issue in the climate
transition that arises in your context, from
the point of view of your organisation. (The
time for each person depends on how big
the group is, but calculate at least 2 min per
person

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

As people speak, write up one or twowords that

capture the key ideas on sheets of newsprint or a

whiteboard. Group similar issues together. At the

end everyone can see clusters of justice issues.

If there are many participants, let about 7 people

speak and then ask if anyone can think of a justice

issue that has not been mentioned so far.

If the workshop is online:

Use an online whiteboard towrite up and group

their ideas. Or use an online wordcloud.
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Guatemala
FUNDAECO

Marocco
UCFA & FMVI RSA

Senegal
ENDE GRAF SAHEL

Guinea-Bissau
UNIVERS-SEL

Colombia
ENDA COLOMBIA Cameroon

BETTER WORLD CAMEROON

Cameroon
CAMGEW

South Africa
GENDERCC SA

Zambia
GREEN LIVING MOVEMENT

Dem. Rep. Of the Congo
CFLEDO

India
SOL & NAVDANYA

India
NAIREETA SERVICES

Lao People’s Dem. Rep.
GDA

Rep. of the Marshall
Islands
ISLANDECO

Indonesia
YAKKUM EMERGENCY UNIT

Activity 1.3.2:
Integrating gender justice in
climate action
»
The transitions to low-carbon and climate-
resilient economies are an opportunity to make
structural changes that address the justice
issues you have raised. The issue of gender
inequality is one such. Let’s have a look at some
examples to inspire us. These are projects
awarded byWomen Engage for a Common
Future and theWomen and Gender Constituency
of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). Since 2015, they
have made these awards to showcase climate-
resilient development models that bring multiple
social and environmental benefits.«
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1. Pick one of these initiatives and read about

• In English (the case studies are on pages 9
to 23)[1]

• In French
• In Spanish

If you find it difficult to read in these
languages, just google "examples of gender
equality in climate action" in your preferred
language.

https://www.wecf.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/GJCS_English_Final-1.pdf
https://www.wecf.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/GJCS_French_Web_double.pdf
https://www.wecf.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/GJCS_Spanish_Final.pdf


2. Present the initiative:

• Say what inspires you about the project
• How does it help with the climate transition,

or protect people against climate impacts?
• In what ways is it “gender just”?
• What other justice issues does it address?

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

If the workshop is in person, youwill need to make

sure that participants have access to the internet

and data to be able to read about the initiatives.

It does not matter if not all initiatives are picked,

nor if many people pick the same initiative. If

more than one person picked the same initiative,

each one can answer one of the four questions

about it. And the others can add on if their answer

is different.
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Call for the presentations by continent. That
way the contexts will be somewhat related.
After each continent is done, anyone from
that continent can comment about what they
learnt from the presentations that they might
try in their organisation or that they don’t
think would work for them. (Add a few
minutes extra to the exercise for this.)

There are no initiatives in North America or
Europe included in the resource above. If the
workshop includes only people from either of
those, they could learn from other parts of the
world, or see this page[2] which has an
initiative in Turkey (page 10) and in the US
(page 29).

If the group is big, you might want to divide it
into two, with one facilitator in each group.

https://www.wecf.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/WGC-Broschu%CC%88re_EN_121121_web.pdf
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Activity 1.3.3:
Develop shared principles for
a just transition
1. Group discussions

The Tools for Trainers below has a set of
worksheets to use in this activity, one
worksheet per page. Each worksheet has a set
of principles for a just transition, taken from
various sources. Each row has principles on a
related topic.

Work in groups as follows – six groups in total:

• Economy (3 worksheets)
• Work, How we live, Build it now
• Water, Food, Energy, Mobility, Health,

Culture/traditions/land (2 worksheets)
• Climate justice, Social justice
• Solidarity
• Geopolitics/imperialism, Participatory

democracy

Someone in each group must volunteer to
write up and report back the key ideas from
the group, and in particular the principles the
group wants to adopt. This is “the reporter”.

Read and discuss the ideas on the
worksheet/s:

• What ideas does the group agree with?
• What ideas does the group have problems

with?
• Are there other principles or ideas that are

missing?
• What principles are you going to adopt for

your just transition?



2. Rotate and share

The reporters now all leave their own group
and move to the next group.

Each reporter tells the new group which
theme/s they have been working on, and what
principles their original group proposed to
adopt on that theme. The group debates and
refines the ideas. The reporter notes strong
disagreements and new ideas.

Repeat this until all reporters have been to all
other groups. Like this:
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Economy group Work group Water group Climate justice
group

Solidarity group Geopolitics
group

Discuss
worksheets

Economy
reporter→

Work reporter→ Water
reporter→

Climate justice
reporter→

Solidarity
reporter→

Geopolitics
reporter→

Rotate #1 and
share

Geopolitics
reporter→

Economy
reporter→

Work reporter→ Water
reporter→

Climate justice
reporter→

Solidarity
reporter→

Rotate #2 and
share

Solidarity
reporter→

Geopolitics
reporter→

Economy
reporter→

Work reporter→ Water
reporter→

Climate justice
reporter→

Rotate #3 and
share

Climate justice
reporter→

Solidarity
reporter→

Geopolitics
reporter→

Economy
reporter→

Work reporter→ Water
reporter→

Rotate #4 and
share

Water
reporter→

Climate justice
reporter→

Solidarity
reporter→

Geopolitics
reporter→

Economy
reporter→

Work reporter→

Rotate #5 and
share

Work reporter→ Water
reporter→

Climate justice
reporter→

Solidarity
reporter→

Geopolitics
reporter→

Economy
reporter→

3. Plenary discussion

The reporters state their theme and give
feedback about what principles are proposed
from their original group and ideas added in
the ‘rotate and share’. It is also useful to note
what the issues are that people could not
agree on.

Can the participants find some common
ground? Everyone does not have to agree on
everything, but try to find some uniting
principles. It is useful to have fewer focused
principles that everyone can rally around.



TIPS FOR TRAINERS

The groups are named after the first topic on the

worksheet that theymust use, to help them to

findwhere to start.

If the workshop is online:

• Set up six online groups named “Economy”, “Work”,

“Water”, “Climate justice”, “Solidarity” and

“Geopolitics”. After explaining the activity, let Zoom

(orwhatever online platform you are using)

randomly allocate people to groups.

• Pop in to each group to check everyone

understands and is workingwith the right

worksheet/s, and has a reporter.

• When it is time for groups to rotate and share, the

reporters must all come back to the main meeting.

Send the Economy reporter to the Work group, the

Work reporter to the Water group, the Water

reporter to Climate Justice, the Climate Justice

reporter to Solidarity, the Solidarity reporter to

Geopolitics, and the Geopolitics reporter to

Economy. Repeat until all reporters have gone to all

groups.

Debating the principles is part of the process
of participants creating a shared agenda. That
is more important than whether there is a
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written product of agreed principles as an
outcome.

By the time everyone gathers back in plenary,
everyone has had a chance to discuss
everything, so they will themselves have
found consensus or not. The reporters will
highlight agreed principles and areas of
divergence. Where there is strong agreement,
reflect that back to the group. If the same or
similar idea comes up from different reporters,
reflect that back to the group. At the end,
summarise what the main consensus points
were. If there are strong divergences, ask
participants what they want to do about that.
It will be helpful to have two facilitators for the
plenary discussion, one to manage the
reporters making inputs and another to make
notes and reflect consensus back at the
group. This second role could be played by a
leader of the organisation.

The workshop may need to elect a group of
people to work on a document of principles to
bring back to a future meeting for adoption.
Such a draft document could also be taken to
wider groups in society for discussion, which
in itself serves to build social consensus and a
movement behind a just transition.



ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

From a 2015 ILO paper ‘Guidelines for a
just transition towards environmentally
sustainable economies and societies
for all’.
Full document

From COSATU’s ‘Policy Framework on
Climate Change’ adopted in 2011. More
detail on each principle here (pages
52−59). COSATU is a South African trade
union federation.

A 2020 Climate Justice Charter
developed in South Africa. See more
here. The process was led by South
African Food Sovereignty Campaign
and Cooperative and Policy Alternative
Centre; several organisations were
involved.

From the US Climate Justice Alliance
formed in 2013.
More about the alliance
List of members

From the Feminist Agenda for a Green
New Deal, a coalition of US women’s
rights and climate justice organisations
that came together in 2019. See
feministgreennewdeal.com

“The following principles should guide
the transition to environmentally
sustainable economies and societies:”

“A just transition means changes that
do not disadvantage the working class
worldwide, that do not disadvantage
developing countries, and where the
industrialised countries pay for the
damage their development has done to
the earth’s atmosphere. A just
transition provides the opportunity for
deeper transformation that includes
the redistribution of power and
resources towards a more just and
equitable social order.”

“We face many crises, but the climate
crisis is the most dangerous. Through
addressing the climate crisis, which
affects everything, we can also advance
solutions to all socio-ecological crises
and more generally end the war with
nature. Systemic alternatives are
necessary to address the causes of
climate change, its risks and pressures
for systems collapse. … Every
community, village, town, city and
workplace has to advance the deep just
transition to ensure socio-ecological
transformation.”

“Just Transition is a vision-led, unifying
and place-based set of principles,
processes and practices that build
economic and political power to shift
from an extractive economy to a
regenerative economy. This means
approaching production and
consumption cycles holistically and in a
waste-free way. The transition itself
must be just and equitable, redressing
past harms and creating new
relationships of power for the future
through reparations. … Just transition
describes both where we are going and
how we get there. Understanding that
just transition will look different in
different places, … a core set of shared
principles can strengthen our collective
work.”

“The climate crisis has emerged from
interlocking systems of capitalism,
resource extraction, labour
exploitation, the commodification of
nature, settler colonialism, imperialism,
militarism. … To truly address the root
causes, as well as the scope and scale
of the crisis, the Green New Deal must
… advance a transformative feminist
agenda that centers the leadership of
women, and addresses impacts of
colonisation and anti-Black racism. …
end oppression against and be led and
articulated by frontline, impacted
communities – women of color, Black
women, Indigenous women, people with
disabilities, LGBTQIAP+ people, people
of the Global South, migrants, refugees,
youth.”
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TOOLS FOR TRAINERS
Worksheets

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/documents/publication/wcms_432859.pdf
https://www.tips.org.za/just-transition/item/download/2055_ec782d5f9cf58c01871e5c5e9a711650
https://www.safsc.org.za/climate-justice-charter
https://cjcm.org.za/about?page=18#organisations
https://climatejusticealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CJA_JustTransition_highres.pdf
https://climatejusticealliance.org/members-of-the-alliance/
https://feministgreennewdeal.com
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Notes / anything missing?

ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

Capitalist accumulation has been the
underlying cause of excessive
greenhouse gas emissions, and
therefore global warming and climate
change.

Systemically confront exploitative and
unsustainable production patterns: The
roots of the climate crisis lie in an
economic system that encourages
corporate greed, unsustainable
production, and profit-seeking over the
well-being of people and the planet.
Globally, this system further entrenches
neocolonial patterns of power and
production between North and South
countries and within settler-colonies
like the United States.

(d) Coherent policies across the
economic, environmental, social,
education/training and labour
portfolios need to provide an enabling
environment for enterprises, workers,
investors and consumers to embrace
and drive the transition towards
environmentally sustainable and
inclusive economies and societies.

A new low-carbon development path is
needed… [E]very time we think of
economic expansion and the creation
of jobs … we must think about how the
activity can either contribute to
reducing carbon emissions, or can
contribute to managing the
consequences of climate change. … We
also need to start thinking even more
seriously about focusing production
and consumption on meeting basic
needs. …We need to start thinking of
measuring growth not in money terms
(“gross domestic product”) but in terms
of targets for housing, health,
education, access to services, and
even in terms of leisure, happiness and
wellbeing.

Beyondmainstream economics: … Our
economies have to serve our needs as
socio-ecological beings and the needs
of ecosystems. We need an economics
that takes into account ecological
footprints, happiness, well-being, the
resilience of ecosystems, the
commons, and planetary boundaries.

A just transition requires regenerative
ecological economics: Just transition
must advance ecological resilience,
reduce resource consumption, restore
biodiversity and traditional ways of life,
and undermine extractive economies,
including capitalism, that erode the
ecological basis of our collective well-
being.

Create regenerative economies that
center systemic, feminist alternatives: A
just transition must address
inequalities in power and wealth ... This
means transforming an extractive,
unjust status quo into new, socially just
and environmentally sustainable
economies that respect and balance
nature’s regenerative capacity. We
must shift from the privatisation and
commodification of nature to
sustainable, equitable production and
resource use. This includes
understanding that GDP is an
insufficient and detrimental economic
indicator and that alternatives are
required that measure quality of life
and well-being rather than production.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

The rich must pay their ecological debt:
The wealthy in our societies have
consumed resources excessively,
negatively impacted on ecosystems,
and have huge carbon footprints. They
owe us all an ecological debt and have
to carry the financial burden of the
deep just transition [through taxes and
surcharges on luxuries]. Workers need
to leverage pension and provident
funds … to support the creation of a
national cooperative bank to assist
workplaces, communities and
households with … the realisation of
deep just transition plans. Public
finance also needs to be harnessed ...

A just transition equitably redistributes
resources and power: We must work to
build new systems that are good for all
people, and not just a few. ... Just
transition fights to reclaim capital and
resources for the regeneration of
geographies and sectors of the
economy where these inequities are
most pervasive.

We need investment in technology, and
technology transfers to developing
countries must not be fettered by
intellectual property rights.

Socialised ownership: In workplaces and
communities, people’s power must
express itself through democratic
control and ownership, including
through democratic public utilities,
cooperatives, commoning, communal
ownership and participatory planning
[and] budgeting … to ensure collective
management of the life-enabling
commons and systems.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

We need a carbon budget … [i.e. To keep
global warming to livable levels, we
need to work within the bounds of the
carbon budget, globally as determined
by science, and per country as allocated
fairly between countries.]

We reject market mechanisms to reduce
carbon emissions [that make] the
atmosphere into a commodity for sale
in the same way that other natural
resources have already become
commodities used to generate profit.
[These include] • the Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) •
carbon trading. Using market
mechanisms also means that the rich
and powerful dictate the terms on
which the last “free space” (the
atmosphere) is carved up and
allocated unfairly. We need regulation,
coupled with sanctions against those
who break them.

Reject false and harmful responses to
climate change that fail to address root
causes:We must reject false ‘solutions’
that allow drivers of the climate crisis
to persist, that perpetuate oppressions,
and that greenwash their harms. These
include carbon trading ...; biofuels [and
bioenergy] ...; dangerous nuclear
power plants; increased natural gas
extraction justified by carbon capture
and storage and other techno “fixes”;
mega-dams that cause irreversible
damage to biodiversity, food
sovereignty and livelihoods; and geo-
engineering.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

(b) (Decent Work Agenda) Policies must
respect, promote and realise
fundamental principles and rights at
work.
(e) … policies need to provide a just
transition framework to promote the
creation of more decent jobs,
including: anticipating impacts on
employment; adequate and sustainable
social protection for job losses and
displacement; skills development; and
social dialogue, including … the right to
organise and bargain collectively.

A just transition to a low-carbon and
climate resilient economy is required
[which] addresses both the
unemployment crisis and the ecological
crisis. … [W]e have to campaign for
protection and support for workers
whose jobs or livelihoods might be
threatened by the transition. … We also
have to ensure that the development of
new green industries does not become
an excuse for lowering wages and social
benefits.

Enjoy life through working less: In a
heating world, working hours must be
reduced, at least to a four-day week.
Decent, zero-carbon climate jobs must
be guaranteed and supported by
collective, values-based and eco-
centric approaches to production,
consumption, financing and ways of
living through the solidarity economy.
Such an economy is based on needs
and democratises economic power.
[W]ith a universal basic income grant
… all workers can be protected in the
transition and society more generally
will have a cushion.

A just transition createsmeaningful
work: A just transition centres on the
development of human potential,
creating opportunities for people to
learn, grow, and develop to their full
capacities and interests. We are all born
leaders, and a regenerative economy
supports and nurtures that leadership.
In the process, we are transforming
ourselves, each other, our
communities, and our society as a
whole.

Create regenerative economies that
center systemic, feminist alternatives:…
[W]omen around the world have long
disproportionately performed labour
like housework, raising children, and
elder work. This work is almost always
unpaid, undervalued, and invisibilised in
economic and social policies at all
levels. Our society is constructed upon
and dependent on care work, and it is
valuable, low-carbon, community-
based work that should be revalued and
centered in our new economy.

Eco-centric living: To live simply, slowly
and consciously, in an eco-centric way,
which recognises the sanctity of all life
forms, our inter-connections and
enables an ethics of respect and care.

A just transition moves us toward buen
vivir: to live well without living better at
the expense of others. … We must have
just relationships with each other and
with the natural world, of which we are
a part. The rights of peoples,
communities and nature must
supersede the rights of the individual.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

All [people] have the right to clean
water.

Democratise the water commons:Water
is controlled by a few while many are in
desperate need. … As a public good,
water needs to be conserved by all and
protected from pollution. … [W]ater
use has to be democratically planned
and effectively regulated while
affirming citizens’ rights to this scarce
and precious resource. Water and
sanitation infrastructure must be
upgraded, managed and monitored to
ensure efficient use.

Food insecurity must be urgently
addressed.

Feed ourselves through food
sovereignty… The right to food must
give food producers, small scale
subsistence fishers, informal traders
and consumers the power over their
own food commons systems to ensure
that culturally appropriate and
nutritious food is available to all …

All [people] have the right to clean, safe
and affordable energy.

Socially-owned and community-based
renewable energy via a rapid phase-out
of fossil fuels … Efficient use of energy
and technology will be crucial ...
Divestment from fossil fuels, an end to
fossil fuel subsidies and extraction
(fracking, coal mines, offshore
extraction) are imperative.

We must demand a 100% transition to
renewable energy that is justly sourced
and divest from the mining, fossil fuel,
and agribusiness corporations
responsible for fuelling climate change.

We need amassive ramping up of public
transport ...

Eco-mobility and clean energy public
transport systems
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

The impacts of climate change on health
must be understood and dealt with in the
context of the demand for universal
access to health.

Emergency, holistic and preventative
healthcare:We need workable,
accessible and responsive public
healthcare systems to meet people’s
needs and address the health
challenges that come with climate
heating.

Advance reproductive justice: Our fights
for climate justice and for bodily
autonomy are linked. ... We reject false
population growth alarmism and
arguments that blame climate change
on people’s, especially women’s,
reproductive capacities. … [A]
sustainable future requires bodily
autonomy and sexual and reproductive
rights in all circumstances.

A just transition retains culture and
tradition: Just transition must create
inclusionary spaces for all traditions
and cultures, recognizing them as
integral to a healthy and vibrant
economy. It should also make
reparations for land that has been
stolen and/or destroyed by capitalism,
colonialism, patriarchy, genocide,
slavery.

Center Indigenous Peoples’ rights and
leadership: Indigenous sovereignty and
solutions are paramount. This includes
binding legal recognition of Indigenous
land rights, real enforcement of the
vital framework of Free, Prior and
Informed Consent, and recognition of
the Rights of Nature.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

Climate justice: Those least
responsible must not be harmed or
carry the cost of climate impacts.
[T]he needs of workers, the poor, the
landless, people with disabilities,
grassroots women, children and
vulnerable communities have to be at
the centre of the deep just transition.
The benefits of socio-ecological
transformation must be shared equally.

(c) Policies and programmes need to
take into account the strong gender
dimension of many environmental
challenges and opportunities. Specific
gender policies should be considered in
order to promote equitable outcomes.

New environmentally-friendly jobs
provide an opportunity to redress many
of the gender imbalances in
employment and skills. … Gender
equality must be a guiding principle in
the [running] of the Green Climate
Fund.

Social justice: Climate justice is social
justice. Confronting all forms of
discrimination and oppression as it
relates to race, class, gender, sex and
age, to secure climate and social
justice.

A just transition equitably redistributes
resources and power:… [It] must
actively work against and transform
current and historic social inequities
based on race, class, gender, immigrant
status and other forms of oppression.

Require intersectional gender analysis
across all actions: A Green New Deal
must be part of a just transition that
addresses how people are impacted
differently based on systemic exclusion
and exploitation ... A just transition
requires that women are actively
brought in and benefit from green jobs
and social policies, including pay
equity, paid family leave and free child
care. A just transition must also redress
gender-based violence in industries …
Confront institutional patriarchy and
racism: (that) shows up throughout our
communities, movements, and
policymaking spaces ... Unless we
tackle these systems head-on, they will
undermine climate solutions.
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ILO JUST TRANSITION GUIDELINES COSATU POLICY FRAMEWORK CLIMATE JUSTICE CHARTER CLIMATE JUSTICE ALLIANCE FEMINIST GREEN NEW DEAL
PRINCIPLES

(f) There is no “one size fits all”.
Policies and programmes need to be
designed in line with the specific
conditions of countries, including their
stage of development, economic
sectors and types and sizes of
enterprises.

African solidarity is imperative. [A] 2°C
global rise in temperature will mean a
3°C average rise for Africa [and with
serious food and water impacts]. …
Africa is also more vulnerable because
it has fewer resources to deal with the
results of climate change. As a
continent we lag behind in technology,
skills and financial resources. … We
also need continental solidarity to
resist a new neo-colonial land grab
that is taking place in Africa.

International solidarity: Everyone’s
struggle is a shared struggle to sustain
life. In the context of worsening
climate shocks, international
solidarity is central to the deep just
transition as it serves to unite all who
are struggling for emancipation and
for a post carbon world.

A just transition embodies local,
regional, national and international
solidarity: A just transition must be
liberatory and transformative. The
impacts of the extractive economy
knows no borders. We recognise the
interconnectedness of our
communities as well as our issues. Our
solutions call for local, regional,
national and global solidarity that
confronts imperialism and militarism.

Recognize that there is no such thing
as domestic climate policy: …We must
support migrants and refugees
impacted by climate change, who are
fleeing the very crisis the US has
created, while funding adaptation
efforts so communities do not have to
leave.

Intergenerational justice: Care for our
planetary commons and ecosystems is
crucial for intergenerational justice; to
secure a future for our children, youth
and those not yet born.

Respect the leadership of young
people as they fight for future
generations: …We (…) need to leave
the planet better than we found it,
learn from long-held traditions of
resistance, and embrace the vital work
led by youth to confront climate
change. Justice and our survival
demand that we work together across
generations to make major, far-
reaching changes quickly.

Rights of nature and natural climate
solutions: … If we are to survive, all
living creatures need to be respected.
… The rights of nature approach
recognises the intrinsic value of all
non-human life forms. Moreover,
nature has its own solutions to climate
change from which we can learn.
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(g) In implementing sustainable
development strategies, it is important
to foster international cooperation
among countries. In this context, we
recall the UN Conference on
Sustainable Development (Rio+20),
including section VI on means of
implementation [includes finance].

An ambitious legally binding
international agreement designed to
limit temperature increases to a
maximum of 1.5 °C is essential as an
outcome of the UNFCCC process.
Developed countries must pay for their
climate debt and the Green Climate
Fund must be accountable.

Decoloniality: Colonial, neo-colonial
and imperial domination are driving us
towards extinction. This is based on the
worship of extractivism, technology,
finance, violence and markets. We will
actively delink from this system as we
affirm an emancipatory relationship
between humans and with non-human
nature rooted in our history, culture,
knowledge and the wider struggle of
the oppressed on planet earth.

Recognize that there is no such thing as
domestic climate policy:… We can only
avert climate catastrophe if the US
works with the rest of the world to
mitigate climate change and advance a
feminist foreign policy ... This will
require … a recognition that the US has
been the world’s largest historic carbon
polluter … The US must address this
debt to the Global South … ending US
extractivist interventions globally. …
We must confront a US-led military-
industrial complex that defends
extractive industries, pollutes the
environment, worsens climate change,
and undermines peace and human
rights.

(a) Strong social consensus on the goal
and pathways to sustainability is
fundamental. Social dialogue has to be
an integral part of the institutional
framework for policymaking and
implementation at all levels. Adequate,
informed and ongoing consultation
should take place with all relevant
stakeholders.

The government’s position in the
UNFCCC processes [and in domestic
policy and plans] must properly
represent the interests of the people.

Participatory democracy: All climate
and deep just transition policies must
be informed by the voices, consent and
needs of all people, especially those
facing harm.

A just transition upholds self-
determination: All peoples have the
right to participate in decisions that
impact their lives. This requires
democratic governance …
Communities must have the power to
shape their economies, as producers,
as consumers, and in our relationships
with each other. … self-determination
is one of our greatest tools to realise
the world we need. The people most
affected … have the resilience and
expertise to be in the leadership of
crafting solutions.

Ensure democratically controlled,
community-led solutions: Through the
leadership of women’s groups and
local movements in creating local and
global climate policy, the outcomes will
be more democratic, stronger, and
longer-lasting. … prioritise community
self-determination regarding any policy
or development project that impacts
their land and livelihoods, affirm the
necessity of Free, Prior, and Informed
Consent. Solutions offered … must be
community owned and led ... It must
also draw from, uplift, and support
existing women and community-led
solutions to the climate crisis ...
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Session 1.3
Reflection
Reflection onwhatwe have covered
• Do you have a better understanding of

what a just transition means?
• What links do you see between your

organisation’s programmes and the
campaign for a just transition?

• What did you learn about ways to make
your climate projects and campaigns
“gender just”?

• Name two principles for a just transition
that you plan to take into your
organisation’s work.

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 1.1 1.2 1.3

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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FAST FACTS

Leave no-one
behind
The 2030 Agenda plans to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals to deliver sustainable
development to all. Countries pledged to “leave no-
one behind” and to “reach the furthest behind first.”
This means reaching the poorest of poor and ending
inequalities and discriminations that keep people and
communities back, for example in poverty or without
access to water, housing, education and social
protection.

5 intersecting factors to
consider[1]

Five factors are proposed to understand who is being
left behind and why – see the circles in the diagram
below.

The factors can be used to examine the disadvantages
people face; empower those who are at risk or are
being left behind; and to enact inclusive and
progressive policies.

Experience from many organisations’ programmes
around the world has demonstrated that putting
marginalised people such as women and indigenous
communities at the heart of climate policy and
initiatives has long-lasting positive impacts on
communities’ capacity to prepare for and absorb
climate shocks, and brings about social justice. On
the other hand, failing to include gender analysis in
policies and programmes can reinforce inequalities,
for example by perpetuating stereotypes.[2] Having the
most disadvantaged people’s leadership, viewpoints,
issues and needs at the centre of initiatives will be
sure to leave no-one behind.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
Consider multi-dimensional
poverty and inequalities of
women, men and
children. Consider
livelihoods including
informal and
vulnerable
employment.

SHOCKS &
FRAGILITY

Consider places or
groups that endure
more frequent or severe
setbacks due to natural
or environmental
disasters, violence,
crime, conflict,
economic or other
shocks.

GOVERNANCE
Consider the impact on
local communities of laws,
policies, taxes, budgets,
formal, traditional or

informal practices of
governance. Consider
communities’ ability
to participate in
government and
decision-making,
and civic spaces.

DISCRIMINATION
Consider discrimination on the basis
of assumed or ascribed status or
identity, including gender, age,
disability and other social groups.

GEOGRAPHY
Consider
where people
live, mobility and
internet access
and their
isolation, risk or
exclusion based
on location,
environmental
degradation,
transport and
technology.



FAST FACTS

What is gender?
The Genderbread Person

[3]
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SEX ASSIGNED AT BIRTH
Female Intersex Male

GENDER IDENTITY

Woman-ness

Man-ness

GENDER EXPRESSION

Femininity

Masculinity

ANATOMICAL SEX

Female-ness

Male-ness

SEXUALLY ATTRACTED TO…

Women and/or Feminine and/or Female People

Men and/or Masculine and/or Male People

ROMANTICALLY ATTRACTED TO…

Women and/or Feminine and/or Female People

Men and/or Masculine and/or Male People

IDENTITY

ATTRACTION

EXPRESSION

SEX



FAST FACTS

Data on the
position of
women andmen
The United Nations’ World’s Women 2020 report
assesses progress towards gender equality as at 2020,
based on extensive data collection around the
world.[4] Here are some of the global average
numbers:

Education
We have advanced to where girls and boys are equally
likely to be enrolled in primary and secondary
education. In education, 65% of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics students are men.

Work
• 14% of young men and 31% of young women are

not in education, training or employment.
• 74% of men of working age participate in the

labour market, but only 47% of women.
• Women’s availability to join the labour force is

limited by the unequal distribution of family
responsibilities, and of unpaid domestic and care
work in the household. Women spend about 2.5
times as much time on unpaid domestic and care
work as men do � on average per day women do
4.2 hours of such work compared to 1.7 hours
done by men.

• Overall, men earn 12% more than women. This is
because women are more in part-time, informal or
self-employed jobs, or in lower-paid jobs than
men, or are paid less for the same work.

• Women are more likely than men to:
• work part-time in 95% of countries
• have informal jobs in 56% of countries
• 18% of women versus 7% of men are engaged as

“contributing family workers”. These are
people that work for a business run by a relative
living in the same household.

These kinds of jobs offer more flexible working
hours. But they are lower paid, have less job
security, offer fewer training and promotion
opportunities, and provide less social protection
such as maternity benefits, pension, medical aid,
unemployment funds, disability funds.

• Based on stereotypes about what education and
work men and women are suited for, women and
men are employed in different occupations
(horizontal segregation) and in different positions
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within the same occupation or occupational group
(vertical segregation), for example:
• Women make up… 20% of plant and machine

operators and assemblers, 45% of technicians,
49% of professionals (but only 20% of
Information and communications technology
professionals and 28% of science and
engineering professionals), and 28% of
managers.[5]

• Men make up… 12% of personal care workers,
21% of paid domestic workers, 31% of health
professionals, and 50% of service and sales
workers.[6]

Ownership and access to
services
• 72% of men have access to formal financial

services such as banks and loans, but only 65% of
women do. As a result, women are less likely to be
able to carry on businesses, fulfil their potential as
entrepreneurs, or buy property or other assets.

• Fewer women than men have ownership, secure
tenure rights or control over land. 85% of
agricultural landholders are men.

The percentage of landholders who are
women, across 104 countries

• 58% of men use the internet while 48% of women
do.

Exposure to violence
• 50% of women say they can say no to sex and make

their own decisions about contraception.
• 18% of women aged 15–49 reported that their

intimate partner was violent to them in the
previous 12 months.
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• Men are 4 times more likely to be murdered than
women (only 20% of the victims of homicide are
women).

• In 2017, 58% of murdered women were were killed
by an intimate partner or family member.

• Looking only at murders committed by a victim’s
intimate partner, 80% of victims are women.

Check the situation when it comes to gender equality
your country: At https://data.unwomen.org/
countries, you can find a factsheet per country of the
position of women and men in the countries where
UNWomen was able to collect data about this. They
measure progress on the Sustainable Development
Goals for women and for men, so one can see the
differences.
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FAST FACTS

Issues of gender
justice in the
climate
transition
Societies and cultures shape different positions for
women and men in society and the economy. Women
and men may have different…
• roles in the society and economy
• jobs and pay
• responsibilities and decision-making authorities in

the household, community and society
• access to, use of and control over resources
• consumption patterns
• lifestyles and activities.

These different positions mean women and men
might be affected differently by climate change and by
the climate transition � depending also upon other
factors. Richer people have more resources to deal
with changes and shocks.

When thinking about gender and the climate
transition, be careful not to reinforce or perpetuate
stereotypes. Reflect on what exists in terms of the
position of men and women, not a prescription of
women’s and men’s innate potential. It is true that
most childcare and household work is done by
women; it is not true that women are more caring by
nature than men. It is true that more men than
women are in formal jobs; it is not true that men are
cleverer or more worldly-wise by nature. There will
always be exceptions at an individual level, and some
differences between cultures, classes, and economies.
Overall women earn less than men; however many
women of the middle class likely earn more than
most men of the working class. A 2016 publication of
the Global Gender and Climate Alliance ‘Gender and
Climate Change: A closer look at existing evidence’
found that the evidence overturns some broad
statements, such as “Men and boys will not be as
affected by climate change as much as women and
girls are” and “Women are more likely to die during
storms and floods because of an inability to swim” (it
turns out that swimming skills don’t help you survive
during major storms and floods).[9]
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Ecofeminism
Eco-feminist-socialism seeks to reclaim and
reinvigorate feminism, environmentalism and
socialism to understand the crossroads we are at and
point the way to a different kind of future which is
just and not exploitative.[10] The organisation Women
Engage for a Common Future is driving a
#ecofeministsscorecard campaign starting in Europe,
see www.wecf.org/ecofeministscorecard.

Climate changes and their
potential effects onwomen and
men
A United Nations/ARROW publication, Training
Manual on Gender and Climate Change Resilience,
considers how various climate change impacts might
affect women and men differently based on their
gendered roles.[11] Note that the gender roles provided
are just an indication, they are not fixed and may vary
in different contexts.
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Source: UNWomen

**In general, it is poorer households which spend a larger part of their income on food and energy (richer
households have money to spend on other expensive things like property, cars and holidays which may cost

more than what they spend on food and energy).

Based on the climate changes happening or coming
in your area, consider whether these ideas apply in
your own context, and what other effects there may
be differently on women and men.
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FAST FACTS

Vulnerabilities
and capacities in
relation to
disasters
People’s existing capacities and vulnerabilities
determine the impact that a hazard has on them, and
the way they respond to a crisis. To understand their
risk one needs to look at how much they are exposed
to climate changes and the knock-on impacts, how
sensitive they are to being impacted and what abilities
they have in responding. (See factors to consider
under “Leave no-one behind” at the beginning of this
Fast facts-section.)

Considering that in general women bear a triple
workload (livelihood, housework, childcare), manage
with less money, and survive domestic violence and
sexual harassment and assault, one might consider
them very resilient.

One paper looked into differences in terms of how
men and women are vulnerable to disasters, and the
capacities they have in responding to a disaster. [12]

This is what the paper suggests:

Gender differences in vulnerability and adapting
to disasters

Note that the same aspect can be both an enabler and
a barrier within one gender (e.g. women’s being
constrained to the home and local environment
means both that they don’t have networks in the
wider world and the experiences that broaden one’s
horizons, and that they have extensive knowledge of
their own community and strong social networks).
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WOMEN MEN

Gendered
disparities
that increase
risks in
disasters

• Higher levels of poverty
• Extensive responsibilities of

caring for others
• Domestic violence
• Traditional women’s

occupations

• Occupational segregation
• Internalised norms of

masculinity
• Roles in the family and home

Gendered
experiences
that can
increase
capacities for
managing
disasters

• Social networking
• Experience of caring activities
• Extensive knowledge of

communities
• Management of natural and

environmental resources
• High levels of risk awareness

• Professional and work contacts
• Experience of technical

activities
• Limited childcare

responsibilities



The “double disaster” forwomen

The paper above says “In the longer term
rehabilitation and recovery phases after disasters,
there are also gendered differences. Women and girls
are particularly vulnerable in post-disaster
situations, because they lack land and other assets
that could help them cope. Therefore, they are more
likely to face food shortages, sexual harassment,
unwanted pregnancies, trafficking and vulnerability
to diseases and could be forced to drop out of school
or marry earlier. If gender is not taken into account,
there is also a danger that post-disaster recovery
grants will favour men over women, thus reinforcing
gender inequalities.”

Reflect: Consider whether these ideas apply in
your own context, and what other gendered risks and
capacities there may be.
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FAST FACTS

Issues of
livelihoods, jobs
and decentwork
in the transition
What is a livelihood?
A livelihood is how you make your income and
sustain yourself, and a formal job for an employer is
one form of livelihood. Many households make a
livelihood from a range of sources, for example, a
family member’s job, casual work when someone can
get it, social grants, informal economy andmicro-
enterprises (which may include activities currently
considered illegal), and perhaps subsistence
agriculture.

Reproductive labour
In talk of work, we seldom think about ‘reproductive
labour’ – unpaid work largely done by women such as
childcare, cooking, cleaning, washing, care for the
elderly and sick, which keeps households running

and enables people to do the other work. An
International Labour Organisation report,The Future
of Work We Want: A Global Dialogue says the concept
of work needs to be broadened to include unpaid
work (especially care work) so that the notion of
work is not just limited to wage labour.[13] In the
1970s, some feminists in the developed world
campaigned for housewives to be paid for their
work.[14] A group of organisations is campaigning to
rebuild the social organisation of care work through a
5Rs programme: Recognise the social and economic
value of care work (paid or not), Reward and
remunerate care work, Reduce the burden of unpaid
care work on women, Redistribute care work within
households, Reclaim the public nature of care
services. See peopleoverprof.it/resources/campaigns/
rebuilding-the-social-organization-of-care for the
manifesto, videos and podcasts, and organisations
involved, which includes the global union federation
Public Services International.

Howwork is changing due to the
climate crisis and the climate
transition
Physical climate changes, and low-carbon and
climate-resilient changes in economic activity, are
affecting how people earn a living. Increasing heat
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can affect workers’ productivity and working
conditions, machinery and production processes. The
kinds of skills and jobs we need in a low-carbon and
climate-resilient economy are different from what we
have now. Livelihoods which rely on natural
resources may be challenged as ecosystems change or
collapse. The question of what is to happen to
workers in fossil fuel sectors as those are wound
down was the trigger for talk of the need for a “just
transition”.

Two ILO papers from 2018 argue that the future of
work and social justice will be defined by two major
trends related to the natural environment – current
and future environmental degradation, and the push
towards environmental sustainability. The papers are
useful for understanding the possible changes. They
are ‘The future of work in a changing natural
environment: Climate change, degradation and
sustainability’[15] and ‘World Employment and Social
Outlook 2018: Greening with Jobs.’[16] Key findings
from these papers and jobs numbers are given below.

CLIMATE JOBS CAMPAIGNS

Climate Jobs Campaigns bring together unions,
climate justice groups and other civil society

organisations to propose massive public investment
in the creation of “climate jobs” and advocate for a
people’s plan for a just transition. There are national
climate jobs campaigns in Norway, UK, Scotland,
France, Portugal, South Africa, Canada and USA.
Find them at globalclimatejobs.org.

The campaigns call for jobs which have a direct
impact on cutting greenhouse gas emissions or in
adapting to climate change, including providing and
securing vital services, and are:
• new jobs
• in the public sector or publicly funded
• dignified jobs, with fair wages and conditions,

respecting the rules of environmental protection,
hygiene, health and safety at work

and which come with a commitment to first reskill
and employ workers in sectors that are shrinking due
to the transition. But addressing equal opportunities
for women and men to get these jobs is not part of
the concept of “climate jobs” in these campaigns’
materials. They also do not suggest prioritising other
groups that do not have equal access to decent jobs
due to structural discrimination, for example due to
ethnicity.
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DECENTWORK

Because green livelihoods and jobs are emerging, new
areas of work, they can be created as decent jobs from
the start. Trade unions needs to ensure that green
jobs accord with the ILO (International Labour
Organisation) Decent Work Agenda.[17] This includes
equality of opportunity and treatment for all women
and men.

WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN GREEN
LIVELIHOODSANDJOBS[18]

In the climate transition, unions and organisations
must act to increase the number of women:
• Employed � through anti-discrimination laws and

family-friendly workplace policies.
• Recruited � for new jobs, through quotas and

targeted schemes.
• Trained � in green jobs skills, through targeted

apprenticeship and training initiatives.
• Paid equitably � by reducing gender-based job

segmentation and wage gaps. Ensure equal pay for
equal work from the outset when jobs are created.

• Organised � through increasing women union
members in potential green sectors.
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Factors that keep women out of the workforce
and limit them:

To facilitate women’s entry into and effective
participation in green jobs:

• Unequal access to money and resources.
• Rights of inheritance and ownership differ.
• Discrimination leads to gender gaps in

education, health care and economic
participation.

• Women bear most responsibility for childcare
and households, causing them to suffer from
time poverty, intermittent employment and lack
of mobility.

• Women work in lower-paying sectors and
positions.

• During economic downturns: in developing
countries more women are laid off; in developed
countries more men lose jobs.

• Idea of the male breadwinner is still a stereotype.

• Address the factors that are barriers for women
(left column)

• Address the underlying causes of discrimination
through changes in legal structures governing
property rights, inheritance and family codes.

• Provide for affordable childcare, paid parental
leave and flexible work arrangements. Working
hours which are supportive of family life, health
benefits and maternity leave, and supervised
health and safety conditions should be
fundamental requirements of green jobs.

• Recruitment and training can particularly help
more women into career paths that will allow
them to become economically secure and
support themselves and their families.

What is “decent work”?
DECENT WORK IS WORK THAT…

Is meaningful and
productive
Pays a living wage
Provides benefits and
social protections
Is protected by strong
labour laws that
guarantee workers'
rights, including freedom
of association (the right
to join and be
represented by a union)



ACHANGING LABOURMARKET:
THE RISE OF PRECARIOUS JOBS

The climate-caused changes to livelihoods and work
occur at the same time as other shifts in the world of
work. The International Labour Organisation set up a
Global Commission on the Future of Work in 2017.
They have produced useful research papers.[19]

Globally, we could say we are in a period when we are
shifting in fits and starts from the proletariat
(shopfloor factory workers) of industrialisation to the
precariat (casual, temporary or self-employed
workers) of the 21st century labour market. Some
snippets from a newspaper article on the ILO
Commission’s work describe this:
The ‘standard’ employment relationship, which is a full-time …
job for the male breadwinner, with a sufficient wage to feed a
family, with rights and social protections [like paid leave,
pensions and medical aid], is the most advanced form of wage
labour developed in the latter half of the 20th century. But such
standard employment was only dominant in a few parts of the
world: Europe, North America, Japan and Australia. … In
developing and emerging countries, work [has long been]
characterised by vulnerable and informal employment, long
hours of paid and unpaid work and rudimentary social
protection. …

Today, we are witnessing ... dependent or independent self-
employment and forms of casual labour [hastened by the
emergence of the digital economy]. …The ‘flexibilisation of
labour’ has been presented to the developing world as a way to

attract foreign investment. … A consequence of [these shifts] is
that the employer becomes ‘indirect/invisible’ or ‘disappears’.

The erosion of traditional employment presents a challenge to
the role of trade unions. It weakens their position as they lose
their counterparts [the employers]. Trade unions have
successfully fought for standardisation of employment in the
past, and have already started to organise workers in global
value chains, self-employed workers and those who work in the
digital economy.

Some people like the flexibility and autonomy that
working freelance or for yourself gives you, and earn
enough to bridge over the times when there is no
income, and to provide for their housing, healthcare
and old age themselves.

But mostly the precariat experiences insecure work,
low and unpredictable incomes, and loss of
citizenship rights. They may have on-demand or
zero-hour contracts, or get intermittent work
through labour brokers; some do ‘tasking’,
‘crowdwork’ or ‘work on-demand via apps’ through
the internet. For some, their level of education
exceeds that required for the kind of labour they can
expect to obtain.[20] Many categories of workers have
always been in the precariat, for example domestic
workers and seasonal farmworkers. It is extremely
difficult to organise and defend workers whose
workplaces are atomised and where workers are held
dependent on the employer for shelter and payment
in-kind such as food.
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THE
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTIONS THE FIRST

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION

Coal - steam engines -
some mechanising and

centralising of
production - proletariat

emerging

THE THIRD INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION

Nuclear - electronics,
computers, telecoms -

biotechnology - automation
in production - trend to

precariat work -
plutocracies

THE FOURTH
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
Technology that blurs
physical, digital and
biological lines -
artificial intelligence

THE SECOND
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
Gas, oil - electricity
- combustion
engine - synthetics
- production lines in
large factories

1765

1870

1969

NOWADAYS

Adapted from www.sentryo.net/the-4-industrial-revolutions

4

COSATU, a labour federation in South Africa, calls
for labour brokers to be banned, because “they act as
go-betweens in the employment relationship, taking a
fee from the party who should be the employer, for
doing nothing. In this way the real employer dodges
employment responsibilities and the law, the labour
broker gets rich through being a trader in labour, and
the worker is exploited worse than ever.”[21]

Two articles give a sense of a debate about the role of
the proletariat / precariat in a just transition: ‘The
Precariat: Today's Transformative Class?’ and a
response.

DECENTANDCLIMATE-FRIENDLYJOBS? NOT
UNLESSWE FIGHT FOR IT

The impacts of the ‘4th industrial revolution’ on the
human world of work and livelihoods has not taken
deep root yet. From the newspaper article mentioned
above: “[T]he increased use of robots will (...)
increase the rate of return of capital. Profits are
financialised and not reinvested to produce more.”

There are many studies which look at the numbers of
jobs that can be created in climate-smart and “green”
economies. But there is no guarantee that a more
sustainable world will come about, and certainly not
that it will serve people more equitably. Companies
are designed to maximise profit by increasing sales,

finding new markets and/or reducing costs, and to
reduce risks to their business model. Those aims may
drive companies to sustainability, but are equally
driving fossil fuel companies to extract as much as
they can and fully exploit their assets before their
markets collapse.
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Writing about the work of the ILO’s Global
Commission on the Future of Work, a newspaper
article sketched one possible future:[22]

For some, the most likely scenario is one in which the current
inequalities are exacerbated, which merits consideration of
changes in the distribution of productivity gains. …The future
of work will be marked by greater inequality in and between
countries. Productivity gains will be led by capital – owners of
capital will reap the benefits …The declining labour share of
income will continue and, if capital remains in the hands of a
few …, inequality will increase. Market forces, as the
mechanism for distributing wealth in society, may not ensure
decent living conditions. Redistribution is warranted …”

The changing nature of production and work,
incorporating new technologies and with new labour
relationships, takes place within unequal economic
and power dynamics. So it is up to social movements,
trade unions and workers � and governments we
elect or lobby � to make sure that we do transition to
sustainable development, and that it provides decent
work, a ‘better life for all’ (including other species)
and greater wellbeing.
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Key ILO findings relevant to the
climate transition
The International Labour Organisation is an
important actor for just transition and has developed
many of the ideas around the concept. Here are some
of their flagship reports at a glance.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITYAND
DECENT

Economic activity, and many jobs, depend on
nature.
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1.2 BILLION
JOBS DEPEND ON SERVICES
PROVIDED BY THE ENVIRONMENT

THE EQUIVALENT TO
72 MILLION
FULL-TIME JOBS WILL BE LOST IN
2023 DUE TO HEAT STRESS

Source: ILO[23]

For example, farmers rely on soil to maintain and
renew its nutrients, insects to pollinate crops, and
dryland farming relies on rain. Coastal fishing relies
on the biodiversity of the ocean and its fish stocks, as
well as on tidal marshes, mangroves or coral reefs for
storm protection. In 2014 about 1.2 billion jobs or
40% of jobs were in sectors that depend heavily on
natural processes.

Jobs relying on ecosystem services, in 2014 (in
thousands)
Only activities considered to have a “significant and substantial” link
to the environment are included. Source: ILO

Jobs are vulnerable to environmental risks and
hazards.

Risks can stem from slow-onset events (droughts,
erosion, soil degradation or sea-level rise) or rapid-
onset events (extreme weather events), and can be
local or global.
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Environmental risks can result from human activity
(e.g. water pollution from industries) or natural
hazards (e.g. water pollution following a volcanic
eruption). Human activity can also increase the
impact of natural hazards (for example, mangrove
deforestation increases the consequences of storms
on shores).

Agricultural workers will be the worst affected by
global warming, because they do physical labour
outside and a large number of these workers are in
the areas most affected by future high temperatures.
Agricultural workers will account for 66% of global
hours lost due to heat stress in 2030.

Environmental degradation enhances inequality.

This degradation refers to climate change, and other
things like soil, air and water pollution, over-
exploitation of natural resources, soil deterioration,
and biodiversity loss. People who are marginalised
are especially vulnerable to the effects of climate
change and environmental degradation. Low income
countries alongside women, people in poverty,
migrant workers, youth, persons with disabilities,
indigenous and tribal peoples and other vulnerable
population groups are particularly exposed.

See a video that sums up this ILO report here (time:
2 min).

THE EMPLOYMENT IMPACTOFTHE TRANSITION
TOAGREEN ECONOMY

Advancing towards sustainability can create
employment, and need not limit progress towards
achieving decent work.

In the shift to low- carbon and resource-efficient
economies, there will be a redistribution of labour as
environmentally damaging industries downsize or
adapt and environmentally compatible industries
emerge and grow. Sustainability will touch all sectors,
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driving the future of work across the economy.

Countries can decouple economic growth and
greenhouse gas emissions.

The ILO found 46 countries that had economic
growth between 1995 and 2014 while at the same
time reducing greenhouse gas emissions they
produced. This could be done by exporting
emissions; stopping carbon-intensive production
within the country and instead importing carbon-
intensive goods produced elsewhere. However, 23 of
the countries were able to achieve this decoupled
growth without doing that.[24]

Note that this conclusion by the ILO is highly
debated. Often countries do not count large part of
their emissions (for example the emissions happening
in other countries as a result of citizens’
consumption, and biogenic emissions from biofuels).
No country has achieved absolute decoupling of
economic growth and carbon emissions, so it is not
proven to be possible.

A low-carbon energy sector creates jobs.

Decarbonising the energy sector could create
18 million jobs, the net result of 24 million jobs
created and 6 million jobs lost.

The ILO has identified other sectors where jobs will
be gained or lost.

Of the 163 industries analysed, only 14 see losses of
more than 10 000 jobs.

Jobs are mainly created in... renewable energy
(18 million), construction (6.5 million jobs),
manufacturing of electrical parts and machinery
(2.5 million) and the mining of copper ores and
concentrates (1.2 million), production of electricity
by hydro power (0.8 million), cultivation of
vegetables, fruits, nuts (0.8 million), production of
electricity by solar photovoltaics (0.8 million), retail
trade (except for motor vechicles and motorcycles;
repair of personal and household goods.
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18 MILLION
JOBS CAN BE CREATED BY ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY IN THE ENERGY SECTOR



Jobs are mainly lost in... crude oil extraction
(1.4 million), petroleum refining (1.6 million), coal-
fired electricity (800 000) and the mining of coal
(700 000).

A resource-efficient economy implies a reallocation
of labour.

The current economic model of production of goods
is linear: extract—manufacture—use—discard.
Circular economymodels are based on produce�
service� use� repair� reuse� recycle. Goods are

made to last longer; repair and rental services gain
over just replacing goods; and metals, plastics, glass
and pulp materials are reused or recycled so less
primary resources are extracted or produced. This
changes jobs in extractive, manufacturing and waste
industries, and could create 6 million jobs.

Industries set to have the highest job growth
under circular economies
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6 MILLION
JOBS CAN BE CREATED BY EMBRACING A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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Promoting sustainability in agriculture will
change rural economies

Industries set to have the most job losses under
circular economies

Source: ILO

Sustainability in agriculture will reshape the rural
economy and work.

It also requires investment in infrastructure, such as
irrigation, roads, storage, extension services, and
research and development. Conservation agriculture
and organic agriculture are sustainable alternatives to
conventional commercial agriculture. Both
approaches change how the land is managed and the
inputs required. Both bring changes to the
distribution and kinds of labour.

There is a video on the job numbers here. (time: 2
min).
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PROTECTINGWORKERSANDTHE
ENVIRONMENT

Social protection is a pillar of decent work. There are
examples where it has been used to:
• Ensure income security to workers and

households facing negative effects of
environmental degradation. Some countries (e.g.
Ethiopia, Kenya) are adapting existing social
protection schemes to cater for the income- and
food-security risks that arise from floods or
droughts. Social protection will be essential to
support households and communities in coastal
areas vulnerable to sea-level rise and others
displaced by climate-related phenomena.

• Protect workers in shrinking or disappearing
industries. Examples are forestry in China and
coal mining in Poland.

• Protect workers affected by increased prices.
Egypt did this after reducing fossil fuel subsidies.

• Meet environmental goals. In India there is
payment for ecosystem services with a social
component. In South Africa there are public work
programmes with an environmental adaptation or
mitigation component.

Watch a video on kinds of social protection here
(time: 1 min 37 sec).
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SKILLS FOR THE GREENTRANSITION

We need to develop skills for sustainable economic
activities.

The ILO surveyed 27 countries and found that in 21
countries skills mismatch is considered a major
obstacle to advancing a transition towards
sustainability.

There is a video on this here. (time: 1 min 49 sec)
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RESOURCES

On the course site you will find relevant studies,
videos and sites for further exploration of the topics
in this session. You’ll also find all references.
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Module 2

Learning from
what others are
doing

120

Prereading: Read a country report in the 2021
Civil Society Equity Review (See steps 2 and 3
under “Activity 2.1.1: What governments could be
doing about a just transition” for a list of the
countries you can choose from and on what pages
to find them.)[1].2

https://www.equityreview.org/2021
https://www.equityreview.org/2021


Session 2.1
What governments
are doing
This session focuses on the United
Nations’ main climate convention and how
it works. It looks at the promises of
climate action that countries submit
under this convention. Youwill also find
several tools to evaluate these national
climate promises, based on global climate
justice, gender, and other aspects.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Find their country’s climate change

plans and commitments.
• Find tools to evaluate if these climate

commitments are good enough.
• Explain the concept of a country’s “fair

share”.
• Give examples of transition issues in

countries with heavy reliance on fossil
fuels.

• Analyse government actions related to
a low-carbon transition andmake
recommendations on how tomake the
transition just.



Welcome and recap
»
In the previous workshop (Module), we made
sure we understood the causes and impacts of
climate change so that we knowwhat needs to
change, analysed transitions happening in
economies, and developed our ideas of what a
just transition means for our organisations and
the people we represent. In this Module we are
going to explore what governments, unions and
civil society organisations are doing about
climate-related transitions, to learn from them.
This can include learning what we don’t want to
have happen.«
»
Let’s look at what governments are doing about
climate change and transitions. One way to find
out what a government plans to do is to look at
the documents it has submitted to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).
Countries may put lower or fewer targets in their
international UNFCCC documents than they
have in domestic policy. This is because these
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are voluntary commitments made in a forum
with many other countries and there’s lots of
politics involved. Still, the UNFCCC documents
provide leads to domestic policies which you can
look up on government websites.
A key document to look at is a country’s climate
promises under the UNFCC, theNationally
Determined Contribution (NDC). There are
many tools for evaluating these promises.We are
going to use one of them, the Civil Society Equity
Review.«

TOOLS FOR TRAINERS

Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) –
scroll down to search for a country. All
countries that have signed the UNFCCC Paris
Agreement have to submit these national
climate goals and plans. They cover both
mitigation and adaptation.

National Adaptation Plans. Not all countries
have provided these, which are not
compulsory.

Low Emissions Development Strategies.
These are not compulsory and not all
countries have submitted.

https://unfccc.int/NDCREG
https://napcentral.org/submitted-naps
https://unfccc.int/process/the-paris-agreement/long-term-strategies
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Activity 2.1.1:
What governments could be
doing about a just transition
1. Work in groups of three.

2. Pick one of the reports below on a country
in the 2021 Civil Society Equity Review. (Only
available in English)

These are all countries where fossil fuels play
a large part in the economy. Pick your own or
a similar country. You decide what “similar”
means that is most useful to you: A country
nearby? A country with a similar economy? A
country in the same developing/developed
category as yours?

Read the country report. If it is too much
reading in the time available, read only the
“State of the fossil fuel sector” and “Just
transition and phase-out debate” sections.

3. Discuss what you would tell that
government to do to take a just transition
forward in that country. Each person makes
their own notes about some key ideas that
emerge from the group discussion. Write them
down as bullet points.

COUNTRY FIND IT ON PAGES

China 30/31
Colombia 32/33
Ecuador 34/35
India 36/37
Indonesia 38/39
Mozambique 40/41
Nigeria 42/43
Nigeria 42/43
Russia 44/45
Saudi Arabia 46/47
South Africa 48/49
Trinidad and Tobago 50/51
United Kingdom 52/53
United States 54/55

https://www.equityreview.org/2021


4. The groups report back.

• Start by going around all the groups and
each group just says what country they
picked.

• Then, the first group reports only one thing
they would tell the government.

• If any other group would tell their chosen
government the same thing, they put up
their hands for all to see – and then they
don’t report this same thing again when it is
their turn.

• Keep going around the groups like this.
When a group’s next turn comes around, a
different person must add the next idea.

• Stop when all groups are finished adding
new ideas.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Youmight want to send out the country case

studies as pre-reading to use the time in the

workshop for discussion. (Step 2 above.)
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Session 2.1
Reflection
• Do you know just enough about the

UNFCCC for the purposes of thework
your organisationwants to do on a just
transition? If youwant to get more
involved in UNFCCCmatters,who
would you contact?

• How important is the concept of a
country’s “fair share”?

• Which of the tools to evaluate a
country’s NDC (and thus its domestic
climate change policies) might you use?

• What ideas did you gain for demands on
a just transition that your organisation
might put to your government?
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On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.

https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources-for-the-training-of-trainers-on-just-transition/


FAST FACTS

About the
UNFCCC
The UNFCCC space is full of jargon and acronyms,
and is mainly for those who want to do global policy
work. But multilateral forums are an important site of
struggle in certain respects.

What is the UNFCCC?
The United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) was established in 1992
at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, and has been
signed (“ratified”) by 198 countries.

Who are the Parties?
The Parties are governments and government entities
like the European Union, which are signed on to the
UNFCCC.

What is a COP?
The Parties to the UNFCCC meet annually in a
Conference of the Parties (COP). Individual

countries are represented by negotiators at COPs, and
they speak and vote during sessions. COP27 was the
27th Conference of the UNFCCC, held in Egypt in
2022.

Can anyone else get in?
COPs take place within venues run by the UNFCCC
and you need to be accredited to get in. The
UNFCCC accredits certain organisations which are
not Parties as observers. These are media, non-
governmental organisations, United Nations agencies
and intergovernmental organisations. There are also
lots of business lobbyists at COPs.

What are the Constituencies?
The non-governmental organisations organise
themselves under collectives: business and industry
NGOs (BINGO), trade union NGOs (TUNGO),
youth NGOs (YOUNGO), environmental NGOs
(ENGO), research and independent NGOs (RINGO),
local government and municipal authorities (LGMA),
indigenous peoples organisations (IPO), and Women
and Gender.[1]

The work of the Women and Gender Constituency
led to the Lima Work Programme on Gender and its
Gender Action Plan being agreed by Parties in 2014
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and enhanced in 2019. It seeks to foster gender-
responsive climate action under the UNFCCC,
including through support for developing countries
and increasing local communities’, women’s
organisations’ and Indigenous People’s access to
finance. The Plan notes the need for women to have
equal participation at all levels of climate action. It
also upholds the centrality of indigenous, local and
traditional knowledge.

What is the Paris Agreement?
It is a legally binding international treaty between
countries on climate change. It was adopted at
COP21 in Paris in 2015. Its goal is to limit global
warming to well below 2°C and preferably to 1.5°C,
compared to pre-industrial levels. Here’s a video
about the Paris Agreement (time: 1 min 39 sec)

What are Nationally
Determined Contributions,
NDCs?
Under the Paris Agreement, countries are required to
submit Nationally Determined Contributions every 5
years starting in 2020. In its NDC, a country
communicates the actions it will take to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and to build resilience to

adapt to the impacts of climate change. The idea is
that each NDC must be better than the last one.

What else do countries submit?
Countries also submit National Adaptation Plans,
and the Paris Agreement invites countries to submit
Long-Term Low greenhouse gas Emission
Development Strategies. These are longer term
plans, and the 5-year NDCs fit into the longer-term
strategies. Both of these documents are not
mandatory.

What aboutmonitoring and
evaluation?
Countries must report progress on the actions in
their NDCs. The NDCs and the progress reports will
feed into a Global Stocktake, which will assess the
collective progress towards the long-term climate
goals.

Because NDCs are determined by the country, there
is no guarantee that together they add up to what is
needed to stabilise global warming at no more than
1.5°C. There is no way to force any country to
improve its NDC, and no sanctions if it doesn’t fulfil
its NDC.
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Timeline for NDC:s and the global
stocktake
2020: Countries submitted their first NDCs to the
UNFCCC.

2021: First 5-year cycle started.

2023: Having started in November 2021, the first Global
Stocktake goes on until November 2023. The Stocktake
reviews individual NDCs and their collective achievement
against the Paris Agreement goals.

2025: Deadline for countries to submit their second NDCs,
hopefully improved based on the Global Stocktake.

2026: Second 5-year cycle starts.

What about action by non-
Parties?
The Lima COP20 in 2014 recognised that, in addition
to national governments, action by everyone else was
also essential to solve the climate crisis. The Lima-
Paris Action Agenda was set up to include local and
other sub-national governments, companies and
investors, NGOs, and others − called “non-state
actors”.

This has led to the Marrakesh Partnership for
Global Climate Action, a parallel workstream of the
UNFCCC to enable collaboration between

governments and non-state actors to advance climate
action. The Partnership workstream is led by two
High-Level Champions, one from the country of the
past COP, one from the country of the coming COP.

UNFCCC and “just transition”
Labour first raised the demand for a “just transition”
at COP3 (in 1997 in Kyoto). COP17 (2011 in
Durban) established a UNFCCC forum on “the
impact of the implementation of climate change
response measures”, and adopted a work programme.
This identified eight areas of work, one of which was
just transition. COP21 (2015 in Paris) established an
“improved forum” to focus on (1) economic
diversification and transformation (2) just transition
of the workforce, and the creation of decent work and
quality jobs. This work falls under two UNFCCC
Subsidiary Bodies, the one for Implementation, and
the one for Scientific and Technological Advice. The
2015 Paris Agreement includes “the imperatives of a
just transition of the workforce and the creation of
decent work and quality jobs” for the first time in a
UNFCCC agreement. Trade unions fought hard for
this.
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FAST FACTS

The concept of a
country’s “fair
share”
• A “resource sharing” approach:The global

carbon budget tells us how much greenhouse gas
emissions we can still afford to emit to have a
reasonable chance of staying below 1.5°C. The
carbon budget is a scarce resource to be divided up
between countries. A “resource sharing” approach
looks at how much of the remaining emissions
each country should be allowed to emit. Each
country gets its own carbon budget which it must
not exceed.

• An “effort sharing” approach: To stay within the
global budget, the science tells us we have to
reduce emissions so that globally they peak by
2025, come down by 43% by 2030 and end at net-
zero around 2050. (Note that this timeline is
criticized by many for being too generous. It allows
us to first emit too much carbon during the first
half of the century, so that we then have to “clean
up” the atmosphere through so-called negative

emissions. We still haven’t figured out how to do
that on the big scale required.)
The reduction effort is what is needed to get
emissions down to the desired levels. An “effort
sharing” approach looks at how much each
country should reduce its emissions. Different
countries or sectors make different efforts to bring
emissions down.

Whether using the resource-sharing (carbon budget)
or effort-sharing (reduction targets) approaches, the
allocation method should ensure fair shares between
countries. Both ways, the global total of countries’
carbon budgets, or reduction efforts, must keep us
within the global carbon budget and reduction
targets. If we relax on the emissions coming from one
country, another country needs to reduce its
emissions to compensate.

How should we divide up the emissions resource, or
reduction effort required, between countries? This is
a question of global climate justice.

In 1992, the UNFCCC adopted a principle of
“common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capabilities”. Climate change is a common
problem all countries share and have to do something
about. At the same time, different countries can be
expected to do more or less than others. So-called
“developed” countries have already emitted a great
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deal for a long time, contributing to warming that is
happening already, and so bear more responsibility.
Developing countries say that they should still be
allowed to emit to continue their economic
development, at least up to a certain threshold.
Countries’ different national circumstances and
capabilities also have to be considered. Some
countries have much higher capacity to act than
others, due to their higher income and wealth, level
of development and access to technologies.

But there are no methods agreed at the UNFCCC to
quantify a country’s “responsibility and capability” or
to allocate the global carbon budget or the effort
required between countries. You can find a list of
different proposals from researchers for fair effort-
sharing methods here.

Issues that come into the debate about how to do this
include:
• responsibility for historical emissions
• state of economic development and the right to be

able to develop to a certain level
• size of population and per capita emissions
• financial, technological and other capacity to

reduce emissions.
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POLICIES
& ACTION 2030

TARGETS
ONLY PLEDGES

AND
TARGETS

OPTIMIS-
TIC

SCENARIO

1.5°C PARIS AGREEMENT GOAL

PRE-INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

WE ARE HERE
1.2°C warming in 2022

Real world action based on
current policies✝

Based on 2030 NDC targets *✝

Based on 2030 NDC targets*and
submitted and binding long-term
targets.
Best case scenario and assumes full
implementation of all announced
targets including net zero targets,
LTSs and NDCs.*

✝ Temperatures continue to rise after
2100.

* If 2030 NDC targets are weaker than
projected emissions levels under
policies and action, we use policies
and action.

Global
mean

temperature
increase
by 2100

FAST FACTS

Tools to evaluate
countries’ NDCs
The ClimateAction Tracker
(Available in English)

The Climate Action Tracker is an independent
scientific analysis that tracks governments’ climate
mitigation pledges and action. It evaluates these
against what is needed to limit global warming to
1.5°C or at least well below 2°C. It covers all the
biggest emitting countries and a representative
sample of smaller emitters covering about 85% of
global emissions.

GLOBAL PICTURE

The Climate Action Tracker analyses the combined
effect of the individual national pledges to check
whether global emissions are on a path to meet the
1.5°C/2°C goals.

It runs a Thermometer to show what global warming
ranges we are facing with countries’ NDCs and
current policies. It also measures the Emissions Gap
between where emissions need to be in 2030 and the
emissions we can expect from countries’ NDCs and
current policies.

CAT warming projections
November 2022 update
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https://climateactiontracker.org/


Overall rating
HIGHLY INSUFFICIENT

Policies & action
HIGHLY INSUFFICIENT

< 4°C World

Fair share target
ALMOST SUFFICIENT

< 2°C World

Domestic target
INSUFFICIENT

< 3°C World
Climate finance
INSUFFICIENT

Net zero target year 2050 Land use and forestry
negligibleaverage

comprehensiveness
evaluated as

impact on overall
emissions is

INDIVIDUALCOUNTRYASSESSMENTS

The Climate Action Tracker:
• Evaluates each country’s emission reduction

targets, and whether it is on track to meet those
targets with its currently implemented policies and
actions. Because land and plants are carbon sinks,
it also flags whether the country’s greenhouse gas
emissions from land use have a high impact on its
overall emissions.

• Checks whether countries which are supposed to
provide finance to other countries are doing so.

• Rates whether the country is doing its fair share of
the global emission reduction effort required. It
takes what the country’s “fair share range” should
be from a long list of published studies with
different effort-sharing principles and methods.

An example of what a country’s rating might look
like:

The Climate Equity Reference
Calculator[3]

(Available in English)

Most civil society and trade union organisations, and
many others, use the Climate Equity Reference
Calculator to decide what a country’s fair share
should be of the global effort to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. The online tool (in English only)
allows the user to specify their own interpretation of
national responsibility and capability for climate
action, and some other settings.

For example, you can exclude the emissions and
incomes of people below a certain level, because the
poor are not the problem and still need access. You
can weight how much you value historical
responsibility versus economic capacity.
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CLIMATE ACTION TRACKER
RATING SCALE

IF ALL GOVERNMENTS’ EFFORTS WERE AT
THIS LEVEL, THERE IS A TWO-THIRDS
CHANCE THAT BY THE END OF THE
CENTURY GLOBAL WARMING WOULD …

CRITICALLY
INSUFFICIENT

exceed 4°C

HIGHLY INSUFFICIENT be above 3°C and below 4°C

INSUFFICIENT be above 2°C and below 3°C

ALMOST SUFFICIENT be below 2°C

1.5°C PARIS AGREEMENT
COMPATIBLE

be below 1.6°C over the 21st century and
below 1.5°C in 2100

https://calculator.climateequityreference.org/
https://calculator.climateequityreference.org/


The formulas in the tool apply your settings to all
countries. The user can then look up what the fair
share is for a specific country or a group of countries
(like the European Union), or what the whole world
should be doing altogether.

This is the screen where you set some of your
preferences:

While it looks very technical, it can all be explained,
but we are not going into that in this manual.

The blue area is the total global mitigation effort
required to get down from the projected “business as
usual” emissions (solid black line) to the desired
emissions (dotted line).

On the right is that global mitigation effort shared
out “fairly” (according to the user’s settings) between
groups of countries.
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Civil Society Equity Review
(Available in English, with a summary in Spanish)

Since 2015, the annual Civil Society Equity Review
evaluates the state of “equity” in countries’ NDCs and
UNFCCC negotiating issues. The Review uses the
Climate Equity Reference Calculator above to
determine a country’s fair share of the global effort to
limit warming to 1.5°C. It then compares this to their
emission reduction targets in their NDCs.

Each Review has also focused on an equity issue of
particular importance for that year’s COP, and makes
recommendations for ways forward. Examples:

2016: Fair share analysis of developed and developing
countries groups

2017 and 2018:The importance of considering the
extreme levels of inequality plaguing the world.

2019: Focus on climate justice, equity and fair shares
in the context of loss and damage from climate
impacts

2021: Focus on phase out of fossil fuels, with cases
studies from 13 countries (China, Colombia,
Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Trinidad and
Tobago, United Kingdom, United States.

2022: Focus on international cooperation,
including under the UNFCCC; to address financing,
renewable energy and fossil fuel phase-out; to
manage energy price instability; changing the rules
and architecture of global trade, investment, finance
and technology. (NDCs of USA, EU, South Africa,
Egypt, Nigeria, Senegal, Kenya, Mozambique
analysed.)

Gender Climate Tracker
(Available in English, Spanish and French)

The Gender Climate Tracker is run by WEDO
(Women’s Environment and Development
Organisation), a global advocacy organisation. The
Tracker probes gender aspects related to the
UNFCCC, and is useful for those engaging with
policymakers and UNFCCC negotiations. It is

The Gender Climate Tracker looks at:
• References to gender in official UNFCCC

decisions.
• Statistics on women’s participation in UNFCCC

processes, including by country.
• Country profiles A gender analysis of each

country’s NDC. The following countries have
specific National Gender and Climate Change
Plans, which are collected here: Bangladesh, Costa
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https://www.equityreview.org/
https://www.equityreview.org/
https://www.genderclimatetracker.org/
https://www.genderclimatetracker.org/country-profile
https://www.genderclimatetracker.org/national-plan


Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Egypt, Haiti,
Jamaica, Jordan, Liberia, Mozambique, Nepal,
Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Tanzania, Zambia.

WHAT IS ASSESSED IN THE COUNTRY PROFILES:

a) Governance
i) Reference to gender or women in the NDC and
in policy;
ii) What kind of reference it is, e.g. about
mitigation, adaptation, capacity-building,
implementation, or cross-cutting;
iii) The ways in which women are positioned in the
NDC. Are women positioned as: a group that is
vulnerable to climate change impacts; as
beneficiaries of projects or policies; as agents of
change; or as stakeholders in climate change-
related decision-making?

b) Planning
i) Does any budget in the NDC cater for gender
aspects?
ii) Is there a participatory planning process for the
NDC?

c) Implementation and enhanced climate policy
i) Is there a way or process for monitoring or
implementing the NDC?

GENDER SCORE CARD FOR INDIVIDUAL
COUNTRIES

Using those indicators, the organisation CARE
reviewed countries’ NDCs and gave the NDC a
“progressive”, “moderate” or “laggard” score for each
indicator. The country was given an overall score
based on how many of the indicators were scored
“progressive”.

The results of the scoring are in the publication
“Report Card: Where is Gender Equality in National
Climate Plans (NDCs)? June 2021 Update”.[4] It also
describes what civil society organisations in Tanzania,
Uganda, Bangladesh, Nepal and Vietnam did to
advocate for gender-responsive NDCs.
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ROLE MODEL
Where all 6 indicators
are rated
“progressive”

PROGRESSIVE
Where 5 indicators
are rated
“progressive”

ADVANCED
Where 4 indicators
are rated
“progressive”

MODERATE
Where 3 or 2
indicators are rated
“progressive”

LAGGARD
Where all 1 or 0
indicators are rated
“progressive”

Source: CARE: Report card: Where is gender equality in national climate plans (NDCs)?

https://careclimatechange.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CARE-Gender-Quality-and-NDCs-v1.4.pdf
https://careclimatechange.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CARE-Gender-Quality-and-NDCs-v1.4.pdf


WWF’s NDCsWeWant
evaluation
A country’s NDC is evaluated against the checklist
and given a rating:

Here is an interactive map showing the ratings for all
the evaluated countries.

You can find a country’s evaluation here

More detail on the indicators here
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WWF ASSESSMENT IN PROGRESS

NDC WE WANT

SHORT WAY TO GO

SOME WAY TO GO

LONG WAY TO GO

NDC WE DON'T WANT

https://wwf.panda.org/discover/our_focus/climate_and_energy_practice/ndcs_we_want/
https://wwf.panda.org/discover/our_focus/climate_and_energy_practice/ndcs_we_want/reviewed_ndcs_/
https://d3bzkjkd62gi12.cloudfront.net/downloads/wwf_ndcs_we_want_checklist.pdf


FAST FACTS

Just transition
initiatives led by
governments
The UNFCCC’s scientific body, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
identifies the following government-led formal just
transition processes underway:

Just Transition commissions, task forces
and dialogues
• Australia: La Trobe Valley Authority
• Canada: Task Force on Just Transition for Canadian Coal Power

Workers
• China: Mine closure provisions in the 13th 5-Year Plan for Coal

Industry Development 20162020
• Costa Rica: National Decarbonisation Plan 20182050
• Czech Republic: Czech Coal Commission
• Finland: Working Group to ensure a fair and just transition and

acceptability of climate measures
• France: 2018 Ecological Transition Contracts programme
• Germany: German Commission on Growth, Structural Change and

Employment (‘German Coal Commission’)
• Ghana: The National Dialogue on Decent Work and Just Transition to

a Sustainable Economy and Society
• Greece: National Just Transition Fund for Lignite Areas

• Ireland: Just Transition Fund Ireland
• Italy: Enel’s Just Transition Framework and Futur-e project
• New Zealand: Just Transitions Unit within the Ministry of Business,

Innovation and Employment
• Poland: The 1998 Mining Social Package and Special Privileges for

the mining communes
• Slovakia: Transformation Action Plan of coal region Upper Nitra
• South Africa: Presidential Climate Commission
• Spain: Framework Agreement for a Just Transition on Coal Mining

and Sustainable Development
• UK: Scottish Just Transition Commission
• United States: Partnership for Opportunity and Workforce and

Economic Revitalisation Plan (POWER+)
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European Green Deal – Just Transitions
Fund

European Union’s Platform for Coal
Regions in Transition
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Silesia, Lower Silesia,
Greater Poland, Lesser
Poland
Moravia-Silesia, Usti, Karlovy
Vary
Western Macedonia
Jiu Valley
Midlands

Brandenburg, Saxony,
Saxony Anhalt, North Rhine-
Westphalia
Asturia, Aragón, Castilla-y-
León
Upper Nitra
Zasavska, Savinjsko-Šaleška



Session 2.2
What unions are
doing
This session provides participants with
information onwhat changes are needed
in relation towater, food systems and
energy in order for those systems to be
climate friendly. It also sets them thinking
about justice aspects in those transitions.
It gives people a framework for analysing
the character of climate-related
transitions in relation to the political
economy of a country. Theywill also get to
practise applying the framework to a case
study of a country.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Describewhat needs to be done to

deliverwater, food and energy security,
or even sovereignty, in a way that also
provides climate solutions.

• Analyse transitions in their own country
or other contexts, and assess how
transformative they are.

• Apply good ideas from transitions in
other countries to their own.



»
We now turn from governments to organised
labour. It is trade unions who first raised the idea
of a just transition. It was initially raised in a
defensive way, to protect workers against job
losses or other impacts of shifts to “greener”
industries and legislation. It has since expanded
to be about justice issues more broadly. But both
strands are still there: issues of decent job
creation and reskilling and social protection for
workers in shrinking sectors, and broader social
justice issues. For some, it goes as far as the
overthrow of the current dysfunctional
economic system.«
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Activity 2.2.1:
Listen to trade unionists
1. Pick any one of the videos below to watch,
to hear trade unionists’ ideas on just
transition, the role of unions and their
experiences of just transition processes in
their country.

• Canada: Tara Peel from Canadian Labour Congress
(ENG) (time: 3 min) *
More from Tara Peel, on trade unions’ goals for
a just transition (ENG) (time: 5 min 48 sec)

• Colombia: Ideas from a workshop exchange between
Colombian and Dutch trade unions,
universities and policymakers (ENG, with
Dutch and Spanish speakers from 1:48) (time:
3 min 19 sec)

• Ecuador: “What Transitions: Vision from Ecuador”
presentation by Ivonne Yanez of Acción
Ecológica (ENG) (time: 14 min 42 sec)

• Germany: Fredrerik Moch, German Trade Union
Confederation, DGB (ENG) (time: 3 min) *

• Indonesia: Maria Emininta, Confederation of All
Indonesian Trade Unions on how to ensure
decent jobs for workers during the energy
transition (ENG) (watch from 2:40)

• New Zealand: Sam Huggard, New Zealand's Council of Trade
Unions (ENG) (time: 3 min) *

• Nigeria: Hauwa Mustapha, Nigerian Labour Congress
(ENG) (3 min) *

• Norway: Are Tomasgard, Norwegian Confederation of
Trade Unions (LO) (ENG) (time: 3 min) *

• Philippines: Josua Mata, Sentro ng mga Nagkakaisa at
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Progresibong Manggagawa (SENTRO), on
social ownership of electricity (ENG) (6 min)

• South Africa: Lebogang Mulaisi, Congress of South African
Trade Unions on how the transition can
advance the position of women in work (ENG)
(time: 1 min 52 sec)

• Spain: Carlos Delgado Quesada, Comisiones Obreras
(ENG) (3 min) *

• Sweden: Karl-Petter Thorwaldsson, former president of
LO Sweden, on the role of hydrogen and
green steel as a pathway to a fossil fuel-free
economy (ENG) (time: 6 min)

• Trinidad and “Take a Stand for Trinidad and Tobago −
Tobago: Climate Change and Justice” by Ozzi Warwick,

Oilfields Workers' Trade Union (ENG) (10 min)

• UK: Clara Paillard, Public and Commercial Services
Union, on the Million Climate Jobs campaign
(ENG)

• United States: About a collective bargaining agreement
between company Ørsted and union NABTU,
covering all construction jobs in all of Ørsted’s
offshore wind projects in the US (ENG) (time:
4 min 17 sec)
Judy Sheridan-Gonzalez, New York State
Nurses Association, on actions in the US
against the oil pipeline and fracking, and on
worker/community links (ENG) (watch from
12:10)

The videos marked * are about the role of
trade unions in the just transition processes
in their country. They are from ITUC Just
Transition Centre’s booklet Union experiences
and lessons from Canada, Germany, New
Zealand, Norway, Nigeria and Spain[1].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C1I0UAniJQ
https://vimeo.com/648770007/995c67a99b?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=13585357
https://vimeo.com/648770007/995c67a99b?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=13585357
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqI2qbyl-Gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqI2qbyl-Gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqI2qbyl-Gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5505g8r1aQM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSs44U4omHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSs44U4omHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNBBiNo9GPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNBBiNo9GPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNBBiNo9GPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S01xyeE3D4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S01xyeE3D4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kVjUsxoaf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYF5vkhOj-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYF5vkhOj-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=367&v=-LQvzXJyDgQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqTsaF4pIyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqTsaF4pIyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6RXCQgm890
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPV8i739Te8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPV8i739Te8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPV8i739Te8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_tNfdz2E9g&list=PLGo8ywkUXdUt5KbAsQrrkkjajw-0drybh&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_tNfdz2E9g&list=PLGo8ywkUXdUt5KbAsQrrkkjajw-0drybh&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=26&v=-LQvzXJyDgQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWB4yhTlnCk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=725&v=-LQvzXJyDgQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=725&v=-LQvzXJyDgQ&feature=youtu.be


2. Participants can share an idea from the
video they watched that they will take back
into their organisation’s work.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
Search on YouTube or other open source platforms

for free videos in the languages of your country.

If the workshop is online:
Everyone canwatch their own video choice on their

device. Remind everyone to mute their

microphones.

If theworkshop is in person, play one of these

videos on a screen for everyone:

• 2017 video of the Director of ITUC’s Just Transition

Centre, Sam Smith, on a trade union perspective on

just transition (ENG) (time: 7 min).

• A panel of trade unionists hosted by Naomi Klein

and Jeremy Corbyn at COP21 in 2015, with

speakers: Clara Paillard, UK Public and Commercial

Services Union; Josua Mata, Philippines SENTRO,

Judy Sheridan-Gonzalez, USANewYork State

Nurses Association (ENG) (time: 27 min)

• European Trade Union Confederation video on

climate change impacts on theworkplace and the

role of unions. (ENG) (time: 9 min 37 sec)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5U1jV2vzX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5U1jV2vzX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LQvzXJyDgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LQvzXJyDgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dr2_RyJyA5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dr2_RyJyA5o


Activity 2.2.2:
Integrating climate change
into decent work
programmes
1. SOLIDAR makes an input on the Decent
Work, Social Protection, and Freedom of
Association programme in the Middle East
and North Africa, carried out by 20 civil
society organisations.[2]

2. Participants brainstorm:

• How learnings from this programme might
contribute to decent work and social
protection campaigns within a just
transition
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• How climate change and just transition
considerations might come into this
programme.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Maybe you can’t invite SOLIDAR or one of the

other organisations above from the Decent Work

programme to make an input. Then ask trade

unionists in your country about programmes they

know of around a decent work agenda. Ask

someone involved in that to make an input at your

workshop.



Governance
and industrial

relations

Economic
diversification
and industrial

policy

Shifting
skills

Social
protection

Preparing and
mobilising

trade unions

Activity 2.2.3:
Role play collective
bargaining
1. Watch this video by the European Trade
Union Confederation to get an idea of how
unions could engage in processes of change
of industries and workplaces (ENG) (time: 2
min 20 sec).

»
You will notice the video highlights the following
aspects of the transition. These aspects are not
so much about transforming the economic
system, but about getting the most for workers
within the current system. Unions must take
care of the interests of the workers that pay them
to do so. So it is likely the focus of union
engagement cannot ignore these aspects:

Source: ETUC

«
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2. Study some ideas for union action: In 2013
in South Africa, the SA Transport and Allied
Workers Union (SATAWU) and WWF conducted
a series of workshops on climate change and
transport, focusing on cutting carbon
emissions. The unionists then developed
ideas for union actions to take the issues
forward at different levels. Here are some of
their ideas:

UNION AT NATIONAL LEVEL
• Develop a national union policy and strategy for a transition. This

would involve strengthening union mandates to act on climate and
researching international trends.

• National trade union office bearers can coordinate, calling joint or
umbrella meetings of the relevant Bargaining Councils. Then it is
easier for sector coordinators to take up the climate discussion.

• Work collectively on any inter-union issues.
• Bring it up in social dialogue: Engage The National Economic

Development and Labour Council (the cooperation forum for
Government, labour, business and community organisations) to
amend any relevant legislation.

• Create a job loss fund for laid-off and older workers.
• Propose to the trade union federation COSATU that it should

coordinate a national process for passing members from one union
to another when there are sector changes, so that members are not
lost.

AT WORKPLACE/LOCAL LEVEL
• Put climate change updates and information and awareness raising

on the agenda of monthly meetings with employers.
• Ask management of all companies what their carbon reducing plans

are. This might also involve negotiating with management about
making changes in the workplace and in the work process to cut
emissions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwMQref6xhc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwMQref6xhc


• Encourage the workplace to save energy. Present a cost-benefit
analysis to management to show them how they will save on
electricity and fuel costs if changes are made.

• Negotiate that any savings made by the company because of steps
to reduce carbon emissions are shared with workers.

• Use workplace and bargaining forums to ensure management keeps
workers informed about changes to technologies.

• Negotiate with management about driver training so that drivers
can drive more efficiently.

• Recruit new members – the bigger the union membership, the more
the demands and plans of the union carry weight.

• Engage and sensitise members on possibilities of job losses and
gains from measures to reduce carbon emissions.

• Work with the media, schools, members of the public, NGOs and
civil society to raise awareness at a provincial level..

AT SECTOR LEVEL
• Urge larger companies to develop a ‘mobility plan’ to make travel to

and from work more energy efficient and time friendly to workers.
• Identify the sector contributing most to emissions at the provincial

level and run local campaigns educating this sector.
• Form union teams within the high-emitting sectors and be at the

forefront of advocating the issue of climate change.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
• Develop a strategy for national, provincial and local bargaining on

just transition issues.
• Engage management to begin to budget for emissions reductions

and training of workers for the transition. (Done by shopstewards)
• Include green policies in all negotiations - companies don’t have

such policies.
• Defend working conditions as companies make low-carbon

changes.
• Weave climate protection arguments into bargaining around issues

of commuting and flexible hours.
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• Encourage employers to create incentives for the use of public
transport. Promote bicycling and walking.

• Prepare for possible cut downs due to the transition by compiling
demands now already.

• One of these demands must be that any workers that lose their jobs
must be reskilled for other work.

• If there are retrenchments the companies should help workers to
set up cooperatives, and then actively support the cooperatives by
buying from them.

• Demand that new jobs be decent, not insecure. Many can be in
communities e.g. walking children to school.

RESEARCH TO INFORM UNION STRATEGY
• Research what companies where we organise are doing that causes

emissions, and any plans they have to reduce emissions. These
plans may affect working conditions, may change processes and
technologies, or involve restructuring.

• Do research at workplace and provincial level to get information
about workers; what categories companies might start retrenching;
what are the new jobs emerging?

• Analyse what jobs will be lost or gained, and by who.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
• Start an induction process for bus drivers so they know that they are

delivering a public service and therefore need to work hard to make
sure buses run on time and are reliable.

• Engage the Transport Sector Education and Training Authority
about providing skills to workers that are required in a low-carbon
economy.

• Negotiate education and training for workers in new technologies
and skills that will be needed.

• Use skills levies for retraining. (In South Africa companies have to
pay into a national skills training fund. The company gets money
back when it trains its own workers.)



3. Role-play a collective bargaining meeting of
the National Bargaining Council for the Road
Freight and Logistics Industry.
• Participants with names starting with A to

M will be the unionists, those with names
starting with N to Z will be the company
bosses.

• The trade unionists have put on the agenda:
• Company plans to reduce emissions and

adapt to climate change
• Changes to jobs and working conditions

• Unionists – be ready with some demands!
You might like SATAWU’s ideas above under
“Collective bargaining”.

• Bosses – are some of these issues the
companies’ own business, not the workers’
business? Are there ways you want workers
to help you make the transition profitably?
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TIPS FOR TRAINERS

You could give participants 10 minutes in their

separate groups to do a bit of preparation, or you

could just start the role play.

Let one of the training organisers act as the

chairperson of the Bargaining Council meeting,

and let them kickstart the role-play. The

chairperson might start by askingwhether the

agenda items are adopted by bosses and

unionists, but don’t spend too long discussing

that.

Ask unionists to explain what theywant to

discuss under each agenda item; then ask the

bosses to respond. The chairperson can allow

caucuses. A caucus is when the unionists or the

bosses call for a break in the meeting to huddle

and discuss an issue among themselves, for

example to break a deadlock or develop a shared

response to something the other side has

proposed.

Try to get unionists and bosses to agree, but if a

deadlock is reached, call the discussion to a halt

because theymust each go back to their

structures and discuss.



Not all countries have collective bargaining

systems, checkwith participants. You may need

to explain that a bargaining council is a body that

is established by one ormore employers’

organisations and one ormore trade unions,

covering a sector or geographic area. The

bargaining council hosts forumswhen these

parties negotiate collective agreements with

each other, and then all are bound by these

agreements.

If the workshop is online:

If youwant to give participants some preparation

time, send them randomly into two groups, called

“Bosses” and ‘Unionists” (then the divisionwill

not be alphabetical by their names but just by the

group they find themself in). After preparation

time, bring them back to the main meeting and

the “chairperson” starts the role play. If one or the

other group calls for a caucus, and the

chairperson agrees, they can elect to go back into

their separate groups.
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Session 2.2
Reflection
• Howwould you balance the need to

protect workers’ rights within the
current economic systemwith
organising for a deeper economic
transformation?

• In your context, howwill this balancing
work in practicewhen bringing unions
and social justice organisations
together?

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources-for-the-training-of-trainers-on-just-transition/


FAST FACTS

Ascan of global
trade union
federations’ work
and resources on
climate change

UNION

ITUC – International Trade Union
Confederation

SCOPE

338 affiliates which are national trade union
federations, representing 200 million workers in 168
territories
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

ITUC has long advocated for “just transition”. ITUC
and partners established the Just Transition Centre in
2016. You’ll find news on union actions here. (ENG,
SPA, FR)

Report with case studies on Canada, Norway,
Germany, New Zealand, Nigeria, Spain:

VIDEOS
3/3/22 interview with then
ITUC General Secretary
Sharan Burrow on what a
just transition should look
like, the political and social
momentum needed to
make it a reality, and the
potential it has for
promoting gender equality
and workers’ rights.

https://www.ituc-csi.org/just-transition-centre
https://www.ituc-csi.org/unions-in-action
https://www.ituc-csi.org/IMG/pdf/191120_-_just_transition_case_studies.pdf
https://www.ituc-csi.org/IMG/pdf/191120_-_just_transition_case_studies.pdf
https://www.adb.org/news/events/webinar/adb-insight/episode-9
https://www.adb.org/news/events/webinar/adb-insight/episode-9
https://www.adb.org/news/events/webinar/adb-insight/episode-9


UNION

IWA– International Workers'
Association[4]

SCOPE

Membership is unknown, affiliates:
• Argentina: Federacion Obrera Regional Argentina
• Brazil: Confederação Operária Brasileira
• France: Confédération nationale du travail
• Germany: Freie Arbeiterinnen- und Arbeiter-

Union
• Italy: Unione Sindacale Italiana
• Norway: Norsk Syndikalistisk Forbund
• Poland: Związek Syndykalistów Polski
• Portugal: AIT-Secção Portuguesa
• Russia: Konfederatsiya Revolyutsionnikh

Anarkho-Sindikalistov
• Serbia: Anarho-sindikalistička inicijativa
• Slovakia: Priama Akcia
• Spain: Confederación Nacional del Trabajo
• United Kingdom: Solidarity Federation

FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

From the Slovakian Priama Akcia union’s statement
on the 22/10/21 Global Climate Strike: “Ecosystems
are just one of the victims of capitalism and the state.
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Today more than ever, we need to replace capitalism
with production and service provision without the
profit motive and wage labour. This should be at the
heart of our future thinking about climate change.
Capitalism and the state are not destroying only
nature itself, but also our lives. Every day. At work
and in our relationships with other people. They
poison us with their hierarchies and power. That’s
why we organize. Together we are stronger and can
achieve more. We make decisions horizontally,
without support from the state, outside of
parliamentary or municipal politics and business
influence. We are working on resolving problems at
work, but we also deal with problems linked to the
climate crisis, even at international level within the
IWA.” Global Climate Strike in Bratislava,

October 22 2021.



UNION

WFTU –World Federation of
Trade Unions

SCOPE

105 million members in 2022[5]

National trade union federations are affiliates.

WFTU also organises in sectoral Trade Union
Internationals:
• Agroalimentary, Food, Commerce, Textile and

Allied Industries
• Banks, Insurance, Financial Unions
• Construction, Wood, Building Materials

Industries
• Hotel, Tourism
• Chemical, Energy, Metal, Oil and Allied Industries
• Mining, Metallurgy, Metal Industries
• Public Services and Allied Workers
• World Federation of Teachers Unions
• Transport
• Pensioners
• Textile, Garment, Leather
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION (1/2)

From “General Principles of WFTU for the Global
Environmental Problems” (abbreviated quote):
“[O]ver the last 50 years the environment is receiving
increasing pressure from the productive forces in the imperialist
new order. The consequences are more and more intense for the
working class, the farmers, the poor and middle strata of the
city, in other words, the majority of the planet’s inhabitants,
whether they belong in the developed or the developing
countries. The root cause is none other than the very nature of
the exploitative system. However, imperialism, capital,
monopolies and the governments that serve them do not play
without an opponent. They have against them the working
class, the poor and the middle farmers, the self-employed, the
small business owners, the working intelligentsia in the
developed and developing countries, the vital interests of which
are identical with the need for a harmonious cohabitation
between people and nature.”

https://www.wftucentral.org/trade-union-internationals/
https://www.wftucentral.org/trade-union-internationals/
https://www.wftucentral.org/download/publications/en/WFTU_CONGRESS%20DOCUMENTS_FOR%20THE%20GLOBAL%20ENVIRONMENTAL%20PROBLEMS_2011_EN_ESP_FR-by%20PAME%20Greece.pdf
https://www.wftucentral.org/download/publications/en/WFTU_CONGRESS%20DOCUMENTS_FOR%20THE%20GLOBAL%20ENVIRONMENTAL%20PROBLEMS_2011_EN_ESP_FR-by%20PAME%20Greece.pdf


UNION

WFTU –World Federation of
Trade Unions
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION (2/2)

From “Theses and Priorities” document for
discussion at the World Trade Union Congress in
2022 (abbreviated quote):
“[T]he number of long-term unemployed is growing in sectors
affected by the green transition, e.g. the closure of lignite power
stations, and the popular families shoulder the burden of the
workers’ retraining.

The so-called new paradise of green growth includes expensive
electricity, flexible labour relations and cheap labour force, new
burdens on the popular families’ shoulders for purchasing green
vehicles and appliances, green indirect taxes and the overall
drain of the people, in order for the state to support the new
green investments of business groups.

At the same time, the investments of the so-called green growth
lead to the environmental degradation of protected areas …
aggravating the local economies and the life of the working
class. In conclusion, the exploitation of the working class
increases, to provide incentives for new and profitable capitalist
investments under the pretence of [addressing] climate change.”

https://www.wftucentral.org/download/documents/documents%20en/THESES-PRIORITIES_EN.pdf


UNION

BWI – Building and Wood
Workers International

SCOPE

360 trade union affiliates representing around 12
million members in 117 countries in the building,
building materials, wood, forestry and allied sectors
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

Report on climate justice initiatives being taken by
BWI affiliates as at 2022 (ENG)

BWI passed climate resolutions at its World Congress
in 2022.

FOCUS ONJUST
TRANSITION

Manifesto for the Teach
for the Planet campaign
for climate education,
based on science and
with a civic action
focus.

UNION

EI – Education International

SCOPE

383 member organisations, representing over 32
million teachers and education support personnel in
178 territories

VIDEOS
Videos on Argentina (SPA),
Austria (German, ENG),
Ghana (ENG), India (ENG
text)

VIDEOS
The climate crisis: an
education crisis (ENG)
(time: 7 min 47 sec)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-_dWfjbmwb8Qsyn7giEmhMO0T9xlEdwG/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-_dWfjbmwb8Qsyn7giEmhMO0T9xlEdwG/view
https://www.ei-ie.org/en/item/24244:education-international-manifesto-on-quality-climate-change-education-for-all
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dJfiTJtgfiobV2s7ckUtkx49OOO3fONS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSBvTwQjYTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSBvTwQjYTU
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

Just Transition | IndustriALL

Scroll down on the page above to find:

A guide on how to build a just transition strategy/
plan in your union (Available in English, Spanish,
French, Russian.)

A Just Transition for workers: a trade union guide.
(Available in ENG, SPA, FR.)

In April 2022, with ITUC and LO Norway, and 121
participants from unions in 32 countries, IndustriAll
launched the Initiative for a Just Transition in the
energy sector.

UNION

IndustriALL

SCOPE

Affiliates represent over 50 million workers in 140
countries in the mining, energy and manufacturing
sectors

VIDEOS
Corinna Zierold on the role
of trade unions, employers
and workers in the energy
transition, and the
importance of social
cohesion in the process
(ENG) (time: 1 min 33 sec)

https://www.industriall-union.org/what-we-do/just-transition
https://www.industriall-union.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/Just_Transition/a_just_transition_-_english.pdf
https://www.industriall-union.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/Just_Transition/una_transicion_justa_-_espanol.pdf
https://www.industriall-union.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/Just_Transition/une_transition_juste_-_francais.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLT2WiLBhfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLT2WiLBhfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLT2WiLBhfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLT2WiLBhfU


UNION

IAEA– International Arts and
Entertainment Alliance

SCOPE

Made up of global federations:
• FIA (Actors)
• FIM (Musicians)
• UNI-MEI (Entertainment, Media, Arts)
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

Working Group on Climate Change

UNION

IFJ – International Federation of
Journalists

SCOPE

Represents 600,000 media professionals from 187
trade unions and associations in more than 140
countries.

VIDEOS
A survey of journalists
about climate change
reporting (ENG)

https://www.ifj.org/actions/working-groups/climate-change.html
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DetzIroYPoKc%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DetzIroYPoKc%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DetzIroYPoKc%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

The ITF has been working on issues of climate
change and just transition as it relates to transport for
a long time and has excellent resources. Sustainable
Transport | ITF Global

The Future is Public Transport campaign

Publications Some examples:

UNION

ITF – International Transport
Workers’ Federation

SCOPE

670 affiliated unions in transport sectors, with 18
million members in 150 countries.

VIDEOS
Alana Dave, ITF Director of
Urban Transport, in
webinar "Trade Unions for
Just Transitions" (ENG)

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
en/reports-
publications/itfs-
sustainable-
shipping-position-
paper

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
en/reports-
publications/
mapping-just-
transition-seafarers

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
en/reports-
publications/zero-
carbon-future-
aviation-sector

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
sites/default/files/
node/resources/
files/
ITF_COP27_Africa.pd
f

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
en/reports-
publications/just-
transition-urban-
transport-workers-0

https://
www.itfglobal.org/
sites/default/files/
node/resources/
files/ITF_Just-Cities-
Report_FA.pdf

https://www.itfglobal.org/en/in-focus/sustainable-transport
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/in-focus/sustainable-transport
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/campaigns/future-public-transport
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications?search_api_fulltext=&field_year=All&field_sector=All&field_in_focus=37&field_region=All&sort_by=created
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Flive%2Fk_hFmLXEo1A%3Ffeature%3Dshare%26t%3D219%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Flive%2Fk_hFmLXEo1A%3Ffeature%3Dshare%26t%3D219%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Flive%2Fk_hFmLXEo1A%3Ffeature%3Dshare%26t%3D219%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://consent.youtube.com/m?continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Flive%2Fk_hFmLXEo1A%3Ffeature%3Dshare%26t%3D219%26cbrd%3D1&gl=DE&m=0&pc=yt&hl=en&src=1
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/itfs-sustainable-shipping-position-paper
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/mapping-just-transition-seafarers
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/zero-carbon-future-aviation-sector
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_COP27_Africa.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/en/reports-publications/just-transition-urban-transport-workers-0
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF_Just-Cities-Report_FA.pdf
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

The document “The food system and climate change
– workers’ struggles as a lever for combating rising
temperatures and securing livelihoods” was endorsed
by the IUF Executive Committee in 2013.

'Fighting for our future," IUF's first Climate Crisis
Guide for affiliates (Available in English, German,
Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and French.)

UNION

IUF – International Union of
Food, Agricultural, Hotel,
Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco
and Allied Workers' Associations

SCOPE

407 affiliates for workers across the food chain in 126
countries.

https://www.iuf.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/2013-The-food-system-and-climate-change_0.pdf
https://www.iuf.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/2013-The-food-system-and-climate-change_0.pdf
https://www.iuf.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/2013-The-food-system-and-climate-change_0.pdf
https://www.iuf.org/news/editorial-fighting-for-our-future-iufs-first-climate-crisis-guide-for-affiliates/
https://www.iuf.org/news/editorial-fighting-for-our-future-iufs-first-climate-crisis-guide-for-affiliates/
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

Climate Crisis - a brief from PSI (Available in
English, French, Spanish, German, Swedish and
Japanese)

Toolkit with workshop activities (Available in
English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Swedish,
Russian and Arabic) https://
pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/
dd79a26a-5ed5-4b88-880d-9cf8aaf6d15c_2020_EN_
Climate_toolkit_01-56_updated.pdf

UNION

PSI – Public Services
International

SCOPE

30 million members working in the public sector of
700 affiliates in 163 countries.

VIDEOS
A worker who is a first
responder in the face of
storm surges and typhoons
in the Philippines: https://
vimeo.com/
265560204?embedded=tru
e&source=vimeo_logo&ow
ner=6551614 (ENG) (time: 6
min 28 sec)

A water worker on
privatisation of water
supply in Jakarta: https://
vimeo.com/
265558342?embedded=tru
e&source=vimeo_logo&ow
ner=6551614 (Indonesian,
ENG subtitles) (time: 7 min
9 sec)

3 webinars from the Union
to Union Cambio Climático
project (SPA)

https://publicservices.international/resources/page/climate-change?id=9556&lang=en
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/dd79a26a-5ed5-4b88-880d-9cf8aaf6d15c_2020_EN_Climate_toolkit_01-56_updated.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/dd79a26a-5ed5-4b88-880d-9cf8aaf6d15c_2020_EN_Climate_toolkit_01-56_updated.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/dd79a26a-5ed5-4b88-880d-9cf8aaf6d15c_2020_EN_Climate_toolkit_01-56_updated.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/dd79a26a-5ed5-4b88-880d-9cf8aaf6d15c_2020_EN_Climate_toolkit_01-56_updated.pdf
https://vimeo.com/265560204?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265560204?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265560204?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265560204?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265560204?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265558342?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265558342?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265558342?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265558342?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://vimeo.com/265558342?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=6551614
https://publicservices.international/resources/videos?lang=en&search=%7B%22api_keys%22%3A%5B%22asa095f2-1525-477f-aw80-640a3e41a8de%22%5D,%22tags%22%3A%7B%22organisation%22%3A%5B%5D,%22country%22%3A%5B%5D,%22region%22%3A%5B%5D,%22sector%22%3A%5B%5D,%22issue%22%3A%5B%5D%7D,%22types%22%3A%5B%22video%22%5D,%22search_query%22%3A%22%22,%22offset%22%3A72,%22limit%22%3A9,%22order_by%22%3A%22start_datetime%22,%22order_dir%22%3A%22desc%22,%22lang%22%3Anull,%22start_datetime%22%3Anull,%22end_datetime%22%3Anull,%22in_progress%22%3Anull,%22key%22%3Anull,%22is_featured%22%3Anull%7D
https://publicservices.international/resources/videos?lang=en&search=%7B%22api_keys%22%3A%5B%22asa095f2-1525-477f-aw80-640a3e41a8de%22%5D,%22tags%22%3A%7B%22organisation%22%3A%5B%5D,%22country%22%3A%5B%5D,%22region%22%3A%5B%5D,%22sector%22%3A%5B%5D,%22issue%22%3A%5B%5D%7D,%22types%22%3A%5B%22video%22%5D,%22search_query%22%3A%22%22,%22offset%22%3A72,%22limit%22%3A9,%22order_by%22%3A%22start_datetime%22,%22order_dir%22%3A%22desc%22,%22lang%22%3Anull,%22start_datetime%22%3Anull,%22end_datetime%22%3Anull,%22in_progress%22%3Anull,%22key%22%3Anull,%22is_featured%22%3Anull%7D
https://publicservices.international/resources/videos?lang=en&search=%7B%22api_keys%22%3A%5B%22asa095f2-1525-477f-aw80-640a3e41a8de%22%5D,%22tags%22%3A%7B%22organisation%22%3A%5B%5D,%22country%22%3A%5B%5D,%22region%22%3A%5B%5D,%22sector%22%3A%5B%5D,%22issue%22%3A%5B%5D%7D,%22types%22%3A%5B%22video%22%5D,%22search_query%22%3A%22%22,%22offset%22%3A72,%22limit%22%3A9,%22order_by%22%3A%22start_datetime%22,%22order_dir%22%3A%22desc%22,%22lang%22%3Anull,%22start_datetime%22%3Anull,%22end_datetime%22%3Anull,%22in_progress%22%3Anull,%22key%22%3Anull,%22is_featured%22%3Anull%7D
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FOCUS ONJUSTTRANSITION

Environment and climate as a trade union issue
(ENG)

UNION

UNI –UNI Global Union

SCOPE

Representing over 20 million workers in the services
sectors in 150 countries

Wikipedia has a list of regional federations, for
example the International Confederation of Arab
Trade Unions and the Trade Union Confederation of

the Americas, and national federations. Such regional
federations would be the starting point for reaching
out in your country or region to build alliances.

https://uniglobalunion.org/wp-content/uploads/HA17094-Environment-and-climate-as-a-trade-union-issue-Handels-2022.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_federations_of_trade_unions


Session 2.3
What civil society
organisations are
doing
This session focuses on how civil society
can contribute to the movement for just
transition. In here youwill find three
examples of climate justice movements,
one local (the US), one national (Peru) and
onemulti-national (Africa). It also
describes howyou can find out about
other climate justice alliances,
movements or networks.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Research how others have organised

climate justice movements to spark
ideas forwhat their own organisation
might do.

• Find contacts to link their organisation
with others working on climate justice
in their region and globally.

• Use more effective presentation skills.



»
Nowwe are going to learn from a few civil society
movements and networks focused on climate
justice.We will also learn from each other about
alliances ormovements you are connected to.

There are so many collectives doing things about
climate justice at local, national or multi-national
levels.We only have one case study for each
level. It is a good idea to look at Climate Action
Network’s website and dig into the regional or
national nodes. At the websites of the nodes you
will find out about civil society organisations in
your region, in your own language.«
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Activity 2.3.1:
Learning from case studies
In the manual you will find three case studies
of civil society climate justice movements:
• Local: Youth vs Apocalypse in Oakland, USA
• National: TierrActiva Peru
• Continental: Pan African Climate Justice

Alliance

1. Work in pairs.

2. Pick one of the case studies.

3. Each read it for yourself.

4. Then discuss with each other: what
interests you about this case study?

5. Prepare to present the movement to the
group, and highlight what you can apply in
your own context. You can use images or
sound or video clips in your presentation, you
can make a PowerPoint presentation, or you
can just talk.

6. Go back to the full group. Each case study
will be presented by one of the pairs, chosen
by the facilitator. Any other pair that chose
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the same case study can then add some
comments.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
If the workshop is in person, pairs can be formed by

turning to the person next to you.

Allow 10minutes for people to read quietly, then

remind all pairs to start discussing.

When you pick the pairs to present the case studies,

pick people who have not spoken much before.

If the workshop is online:
Youwill have to create random groups and send

participants into them two-by-two.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
It is good to learn fromwhat others are doing

outside of one’s own context. But if the case

studies provided in the manual do not suit the

participants you could change Activity 2.3.1 to have

participants research their own case studies in

their own languages. They could go via the nodes on

CAN’s website to find regional networks and

national organisations, or just search on the

internet.



Activity 2.3.2:
Share about your own
alliances ormovements
Go around all participants: What alliances or
movements (beyond your own organisation)
are you involved in that are or could take up a
just transition agenda?
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Session 2.3
Reflection
• Which of your fellow trainees might you

contact outside the training course, to
build new links between their
programmes and yours?

• Howmight you connect local, national
and global struggles?

• Identify global or regional climate civil
society networks youwill explore.

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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FAST FACTS

Global climate
civil society
networks
ClimateAction Network (CAN)

A global network of about 1 900 civil society
organisations, of which 34 are international
organisations. It has member organisations in over
130 countries, with 10 regional nodes and 12 national
nodes. Get in touch with these here

CAN says it is “driving collective and sustainable
action to fight the climate crisis and to achieve social
and racial justice”.

CAN is the recognised convener of civil society in
relation to the UNFCCC and other international
forums. It makes submissions based on members’
inputs, takes up actions at the COPs, and equips its
members to deal with technical United Nations
climate stuff. It is part of the group that produces the
annual Civil Society Equity Review of national
climate commitments (NDCs) and hot topics relating
to the UNFCCC.

At the top-level climate conferences (the COPs) Climate Action Network daily announces a Fossil of the
Day, being the country which has most held back progress on climate ambition and action. Photo: CAN

At the same time as doing global advocacy, the
Climate Action Network aims to be driven bottom-
up by grassroots movements and local communities,
and connect them to each other and international
forums.

CAN aligns with other movements and stakeholders
in the climate space and beyond, such as with trade
unions, justice groups, youth movements, the women
and gender constituency, faith groups and Indigenous
People’s networks.

CAN works on 5 areas:
• Centering people and climate impacts, for example

through the #WorldWeWant campaign
• Ending fossil fuels
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• Transformative national climate action plans
• Building power through movements
• Multilateral processes and advocacy

They have working groups which dig into specific
issues of importance to these areas of work.

Find their videos here (Mostly in English but some
speakers speak in their own language.)

GenderCC - women for climate
justice
Global network of 44 organisations and individuals
working on climate and gender, or women’s issues.
Get in touch with them here

Photo: Gender CC

GenderCC focuses on influencing climate policy
spaces to make them gender responsive. "Not without
us" is an ongoing initiative launched in 2017 to
ensure that gender justice is integrated in

international climate politics and within the global
climate justice movement.

GenderCC was a key mover in getting the Women
and Gender Constituency established at the
UNFCCC. It runs education and awareness-raising
events to promote gender-just national climate policy.
It advocates gender aspects of climate interventions
in agriculture, biodiversity, consumption, disaster,
energy, forests, extractivism, health, migration,
population, tourism, transport, waste, and water.
(More on that here)

Over the period 2015−2021 it ran the Gender into
Urban Climate Change Initiative on integrating
gender and social aspects into urban planning
policies in pilot cities in Mexico, India, South Africa
and Indonesia. Current activities include “Youth,
Gender and Climate Justice” and “LGBTIQ+ and
Climate Justice”.

Find GenderCC videos here. The videos are in
English, except these:
• Spanish subtitles: GenderCC's project Gender Into

Urban Climate Change Initiative
• German: Interview with GenderCC's Kate Cahoon

on gender equality and climate change (2015)
• German: Interview with GenderCC's Lara Eckstein
• Spanish: Women's voices on climate change –

Columbia (2008)
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https://climatenetwork.org/resource_type/videos/
https://www.gendercc.net
https://www.gendercc.net
https://www.gendercc.net
https://www.gendercc.net
https://www.gendercc.net/who-are-we/members.html
https://www.gendercc.net/gender-climate.html
https://www.gendercc.net/resources/audiovideo.html
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CASE STUDY OF A LOCAL MOVEMENT

Youth vs
Apocalypse
Youth vs Apocalypse[1] is an organisation of school-
going climate activists in Oakland, California,
USA.

Howdid they start?
In 2016 Oakland City Council banned the
handling of coal in the city. However since then
coal developers have been fighting to overturn this
ban.[2] Youth vs Coal came into existence in 2017,
for a specific campaign against a coal terminal in
Oakland.

Youth vs Apocalypse (YvA) was born to continue
to resist coal being stored and exported out of
Oakland and tackle a bigger picture than one
campaign. Their first initiative was a push for
Californian Senator Feinstein to support the Green
New Deal, a nation-wide political programme for
just transition. This was triggered by the video of a

2019 meeting of a group of children with the senator
which went viral.

Youth vs Apocalypse organised press conferences,
interviews and wrote opinion pieces for the
newspaper, and eventually they developed a website
to gain a youth following. By 2019 they were strong
enough to organise a strike of 30 000 people.

Perspectives
“Youth vs Apocalypse, alongside other youth
organisations around the world, has noticed that we
are at a turning point – people can no longer depend
on governments, world leaders, and nation-states to
make the right choices and policies that will create
the best possible future for the Earth and all that lives
upon it.” Their vision is to:

• Engage with and respect young people as
community leaders and activists.
They say they want to change the narrative of who
has power and who can lead the climate
movement. They aim to empower and inspire
youth to rise to the occasion, to become leaders
and environmentalists, even if they had not
previously seen themselves as such.
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• Create a sense of urgency in the support for
climate justice movements.
They aim to shift the narrative from one of
incremental changes to a complete boycott of
the fossil fuel industry.

• Adopt policies that support the youth and
marginalised communities’ rights to exist on a
liveable planet in just circumstances.

• Stand for people having innate value rather
than money being the measure of value.

• Prioritise the voices of those who have been
oppressed and silenced by the system that
propagates climate change.

Themembers are youth from marginalised
communities who look to address the climate crisis
and the humanitarian crisis. They are particularly
focused on youth of colour and working-class
communities. A concept that is addressed by this
organisation is “environmental racism”.

The organisation sees coal as representing
extractivism, disregard for local communities,
social injustice, and environmental destruction.
They view colonialism, patriarchy and capitalism

as the fuel and the propagators of the climate crisis.
So as much as they are fighting against fossil fuels,
and carbon emissions, they are also challenging the
entire system.

When questioned about who they are marching for –
their answer is, future generations.

Howdo they
organise?
Schools are an asset to the youth because it is an
already organised space to mobilise from. Youth vs
Apocalypse started recruiting members through
school presentations – which are now occurring
online – social media campaigns, events and
collaborations in the network. The presentations
explain the science and history of the climate crisis,
and aim to enlighten youth in how to amplify their
voice in the private and public spheres. The
organisation instituted activism workshops for the
youth, and also organises using online creative
writing. To expand their reach and voice, they
extended to supporting and collaborating with other
initiatives and campaigns aligned with their vision.

CASE STUDY – YOUTH VS APOCALYPSE
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Their team consists of 3 committees: education,
campaigns, and “Hip Hop for Climate Justice”.
They use a combination of social media, online
meetings and in person meetings, and host
community meetings to plan their actions. For
their campaigns, they host weekly meetings to
share ideas, discuss plans, and grow the movement
together. They aim to take a peer-to-peer approach
to mobilising people, by meeting them where they
are and speaking to them with respect and
validation for who they are and the power they
hold.

Initiatives and
campaigns
They use non-violent direct action and lobbying to
fight their cause.

Putting pressure on polluting
companies
One tactic is public protests or direct pressure on
targeted corporate polluters. An example of this is
their participation in the “No Coal in Oakland”
campaign, which also involved other organisations.

They took it up as being an issue at the intersection of
environment and social justice issues. Coal is both a
climate issue and a health hazard for the communities
living in the area. Youth vs Apocalypse took to the
streets in September 2022 with the slogan “No to coal
– Yes to life”. Their march was part of an organised
Fridays for Future global climate strike.

Photo: Youth vs Apocalypse’s Facebook page

Other protest actions Youth vs Apocalypse has been
involved in, supporting other organisations that stand
for climate justice include ∙ the annual Anti-Chevron
Day 2022 (against a multinational oil company) held
with United Steel workers in Richmond ∙ 2022 Earth
Day march ∙ Rally against Radiation against

CASE STUDY – YOUTH VS APOCALYPSE
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radioactive waste ∙ a Choose Action Now event
targeting emissions from the US military. Find out
more about these actions here, where there is a
video about each event. (In English)

Divestment campaigns
A protest was organised against BlackRock, the
biggest asset management company in the world.
BlackRock investments were driving new coal
development in Oakland. The protestors painted
their hands red to symbolise the investment
company’s destruction of their futures.

A sustained campaign is their California State
Teachers Retirement System (CalSTR)
divestment campaign. As at 2022, S$6 billion of
CalSTR pension money is invested in the fossil fuel
industry. Youth vs Apocalypse is asking teachers to
invest in students and in systems that keep their
communities safe, and not in fossil fuels and
environmental racism. The youth gained the
support of three teachers on the board which
decides where to invest the pensions of California
public school teachers. These teachers agree that
divesting the money from fossil fuels and investing
it elsewhere is the way forward. However, the

majority of the board is still pushing back because of
the high returns from fossil fuel investments.

Lobbying politicians
Their campaign called #CA Youth vs Big Oil is
putting pressure on the governor of California to stop
approving any new oil and gas drilling permits,
reduce existing reliance on fossil fuels, and make a
swift and just transition to renewable energy.

Mobilising through music and media

Youth vs Apocalypse mobilises creatively through an
ongoing initiative called “Hip Hop for Climate

CASE STUDY – YOUTH VS APOCALYPSE
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Justice”. They create hip hop songs and music
videos together to carry messages to encourage
youth to imagine a sustainable future. Spread
through social events and social media this is one
of their successful ways of organising and
mobilising youth. See their videos here.

The organisation uses social media to disseminate
information, expand awareness and organise
people towards action. They make use of emotive
social media campaigns.

They write monthly newsletters that discuss their
latest campaigns, actions, and successes, and other
aspects of the climate struggle to raise awareness
about what is happening in the world.

Impacts and
successes
• Through Youth vs Apocalypse and other

organisations’ efforts, coal is still banned in
Oakland even though there have been a lot of
attempts from developers to overturn the ban.

• Youth in Oakland are being empowered to
take charge of issues central to their future. The

youth have found their voice, learnt to run an
organisation and protest actions, secured funding,
and managed to sustain the organisation to the
extent of having multiple monthly or even weekly
initiatives. Participation in Youth vs Apocalypse
has bred youth leaders. They have successfully
organised tens of thousands of youth to “strike” on
climate change issues.

• In their schools they gained the support of some
teachers which means they are given some time in
the school day to contribute to the movement for
social justice. They aim to make Youth vs
Apocalypse a part of the school day.

• Expanding out from Oakland, starting in 2023
they are introducing a summer school
programme for youth in the San Francisco area.
They have also produced a step-by-step guide (in
English) on how to replicate their movement and
start your own in your community.

• In 2021, Youth vs Apocalypse received an
American Climate Leadership Award by the
organisation ecoAmerica, which recognises and
shares best practices on climate change advocacy
and action in the US.

CASE STUDY – YOUTH VS APOCALYPSE
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CASE STUDY OF A CONTINENTAL

MOVEMENT

The Pan-African
Climate Justice
Alliance
The Pan-African Climate Justice Alliance (PACJA)
is a coalition of over 1 000 organisations including
women’s, youth, faith-based and community-based
organisations, farmers and pastoralist groups,
indigenous communities, with NGOs, trusts and
foundations. These organisations span 48 African
countries.

Photo: Climate Justice Network

Howdid they start?
In 2008, 20 organisations from various African
countries met in a workshop in South Africa in the
run-up to the UNFCCC COP14 in Poland. They saw
a need for African civil society voices to be heard in
such global forums. There was a call to spread
information across the continent and amplify African
voices, locally and nationally. The goal was then to
engage with African governments and other leaders,
to encourage them to take civil society concerns on
justice and fairness into international forums. Out of
this PACJA was started, spearheaded by a few people.

Perspectives
It is commonplace that most of Africa is the least
responsible for climate change, the continent will
warm more than the global average, and its poor have
few resources to cope with climate change impacts.
Yet in the early 2000s climate justice was not
commonly seen as a mainstream issue in Africa.
PACJA sought to shift this by connecting climate
change to ordinary people’s daily lives and concerns.
Their vision is to create a people-centred, rights-
based and inclusive movement which acts to address
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the causes and effects of climate change.

The Alliance seeks to elevate the voices of women
and the youth of the continent. A limiting factor in
PACJA’s development and outreach has been the
role of women and their constraints in society, with
women still facing challenges in being treated as
equals in society.

The livelihoods of many people in Africa depend
directly on natural resources. Thus, PACJA’s values
emphasise securing natural resources and using
them sustainably. “Most of our work involves
protecting natural resources against misuse by
powerful people and corporations. This can be
dangerous and physically and emotionally
draining. We however have the courage and
determination to succeed.”[1]

PACJA is aware of the threat that climate change
impacts pose to peace. Between 2018 and 2020
PACJA participated in a Horn of Africa Climate
Security Working Group. Here is a 2020 interview
with Dr Mithika Mwenda, PACJA Executive
Director, on the climate-related security risks in
the water-stressed Horn of Africa. (In English)

Howdo they
organise?
As the membership grew, there was a need to create
national and sub-national platforms. Now there are
national platforms in 18 African countries, being
Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, DRC, Ethiopia,
Gabon, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Malawi, Morocco,
Mozambique, Senegal, Somalia, South Africa,
Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia. The idea is
that the Alliance is built bottom-up and must be
responsive to local and national contexts.

Members direct the strategy and programme of
PACJA in annual Congresses. There is a Continental
Executive Board, with various governing committees,
and a Secretariat based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Initiatives and
campaigns
Massmobilisations
In 2011, PACJA organised the Trans African Caravan
of Hope from Burundi to South Africa, to end at

CASE STUDY – PACJA
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COP17 in Durban. A convoy of buses travelled
7 000 km, collecting and carrying 229 people from
pastoral groups, women’s organisations, youth and
community groups from 10 different African
countries. The aim was to learn about climate
change in countries along the route, raise
awareness and gather perspectives. Along the way
they stopped and held dialogues, with music, art
and tree-planting activities. They gathered
signatures for an Africa People’s Petition –
continuing at the COP they ultimately reached 2
million signatures! Their demands for the COP
included that developed nations and South Africa
be held accountable to their commitments to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions under the
UNFCCC Kyoto Protocol. Here is a report of one
of the stopovers, in Nairobi. (In English)[2]

Trans African Caravan of Hope raising awareness about the climate struggle on its way to the climate
conference in Durban.

In 2015 PACJA organised a series of Climate Justice
Concerts in countries where they have a base.
Celebrities and artists reinforced the message for
global agreement to be reached at COP21 in Paris.
Read about the concert in Nairobi here (In English).[4]

In the lead up to COP27 in Egypt in 2022, the
Climate Justice Torch Campaign sent a symbolic
torch around African countries. It moved from local
to national levels, to eventually culminate in a
continent-wide dialogue on the climate crisis. The
demands for COP27 were related to finance for
African countries, and for that to get to the
grassroots.[5]
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The Climate Justice Torch at an event in Zimbabwe.

The Climate Justice Torch arrives at COP27.

Supporting youth
In 2021 PACJA worked with tertiary institutions to
hold a two-week Nairobi Summer School for
Climate Justice, for youth activists from Africa, Asia
Pacific and the Caribbean. This led to youth who
attended the Summer School setting up a South-by-
South Youth Platform on Climate Justice to stay in
touch and support each other in advancing climate
movements back in their own countries.

During the period of Covid lockdowns the Young
Climate Justice Digital Activists platform was
started and supported by PACJA. This was a way for
youth to use their digital fluency and access to remain
involved in the push towards climate awareness and
justice despite the lockdowns. Since youth from
anywhere in the world can engage, they are sharing a
diversity of contexts and experiences which can help
them find solutions to their own challenges.

Advancing the energy transition
Formed in 2016, the Africa Coalition on Sustainable
Energy is hosted by PACJA’s secretariat. It is an
alliance of civil society organisations, business
entities, academia and research institutions
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advocating renewable energy and energy access in
sub-Saharan Africa. A seat on the Coalition’s
leadership team is reserved for the African
Parliamentarian Network on Climate Change,
providing a political channel of advocacy. PACJA
reflects that strides have been made towards clean
energy initiatives, and national policies and
strategies that will prioritise African well-being
and a just transition, but their efforts have been
somewhat thwarted by a lack of research and a lack
of political will.

PACJA also initiated the the Africa Women
Entrepreneurs in Energy Framework.

Under the African Union, the Africa Renewable
Energy Initiative seeks to accelerate and scale up
the harnessing of the continent’s huge renewable
energy potential. France and the EU are
“international partners participating as standing
observers”.1 In 2017, PACJA perceived them to be
exercising too much influence over the Initiative
and created a petition to reject this. The petition
was signed by close to 200 organisations in 34
African countries.

A video of PACJA calling for “Clean energy access
now” during Africa Day at COP22 (In English)

Equippingmedia
PACJA aims to achieve two things in working with
the media:

1) Influence and equip African journalists to report
on climate change issues so as to raise these within
Africa

2) Elevate African perspectives on climate change
internationally through better representation of
African journalists in media globally.

To this end, in 2013 PACJA created the Pan African
Media Alliance for Climate Change of journalists.
The alliance particularly looks to give a voice to
indigenous communities, women and youth. PACJA
started the African Climate Change and
Environment Reporting Awards. This rewards
African journalists and filmmakers reporting on
climate justice in Africa. Since the launch of the
Awards, they have trained over 600 journalists.
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Impacts and
successes
• PACJA has gained recognition for African civil

society voices on the global stage, and been
able to present some united common demands.

• In Africa, climate change is now more a part of
everyday discussions, media coverage and
government thinking, and PACJA’s efforts have
contributed to that.

• PACJA has been successful in using political
education, creative arts and communication in
many forms to bring together and capacitate
thousands of Africans – while supporting them
to voice their perspectives, and their ideas in
decision-making spaces. An annual “Week of
Action” two weeks before each COP brings
PACJA members together in their local
communities or cities to organise awareness and
action initiatives. A part of the programme is
preparing for the upcoming COP, and making
sure the experiences and views of those bearing
the brunt of climate impacts play a role in the
negotiations to come.

• The Alliance has found ways to connect
grassroots issues with national governments
with international forums.

CASE STUDY – PACJA
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CASE STUDY OF A NATIONAL

NETWORK

TierrActiva Peru
TierrActiva Peru is a national network of activists
from social justice organisations who coordinate
and support each other in working on climate
justice and confronting the environmental crisis.
Members of women’s organisations, indigenous
community members and land right activists are
involved.

Howdid they start?
The trigger was a workshop called “Global Power
Shift” convened by the global platform 350.org in
June 2013. It lasted two weeks and was attended by
500 activists from 130 countries. One of these
activists from Peru then spearheaded a national
meeting in Lima in 2014, under the umbrella of
Power Shift initiatives funded by 350.org. The aim
in the initial meeting was to create a space for
activists in the country who wanted to find
sustainable climate solutions. In Peru and Bolivia,

these meetings were called TierrActiva and this is
where the network was founded.[1]

Perspectives
TierrActiva sees the climate crisis as an economic,
political and social crisis, which requires systemic
change for there to be climate justice for all. They are
up against an economic model pursued by the
government and business that is extractivist and
harms vulnerable populations and indigenous
communities. Climate justice is tackled as the
intersection between curbing environmental
destruction as well as addressing the inequalities that
are further deepened by the climate crisis. The
movement believes that more “developed” nations
have a higher historical debt to pay towards climate
adaptation funds. This climate finance should fund
adaptation projects in developing countries to assist
in their just transition and build resilient local
communities.

Themovement fights for:
• food security and sovereignty
• entire agrarian reform
• reclamation of indigenous territories
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• systemic alternatives to extractive and industrial
development

− and to find new ways of existing and relating to
each other through collective and empowering
activism, reclaiming power from the bottom up.
This includes support for local trade and art forms.

They amplify the voice of women, youth and
marginalised communities. Many members
identify as eco-feminists.[2]

They do not limit themselves to climate issues but
make statements about politics, repression,
corruption and racism.

One of the co-founders speaks about the political
legacy: “In Peru from the eighties to 2000 we had
an internal armed conflict where a group called the
Shining Path declared war on the Peruvian state,
and in the resulting war between these groups and
armed forces, over 69 000 people died. And we’re
still living through the sequels and consequences of
that. Groups perceived to be left-wing and
progressive in Peru are to this day associated with
Marxism and with terrorism, as a single package,
due to government and media narratives, and the
trauma we still live in as a society.”

Howdo they
organise?
The activists in TierrActiva Peru are involved in their
own social justice initiatives. TierrActiva allows them
to pool their diverse experiences and knowledge base,
and link the different struggles. This creates debate
across organisations and builds solidarity. They hold
workshops, dialogues and host national meetings.
Besides raising funds from 350.org and others, they
have used crowdfunding: see this video (in Spanish
and English) which speaks about their approach and
plans.[3]

Initiatives and
campaigns
Empowering youth
TierrActiva Peru looks to strengthen the youth
climate movement in the country. In 2014 they
brought together about 100 young people from all
over the country for 4 days of workshops, exchanges,
dialogue and joint work.[4] Here is a video about it. (In
Spanish) (time: 6 min 49 sec)

CASE STUDY – TIERRACTIVA PERU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW-1knCkrMg


Photo: TierrActiva Peru

Supporting grassroots voices
Latin American governments held a series of
consultations with civil society in the run up to
COP20 in Lima in 2014. TierrActiva participated,
supporting the views of marginalised communities
who are worst impacted by climate change.

TierrActiva and others created CasActiva in a
house in Lima as a hub for activists outside the
COP. Besides workshops, exchanges, strategising
and making plans, much artistic creation happened
from the house.[5]

The network faces challenges in reaching outside
Lima: “When we try to have meetings with people
in regions outside of Lima, oftentimes the Skype
call drops, the electricity gets cut off, or it’s raining

and the phone signal doesn’t work. All these logistical
issues take on a bigger meaning when you look at it
in the context of [rural/urban] inequality and
centralisation.”[6]

Recently, TierrActiva released a statement calling for
the lack of female and indigenous representation in
the Peruvian Cabinet to be fixed.

CASE STUDY – TIERRACTIVA PERU
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Activities at CasActiva, the space for
activism and creativity that TierrActiva set

up during the international climate
conference in Lima in 2014.

Activists participating in the march during COP20 in Lima.
Photo: TierrActiva’s Facebook page.



Ecofeminismworkshops
The workshops position the climate crisis within
the context of women’s history of oppression and
agency. Many women work directly with the land,
and so are at the forefront of experiencing climate
impacts. They have indigenous knowledge which
can contribute solutions. The workshops connect
and strengthen them to raise their issues and
solutions in climate dialogues and public decision-
making.

Using art
Believing in the power of art to change mindsets,
TierrActiva uses theatre, art exhibitions and
musical performances to raise awareness of the
effects of climate change locally and globally. Here
is a video of the group La Nueva Invasión’s song
“Todo es Uno”. (In Spanish)

Resisting fossil fuels
See example here (In Spanish) of TierrActiva
asking parliamentarians not to approve a fossil fuel
extractivist proposal that would put the rights of
indigenous peoples at risk.

Intersectionality
In 2018, with Oxfam and youth collectives in Lima,
TierrActiva established a virtual platform called
Actúa.Pe. It is used by youth focused on fighting
against inequality of all kinds. It includes a leftwing
youth collective that focuses on politics, a media and
communications collective, and a collective that does
grassroots work in the arts in a marginalised district
in Lima.[7]

Photo: TierrActiva

CASE STUDY – TIERRACTIVA PERU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmhC9f4LyHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmhC9f4LyHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmhC9f4LyHI
https://www.servindi.org/actualidad-noticias/12/06/2019/hoy-protestaran-contra-la-ley-de-hidrocarburos-frente-al-congreso


Impacts and
successes
After the initial meetings held in 2014 and 2015 in
Peru and Bolivia, the TierrActiva network
expanded to Colombia and later Chile. They
formed a regional network called TierrActiva Latin
America. This regional group had their first
meeting in 2017, which included the launch of
TierrActiva Colombia. Activists gathered for three
days to share experiences of environmental
injustice and collaborate on finding solutions.
There was talk of local struggles in their areas, for
example mono-cropping sugar cane and fracking.
These issues were then framed as broader systemic
issues including disregard for women,
commodification and consumerism.[8]

Each national TierrActiva focuses on local issues
and struggles, and the regional network allows for
them to discuss broader regional and global issues
when they come together. In this way they connect
unique local experiences and impacts with
systemic issues in the region, to mutual benefit.

Their local and national struggles benefit from
solidarity across borders.

CASE STUDY – TIERRACTIVA PERU
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In 2019, there was a State-Indigenous Peoples
dialogue in the process of developing Peru’s
Framework Law on Climate Change. The TierrActiva
portal was used to disseminate and rally support for
the proposals by indigenous community
organisations. TierrActiva was one of 70
organisations which signed a declaration. Among
other things, the Peruvian state agreed to create an
Indigenous Climate Platform. Here’s an article in
Spanish about this.[9]

https://www.servindi.org/actualidad-noticias/13/07/2019/pronunciamiento-en-respaldo-propuestas-climaticas-de-organizaciones
https://www.servindi.org/13/07/2019/aprueban-plataforma-climatica-pero-faltan-aprobar-mas-propuestas-indigenas
https://www.servindi.org/13/07/2019/aprueban-plataforma-climatica-pero-faltan-aprobar-mas-propuestas-indigenas
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Module 2
Assignment
Select one of the following topics and write 2
pages on it.

1. Building a just transition movement

a. Motivatewhytrade unions and civil
society organisations need towork
together on a just transition. How would
you explain the vision? What would each
gain from working together? Why is it
urgent?

b. Describe the trade unions and civil
society organisations in your country.
What is their situation? How active are they
on climate issues?

c. Listwhat could be common campaigns
across unions and civil society
organisations, relating to a just transition.

d. List the steps your organisation can
take to get this movement going in your
context.

2. Reaching a national just transition
agreement

Referring here to an agreement between the
'social partners' - which, depending on the
context, may be business and trade unions
only or those two plus government and civil
society. This is formally called a social
compact.

a. Motivatewhythis is a usefulway
forward in your country (if it isn’t, don’t
pick this topic).

b. Make arguments that could persuade
each of civil society, trade unions,
business and government to followthis
route in your country. How would you
explain the vision? What can each of them
gain from it? Why is it urgent?

c. Set out steps that need to be followed
to get a broad social agreement on just
transition going in your context.

d. Describewhat the role ofyour
organisation could be.

Module: 1 2 3 Session: 2.1 2.2 2.3



Module 3

Taking collective
action

184

Prereading: Pick any one of the resources for
Module 3 and browse through it to get ideas and
tools for building movements, developing
strategies and undertaking campaigns.3

https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources/
https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources/


Welcome and recap
»
In the first workshop (Module 1) we learnt about
whywe need an urgent climate-friendly
transition and what changes are necessary �
while making sure that the transitions are just
and create the development we need.
In the second workshop (Module 2), we learnt
about what some governments, unions and civil
society organisations are doing about the
transitions to a climate-friendly economy and
society.We also need to knowwhat business is
doing. The Climate Action Pathways developed
under the UNFCCC Climate Champions, and the
“Fast facts: Key ILO findings relevant to the
climate transition” in Session 1.3 gives you
information on this.

In this last workshop (Module 3) of the training
course, we are going to start the process of
organising ourselves and building people’s power
to make sure the transitions are just.«
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https://unfccc.int/climate-action/marrakech-partnership/reporting-and-tracking/climate_action_pathways


Session 3.1
Getting goingwith a
just transition alliance
This session is designed to get people
going on building a just transition alliance
ormovement. The activities in the session
can provide experiences of how they
might go about this or theworkshop could
itself be part of the process of starting.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Make decisions about whether a just

transition alliance is the best way
forward in their context and for their
organisation.

• Develop proposals for goals of an
alliance, and campaigns the alliance
could take up, for discussion by a
collective of organisations hoping to
start an alliance.

• Design a programme for a meeting to
get an alliance started.



Welcome and recap
»
The Olof Palme International Center and
SOLIDAR produced a study called AJust
Transition for the Global South: Learning from
Alliances and Movements in the Philippines and
South Africa.[1] There, activists from the
Philippines shared a process that they have used
to form alliances around campaigns. This is not
the only process that can be followed to build an
alliance, but we are going to use it as a broad
guide in this Session.

Have a look at the “Tools for Trainers – Roadmap
for forming a campaign alliance” below.
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https://www.solidar.org/system/downloads/attachments/000/001/565/original/A-Just-Transition-for-the-Global-South_full-report.pdf?1652356969
https://www.solidar.org/system/downloads/attachments/000/001/565/original/A-Just-Transition-for-the-Global-South_full-report.pdf?1652356969
https://www.solidar.org/system/downloads/attachments/000/001/565/original/A-Just-Transition-for-the-Global-South_full-report.pdf?1652356969
https://www.solidar.org/system/downloads/attachments/000/001/565/original/A-Just-Transition-for-the-Global-South_full-report.pdf?1652356969
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In Activity 3.3.1 we end the training course by
considering whether the goal of a social compact
(a Just Transition agreement between the social
partners—trade unions and business and in some
countries government and civil society too)
might be a good idea for the alliance.«

TOOLS FOR TRAINERS

Roadmap for forming a campaign alliance

Look at Step 1. We can assume that people are
attending this training course because theywant
to take up some or other issue about just
transitions. In Module 1, Activity 1.3.1, each
participant or participating organisation spoke of
an issue of justice in the climate transition that is
a focus for them. So we are past Step 1, and we
are thinking about taking collective action.

Activity 3.1.1 here in Module 3 helps us decide in
what formwe should organise. This could
happen before Step 4 or be part of Step 4 in the
roadmap. In Module 1, Activity 1.3.3, we discussed
what our shared principles are. That would also
be part of Step 4.

NowActivity 3.1.2 in this module looks at
starting a movement which links
unions and civil society organi-
sations in the concrete contexts of
participants, and explores what the
common campaigns could be.
Agreeing on these would complete
Step 4. In practice, it may take several
meetings and processes to agree
on shared principles, a vision of
what the alliance wants to work
towards, and common
campaigns.

A core interest
group of people

from a few
organisations

informally
discusses an

issue of concern.

One or more of these
organisations offers to
convene a meeting of
diverse but influential
interest groups.

Interested organisations
select people to

represent them in the
meetings, and a larger

group of activists comes
together.

They meet, discuss
different experiences
and perspectives, and
share their
understanding of the
issue. They clarify the
issue and agree on their
demands.

They decide to form an
alliance � a partnership
for the campaign in
which they share a
vision � and bring their
networks and efforts
together.

The representatives of
the organisations in the
alliance divide out
responsibilities, elect
their spokespersons,
and form a leadership
committee.

They agree on
content for a

communications
team.

A clear message or demand is
communicated as broadly as
possible. This is described as
public education, awareness

raising or movement building � it
depends on the extent of

democratic involvement of others
in the outreach.

Members of the
alliance continue to

meet, track their
progress and decide on

which strategies to
use, distributing roles

among the partners.
Some strategies that the
alliance might undertake
include mass action,
marches or protests, legal
action, political lobbying,
engaging the media, working
with international and
national allies to voice their
opinion and get access to
important forums.
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Activity 3.1.1:
Debate theway to organise
for a just transition
Hold a debate on the question: Do we need a
just transition alliance or do we need to build
just transition work into existing structures?

1. There are two debate teams, each with two
participants. One team is proposing that we
need a just transition alliance. The other team
is proposing that we must incorporate work
on a just transition into existing structures.
They speak in this order:
• Team A Speaker 1 (Proposer): Motivates that

we need to build an alliance focused on a
just transition.

• Team B Speaker 1 (Proposer): Motivates that
we need to use existing structures and
alliances, and include just transition work in
their programmes. This person is not
supposed to counter the arguments that
Team A’s speaker put forward, just to make
their own case.

• Team A Speaker 2 (Rebutter): Raises
arguments against what Team B’s speaker
said.

• Team B Speaker 2 (Rebutter): Raises

arguments to counter what Team A’s
speaker said..

2. After all the speakers, participants from the
floor can make their own points or raise
questions to any of the teams, and the
speakers can answer.

3. Participants (including the speakers) vote
for which team was the most convincing.

After the debate, participants will need to
reach real consensus about the way forward,
as in any meeting.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Before theworkshop, get volunteers from among

the participants to be the four speakers. Each

team should meet before theworkshop to

brainstorm their arguments. The Proposer

speakers will need to prepare their motivations.

The Rebutter speakers can’t prepare, because

they are reacting towhat the other team’s

Proposer said.



The voting is just for some fun, and to give the

teams some feedback. Voting is not always a good

way to make a decision that builds unity.

Organisations who have come together to tackle

a just transitionwill need to persuade each other

and come to a consensus decision about theway

forward.

If the workshop is online
You can use an app like Mentimeter to do the voting

and show the results.
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https://www.mentimeter.com/
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Activity 3.1.2:
Starting a movementwhich
links unions and civil society
organisations
1. At the end of Module 2 was a written
assignment. Participants who chose the topic
‘Building a movement’ present what they
wrote.

2. Everyone discusses the ideas from the
inputs.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

Once you have received the Module 2

assignments, before theworkshop alert

participants to be ready to present what they

wrote. Participants who chose the topic ‘Building

a movement’ present in Activity 3.1.2.

Participants who chose the topic ‘Building a

national just transition social compact’ will

present in Activity 3.3.1.

If there are too many presenters to fit into the

time you have for theworkshop, decide howmany

you do have time for. Then select that number of

essays and alert only thosewriters. Select essays

for diversity of contexts and ideas.

Each personwhowrote on this topic can present

theirwhole essay. Or you can go through the

headings in the assignment, and let eachwriter

present on that heading. Then move to the next

heading and repeat. You can also let different

writers present on each heading, and ask the others

to addwhat was different in their essay under that

heading.

A checklist of the headings, which each relate to

thewriter’s own context:

• Why trade unions and civil society organisations

need towork together on a just transition

• Sketch of trade unions and civil society

organisations

• List of possible common campaigns

• Steps your own organisation can take to get this

movement going



Different campaign activities
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Activity 3.1.3:
Plan a meetingwhich
achieves Steps 4 and 5 in the
alliance-building process
You will now plan a meeting to start an
alliance for just transition.

1. Break into four groups, called “Agenda”,
“Principles and Goals”, “Demands and
Campaigns” and “Outreach”.

2. Choose someone in each group to take
notes and report back, and someone to chair.
Do not choose someone who just made an
input under Activity 3.1.2.

• TheAgenda group must plan the
programme of the meeting. What is the
content of the meeting? Note that you
must cater for sessions to discuss the
proposals coming from the Principles and
Goals group, and the Demands and
Campaigns group. For each item on the
programme, they must think about how the
meeting will cover that item. Is a
chairperson needed? How then to select
that person (you don’t have elected
leadership yet). An input? Plenary

discussion? Group discussions? Time for
different constituencies to speak among
themselves? Some ideas from the activities
in this training course may be useful.

• The Principles and Goals group must
develop a proposal about what the alliance
wants to achieve within say 5 years. What is
the overall purpose of the alliance? They
must propose no more than two goals.
From the worksheets and discussion of
Activity 1.3.3, are there three principles that
are essential and/or that will create unity?

• The Demands and Campaigns group
must develop a proposal about one
campaign the alliance can take up together
in its first year. What outcome or change will
the alliance campaign for? How might that
be achieved? Who must be targeted to
change what?

• The Outreach group must make a list of
which organisations must be invited to the
meeting, and how they will be reached.
What are you going to do about
organisations who get cross because they
were not invited? Are there any
organisations you want to keep out? What



are the criteria for inclusion and exclusion?
What arguments will you make to the
different kinds of organisations so they are
motivated to join?

3. Come back together. Each group reports
their proposal.

4. All discuss.

5. Participants can reflect on whether this
activity has helped them prepare to host an
actual meeting to achieve Steps 4 and 5.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS

This activitywill serve different purposes

depending uponwhat process yourworkshop

participants are in. If they are training on how

theymight execute building an alliance or

movement, then the activity gives them an

experience of how theymight go about planning a

meeting to form an alliance andwhat is involved.

If they are activists who are already getting going

with actually building an alliance ormovement,

then the outputs of this activity are real things

they can use.
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If you have people from different countries or

regions around theworld in theworkshop, group

participants by country, region or language. The

aimwould be to have people together in a group

whomight in fact decide to do something

together in their region.

If theworkshop is in person, have sheets of

newsprint and kokis for people to write up their

proposals.

If the workshop is online
Create a shared Google Document for each group

that they can type into while theymeet. Then

everyone can seewhat is being decided andwhat

will be in their proposal. Teach them how this works

before you send them into their groups.

You can use a Mentimeter graph orwordcloud to

get participants’ responses onwhether the

activitywas useful.



Session 3.1
Reflection
• Whichworks best for your

organisation’s goals andways of
working: building a just transition
alliance or incorporating just transition
work into existing structures and
programmes?

• In terms of the roadmap for forming an
alliance, at which step are organisations
in your country? And your own
organisation?

• Jot down three good ideas you gained
for taking a just transition alliance or
movement forwardwith other
organisations in your context.
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On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.

https://www.palmecenter.se/resourcecenter/environment-and-climate/advanced-training-of-trainers-building-alliances-on-just-transition/resources-for-the-training-of-trainers-on-just-transition/


Session 3.2
Analysing
stakeholders
This session provides a set of tools that
participants can use to analyse
stakeholders in low-carbon and climate-
resilient transitions.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Use tools to map the positions of

different actors in relation to just
transition goals.

• Strategise about how to relate to
various actors.



»
In order to make a just economic transformation
happen, we need an understanding of the
landscape of actors that are relevant and where
they sit in relation to our agenda for a just
transition. This will show us which actors it is
important to try to shift. Then we can design
strategies to shift or recruit them.We are going
to explore three tools: Spectrum ofAllies, Pillars
of Power, and Interest/PowerMatrix.

An ”actor” is an entity which has the ability to
take action in society, the economy or
governance. That action may be helpful or a
barrier to our just transition mission. You need to
gather information about who is out there,
having what positions, doing what and advancing
their own interests how. You can’t just be in a
bubble of like-minded organisations.«
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Activity 3.2.1:
Exploring a set of stakeholder
analysis tools
1. The facilitator explains each of the three
tools below. Explain the thinking behind them,
what they are good for, and how to use them.

2. Break into three groups. Each group is
going to try one of the tools.they will take
back into their organisation’s work.

• Choose someone who is going to present
your analysis back to the main group.

• Brainstorm actors in your context and plot
them into the tool.

• Once you have done that, discuss what you
are going to do about each category of
stakeholders, if anything.

3. Back in the main meeting, each group
presents their analysis and says what they
found useful or not about the tool they used.
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TIPS FOR TRAINERS
The reasoning behind the Spectrum ofAllies tool

and how to use it is provided at Beautiful Trouble.

Similarly for the Pillars of Power tool;

read about it here.

The guidelines for using the Interest/Power

Matrix are providedwith its Tools for Trainers,

below. This tool provides a three-dimensional

picture of the actors relevant to your goal, based

on their power to determine outcomes, their

interest in the matter of the goal, and their

alignment with your agenda. What is useful is you

end upwith a picture ofwhere all entities

relevant to the goal are positioned in the

landscape of actors.

If you have participants from different countries

or regions around theworld in theworkshop,

send people back into the same groups theywere

in for Activity 3.1.3.

If the workshop is online:
Use online whiteboards, where you have already

drawn the tools and people canwrite onto them

virtually. Thewhiteboards must be saved so they

can be used in the reportbacks.

https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/spectrum-of-allies/
https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/pillars-of-power/


TOOLS FOR TRAINERS

Spectrum of Allies
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active
allies

passive
allies

neutral

passive
opposition

active
opposition

Adapted from: https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/spectrum-of-allies/, which also explains why and how to use it.

https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/spectrum-of-allies/


TOOLS FOR TRAINERS

Pillars of Power
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Adapted from: https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/pillars-of-power/, which also explains why and how to use it.

https://beautifultrouble.org/toolbox/tool/pillars-of-power/


TOOLS FOR TRAINERS

Interest/Power Matrix
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Opposed

Contested

Allied

The stakeholder’s position in
relation to our goals

POWER
(POLITICAL AND

ECONOMIC)

How much power does the stakeholder have to
influence developments and outcomes of the
transition?

How important does the stakeholder find the
transition to be for itself?

(MATERIAL)
INTEREST



TOOLS FOR TRAINERS
Guidelines for using the Interest/Power Mapping
tool

1. Use one of the goals proposed by the
Principles and Goals group in Activity 3.1.3 as
your goal. Or if you want to be quite focused,
use the campaign proposed by the Demands
and Campaigns group.

2. In relation to that goal, brainstorm who the
stakeholders are. Not just who you are
working with, every actor relevant to the goal.

3. As you do so, plot stakeholders into the
matrix. Plot them against the axes of Power,
Interest, and use colours for Affinity.

• Power represents the ability of a
stakeholder to influence developments and
outcomes in relation to your issue. If you
wanted to get precise, you can score it from
0–10, where 0 will put it at the bottom of
the axis, and 10 at the top.

• Interest represents how important your
issue is to the stakeholder. You can score
from 0–10, where 0 will put it at the
leftmost of the axis, and 10 at the
rightmost.

• Affinity represents whether the
stakeholder supports your agenda or goal or
opposes it. You can score it -1 for Opposed,
0 for Contested (they go either way
sometimes), or +1 for Allied.

Together, Power and Interest result in a
position on the stakeholder grid.

For Affinity, colour-code stakeholders like this:

A rough South African example, where the
goal in mind was a low-carbon energy system:
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OPPOSED TO OUR AGENDA (score -1)

NEUTRAL (score 0)

ALLIED TO OUR AGENDA (score +1)

Small local
governments

Banks

NBI
(business body)

NERSA
(regulator)

Renewable
energy industry

BUSA
(business
body)

SAFTU
(energy union)

NUM (mineworkers
union)

Sasol (fuels
and
chemicals
company)

National
Treasury

Chamber of Mines
(business body)

POWER

INTEREST

Strongly allied

Allied

Neutral

Opposed

Strongly opposed

Metro local
governments

Department of Energy Eskom
(national

power utility)



Session 3.2
Reflection
• What did you learn from other

participants about actors in the
transition that you didn’t know before?

• Which stakeholder analysis tool works
best for you andwhy?

• Howmight using this tool change how
your organisation tackles transition
issues?

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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Session 3.3
Considering a
social compact
This session provides an opportunity to
consider the idea of a just transition
allianceworking towards a national “social
compact”, and hear from each other how
onemight go about it.
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After this session,
participants will be able to:
• Make a decision about whether a

national ormore local social compact
wouldwork in their context.

• Come upwith ideas on how to go about
this, if theywant to.

• Draft a step-by-step plan for how to
take just transition issues forward in
their organisation andwith allies.



Activity 3.3.1:
Building a national social
agreement between the
major actor groups
»
A social compact is a negotiated agreement
between trade unions, business, civil society and
government to bring about a transition through
working together and each playing their part,
despite differences theymay have. It can be at
national or subnational level. Whether the
agreement creates a just transition or not
depends upon the strength and persuasiveness
of the forces standing up for justice. The idea of a
social compact is based on a worldview that says
we can negotiate and come to agreements, even
if we have very different agendas. Others would
argue that such agreements cannot dissolve the
underlying material interests at play, and we
rather have to overthrow regimes or the
economic system.
Some of you thought it was a good idea to aim
for a social compact in your context, and we are
going to hear from them.«
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1. At the end of Module 2 was a written
assignment. Participants who chose the topic
‘Building a national just transition social
compact’ (agreement) present what they
wrote.

2. Everyone discusses the ideas from the
inputs.

TIPS FOR TRAINERS
Each personwhowrote on this topic presents their

whole essay. Because the issues around a social

agreement between government, trade unions,

business and civil society are highly specific to a

national context, it will not work for this activity

to go around by subheadings.

If there are too many presenters to fit into the

time you have for theworkshop, decide how

manyyou do have time for. Then select that

number of essays and alert only thosewriters.

Select essays for diversity of contexts and ideas.

During the discussion time, it will be interesting

to hear from people who do not think this will

work in their country andwhy.



Activity 3.3.2:
Closing theworkshop
1. People can reach out to other participants
they want to connect with, by exchanging
contact details. If the workshop is in person,
this will happen informally in breaks.

If the workshop is online:
Use online whiteboards, where you have already

drawn the tools and people canwrite onto

2. Go around all participants. Each person
says one sentence about one thing they will
take away from the training course and
implement.

3. Closing remarks by the training organisers.
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Session 3.3
Reflection
• Have youmade up yourmindwhether a

social agreement between government,
trade unions, business and civil society
is a meaningful goal for a just transition
alliance in your context?

• With orwithout such a goal, how do you
see your organisation or alliance
engagingwith government and
business?

On the course site you will find relevant
studies, videos and sites for further
exploration of the topics in this session. You’ll
also find all references.
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Module 3
Assignment
• Write one page about your plans to take just

transition issues forward in your
organisation and with allies. Be specific
about steps and who you will reach out to.
Remember to think about the global and
regional organisations covered in Module 2
(both from the trade union side and from
civil society). Share it with the course
organiser.

• Fill in the training course evaluation form
and send it to the course organiser.

TOOLS FOR TRAINERS
“Building alliances on just transition” training
course evaluation form

Find an example evaluation form on the
course website under Resources.
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